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The electrothermal instabilities in high-resistance single crystals of PbTe~Ga! irradiated by
infrared light are described phenomenologically. Instabilities show up in the form of periodic
oscillations in the current in the sample circuit and in its temperature in sufficiently high
electric fields. For observation of these phenomena it is important that the energy spectrum of
the semiconductor contain metastable electronic states lying about 20 meV below the
bottom of the conduction band. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00202-0#
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One of the most interesting members of the family
modified alloys of the lead chalcogenides1 is PbTe~Ga!. Re-
cently new, extremely important experimental data ha
been obtained on the properties of this compound2–7 and
models have been proposed for the spectrum of impu
states.

When PbTe is doped with gallium, within a certain ran
of gallium impurity (12331019 cm23), a dielectric state,
which is not typical of the narrow gap semiconductors,
realized. Here the charge carrier concentration is close to
intrinsic concentration and is 101221013 cm23 at liquid-
nitrogen temperature, whilen,109 cm23 at liquid-helium
temperature. The temperature dependences of the resis
R obtained when the samples are shielded from backgro
radiation and when they are illuminated by infrared lig
differ sharply~by nine orders of magnitude! for T,Tc580
K. The relaxation times for nonequilibrium electrons a
t.1023 s at 77 K andt.105 s at 4 K. At low temperatures
the ‘‘frozen’’ concentration of nonequilibrium electrons is
high asn.331 017cm23.

Measurements of the photoconductivity spectrum6 and
of the photoconduction kinetics7 have been used to obtain
spectrum of impurity states in PbTe~Ga! which, to a first
approximation, provides a qualitative description of t
available data and yields an estimate for certain character
energies in the spectrum~see a sketch of this spectrum
Ref. 7!. For the purposes of the present paper, this sys
can be regarded as having three levels. The ground sta
the gallium impurity lies about 70 meV below the bottom
the conduction band and stabilizes the Fermi level
PbTe~Ga!. Photoionization of the ground state causes the
mation of the metastable state, which lies approximately
meV below the bottom of the conduction band. These t
impurity levels, together with the conduction band, form t
above-mentioned three level system, which mainly de
mines the photoconduction kinetics.7 The basic assumption
for the studies conducted in this paper is our assumption
a conductor with this type of level system can serve a
model for studies of self-oscillations. We have also propo
the following method for realizing these processes.

If light is used for continuous excitation of electrons in
metastable states and an electric field sufficient to ca
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cillations in the current and temperature will develop in t
sample. When the current in the sample increases, its t
perature will also increase. When a certain critical tempe
ture is reached where a key role is played by relaxation fr
the metastable state into the ground state, the concentra
of electrons in the levels will be exhausted, causing a dro
the current, and heating of the sample will cease. Since h
ing of the sample begins anew after this cycle, because o
accumulation of electrons in the metastable states due to
illumination, the process repeats itself and can be repe
periodically. In this paper we perform experiments wi
variations in the following conditions: electric field, illumi
nation power, temperature of the surroundings, and h
transfer. As a result, the oscillations in the current and te
perature have been clarified and are analyzed further. In
dition, a new type of instability that cannot be described
terms of a thermal breakdown has been observed in si
crystal PbTe~Ga!.

TEST SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In these studies we have used several series of PbTe~Ga!
single crystals grown by the Czochralski, Bridgman, and
por methods. Galvanomagnetic measurements and studi
the photoconduction kinetics and spectra of these sam
have been done previously.6,7 The crystals were cut by elec
troerosion and the sample surfaces were prepared, etc
and had contacts soldered to them by the same methods7 In
the present work we used samples with fixed dimension
0.330.833.0 mm3. In order to avoid inaccuracies associat
with volume-nonequilibrium states, the voltageU at the con-
tacts and the total currentsI through the sample are given i
the following characteristics. No fundamental qualitative d
ferences associated with the different methods of grow
the samples showed up. A sample was placed in a shie
chamber together with the load resistance and was supp
with dc current from a separate supply. This chamber c
tained a miniature infrared source. The transient proces
were recorded using an S9-8 digital storage oscilloscope

In order to examine the nature of the observed instab
ties in more detail, we have performed experiments with p
allel control of the changes in the current and temperatu
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The sample was suspended in the chamber on current l
at a distance of 1 cm from the holder. A thin~100 mm!
differential thermocouple was attached to the side face of
sample and its cold junction was positioned in parts t
were well cooled in helium. The signal from the therm
couple was passed through an R3003 voltage comparat
channel A of the S9-8 oscilloscope. The signal from a lo
resistanceRl in the sample circuit that was proportional
the current~for all conditionsRl!R) was fed to channel B
Data from the oscilloscope was fed in digital form to a co
puter for subsequent analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first present a brief description of the recorded ins
bilities. The form of the periodic oscillations in the current
T54.2 K and a voltage ofU535 V on the sample is show
in Fig. 1a. Figures 1b–1e show the variation in the shape
the oscillations with increases in the~b! helium pressure in
the chamber~increased heat transfer!; ~c! temperature of the
surroundings~to 35 K!; ~d! illumination level; and~e! volt-
age on the sample~to 45 V!. The oscillatory process canno
be observed at temperatures above 42 K, at voltages b
30 V, and at too low or too high illumination levels~with a
heat source below 1.6 mW or above 2.8 mW!.

Some examples of combined traces of current and t
perature oscillations are shown in Fig. 2. Under the con
tions for heat transfer from the sample described above,
oscillations were close to sinusoidal in form and the aver
sample temperature rose. Since it was not possible to m

FIG. 1. Characteristic form of the observed thermoelectric instabilities~os-
cillations in the currentI ) in PbTe~Ga! single crystals. The conditions unde
which curves a–e were obtained are given in the text.
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sure the sample temperature sufficiently accurately with
design, the changes inT are estimates in these experimen
The amplitude of the oscillations corresponds to heating
the sample by several degrees with an increase in the ave
temperature of the sample to 15 K. A shift in the phase of
oscillations, which can also be associated with the mass
inertia of the thermocouple junction, is observed. As the
lumination level and electric field are varied, it is also po
sible to observe a more complicated periodic process wh
is related to the fact that ahead of the main current discha
one can observe at least one weaker oscillation~Fig. 2b!.

These data provide qualitative confirmation of t
above-mentioned possibility of electrothermal instabilities
PbTe~Ga!.

During the experiments it was found that a distincti
oscillatory process can develop in the sample even with
continuous illumination. This process can be induced in
following way: a voltageUc of some magnitude is applied t
the sample. This voltage wasUc524 V, while the oscilla-
tions shown in Fig. 2a took place withU540 V. Subse-
quently the illumination is turned on and the sample curr
increases to a certain magnitude. Then, after a timeDt.10 s,
the illumination is turned off. If a weak voltage were applie
to the sample, the current through the sample would decre
over a long time interval, as shown in Ref. 7. However, wh
the voltageUc is applied to the sample, at a certain level~on
the order of 2 mA!, the relaxation of the current disrupts int
an oscillatory process which essentially terminates the re
ation, since this process can obviously continue for an
limited time. The shape of the oscillations in the current a
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. The temperature oscillati
take place around some average value~7 K! which is much
lower than the same magnitude in Fig. 2. It should be no
that these oscillations are observed within a very narr
range of voltages applied to the sample,U523.5224.5 V,

FIG. 2. Forms of the oscillations in the currentI in the sample circuit and in
the sample temperature characterized by the thermocouple voltageUt with
illumination ~see text!.
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and their period varies by almost a factor of 2~from 2.8 s to
1.5 s! within this range. The nature of these oscillations d
fers substantially from that of the instabilities observed
fore in p-type PbTe~Ga!.9

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

At present, it is difficult to carry out a detailed quantit
tive analysis of the observed instabilities. It is appropriate
cite some initial data for such an analysis.

The thermal activation energy for conduction,Ea , in
PbTe~Ga! for T,80 K is estimated from the lnR(1/T) curve
to beEa;70 meV. The magnitudeW1 of the barrier which
determines the relaxation time for the frozen photocond
tivity during heating of the samples can be estimated fr
measurements of the characteristic times for the steady-
photoconductivity as functions of the temperature or from
analysis of the variation in the static characterist
ln R(1/T) taken with illumination at temperatures of 40–8
K. The basic criteria for the existence of single-electr
metastable states in PbTe~Ga! are the previously discussed6,7

thermally stimulated currents ‘‘induced by impurity phot
conductivity’’ and certain other data.4,5

The current-voltage characteristics in high resista
PbTe~Ga! samples are determined by conductivity along
impurity band of metastable states, as well as by field
thermal scattering of carriers into the conduction band. T
conductivity of the sample under these conditions is a fu
tion of the field E and temperatureT, which in turn are
determined by Joule heating of the system. Under these
ditions impurity breakdown or impurity and Joule brea
down may develop in the system. Temperature and fi
heating of the electrons may cause the barrierW1 to be over-
come and lead to a transition of these electrons into
ground state. In this sort of system Joule breakdown diff
fundamentally from ordinary breakdown, since during th

FIG. 3. Forms of the oscillations in the currentI in the sample circuit and in
the sample temperature characterized by the thermocouple voltageUt with-
out illumination ~see text!.
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Joule breakdown has been studied before
Pb12xSnxTe~In!.8 The variation in the shape of the oscilla
tions as the external conditions are changed~Fig. 1! is in
qualitative agreement with theory. In the theory of therm
breakdown one introduces as a parameter the critical t
peratureT0

(c) of the surrounding medium at which brea
down can be observed. This critical temperature is de
mined by the conduction activation energyEa , i.e.,

T0
~c!5Ea/8kT, ~1!

which allows us to estimate the activation energy of the el
trons from the metastable states. If the critical temperatur
taken to be the temperature at which the observed insta
ties disappear, then the activation energy isEa.25 meV.
Naturally, a determination of this energy on the basis of t
effect or from a study of thermally stimulated currents c
ries a large error. Nevertheless, the data obtained here c
late well with the optical measurements of Khokhlov a
Belogorokhov.3 The far-infrared lines observed in the phot
conductivity spectrum there~with energies on the order of 2
meV! can be tentatively attributed to transitions of electro
from the metastable states into the conduction band.

The nature of the oscillations observed without illumin
tion ~Fig. 3! is not clear at present; these data show t
structure of the spectrum of the metastable levels
PbTe~Ga! is more complex and the possible types of ins
bilities may be of interest for further study.

We wish to thank A. M. Gas’kov, E. I. Slyn’ko, and
S. A. Belokon’ for providing the samples.
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Resonant interaction of electrons with a high frequency electric field in two-barrier

structures

I. V. Belyaeva, E. I. Golant, and A. B Pashkovski 
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The frequency dependences of the small-signal dynamic conductivity of symmetric and
nonsymmetric two-barrier heterostructures are calculated in a one-electron approximation. Special
attention is focused on the case of electron tunnelling through the upper minibands. In the
approximation of high-barrier power~width!, an analytic expression is obtained for the dynamic
conductivity of a two-barrier resonance-tunnel structure that agrees with a rigorous
calculation. It is shown that~a! the dynamic conductivity increases as the fourth power of the
barrier width,~b! quantum transitions with an even change in the level number are
forbidden, and~c! the dynamic conductivity is inversely proportional to the cube of the frequency
if the separation between the levels varies with frequency in a way such that the resonance
condition is always satisfied. The maximum possible intensity of the radiating transitions of two-
barrier heterostructures are calculated as a function of the quantum numbers of the working
levels under conditions such that the supply current density and the characteristic time for breakup
of the coherence by phonon scattering are constant. It is shown that the intensity increases
significantly if, for example, the fourth level of the structure, rather than the ground state, is used
as the working level. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00302-5#
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In the many papers on resonance-tunnel structure1–5

considerable attention has been devoted to studies of the
namic conductivitys.

In the small-signal approximation the conductivity
frequencyv is determined by the difference in the electr
fluxesJ coming out of a two-barrier resonance-tunnel stru
ture as absorbed (J(«1\v)) and emitted (J(«2\v)) pho-
tons with energy\v:6,7

s~«,v!5
2\v

aE2
@J~«1\v!2J~«2\v!#, ~1!

where 2E is the amplitude of the alternating field of fre
quencyv, a is the size of the localization region of the
field, and« is the electron energy. There is special interes
determining the negative dynamic conductivitys in the THz
frequency range, where a unipolar superlattice laser has
recently created for the first time.8

The characteristics of a resonance-tunnel structure a
a great extent determined by the method for injecting e
trons into the interior of the structure, which is usually do
by applying a voltage which biases the system of quasile
~minibands! of the structure downward, so that one of t
levels ends up sufficiently close to the bottom of the cond
tion band of the input contact of the resonance-tunnel st
ture, where conditions for intense overflow of electrons
this level are ensured. The applied voltage, however, s
stantially disrupts the symmetry of the resonance-tun
structure, which leads to a reduction in the maximum tun
transparency~transmission coefficient! T compared to the
T51 for complete symmetry of the structure. This limits t
efficiency of direct injection, especially into the higher min
bands of the resonance-tunnel structure. In order to av
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method based on using an injector which accelerates
electrons to the required energy. The possibility of coher
tunnelling of electrons in a resonance-tunnel structure w
an injector, including over the higher levels, was demo
strated. On this basis it has been theoretically predicted10 that
injecting electrons into the second miniband of a two-barr
resonance-tunnel structure can provide sufficient nega
dynamic conductivity for operation of an infrared~IR! laser.

In this article we develop an earlier approach10,11 to
study the dynamic conductivity of a two-barrier resonan
tunnel structure which arises when electrons pass over
upper resonant levels of the structure.

2. CALCULATING THE DYNAMIC CONDUCTIVITY WHEN
ELECTRONS ARE INJECTED INTO THE HIGHER MINIBANDS
OF A TWO-BARRIER RESONANCE-TUNNEL STRUCTURE

It has been shown12 that when an electron with energ
« moves through a quantum-well structure with a nonmo
tonically varying static transmission coefficientT(«), the
probability of absorption or emission of a photon\v by the
electron is greatest if the energy of the electron undergoin
collision with the photon is close to the energyEm corre-
sponding to the maximum ofuT(«)u. Thus, the absolute
value of the conductivity increases sharply at a freque
v5uEm2«u/\. However, with nonresonant passage of ele
trons through a two-barrier resonance-tunnel structure
magnitude of the negative dynamic conductivity is limite
by the fact that, because of the low transmission coeffici
T(«), relatively few electrons enter the structure and inter
with the rf field. Thus, the idea naturally arises, and is co
firmed by a rigorous quantum-mechanical calculation,10 that
the probability of interaction with the rf field increases su

1030103-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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stantially if the electrons pass through the two-barri
resonance-tunnel structure along the second resonant le
rather than along the first, while the frequency of the osc
lations in the field corresponds to the separation between
levels. Here the magnitude of the negative dynamic cond
tivity increases sharply and can become significantly larg
than the static value~see Fig. 1!.

High negative dynamic conductivities can, in principle
be obtained using higher resonant levels, as well as just
first and second. We shall consider this question for the
ample of the simplest symmetric two-barrier structure11 of
thicknessa with thin (d-shaped! barriers of heightwb and
thicknessb in the absence of a constant electric field. Figu
2 shows a plot of the active conductivitys(«) when mo-
noenergetic electrons pass through the eighth resonant l
of a structure witha5275 Å, wb51.04 eV, andb511 Å
calculated using the method of Ref. 11.~For this structure
the frequency of the transitions from the first to the seco
resonant level isn5v/2p.5 THz.! The frequencies corre-
sponding to transitions to even levels are denoted in Fig.
by dashed lines. Along with the peaks and the dashed lin
the quantum numbers of the levels to which the transitio
take place are also indicated. It should be noted that for t
structure the calculation is strictly an approximation, sin
the calculation ignores such important features of the ba
structure of the semiconducting material as the nonparab
dispersion and the presence of the valleysL and X. It is
evident that the conductivity is resonant in character, bo
for transitions between the second and first levels and
transitions between the eighth and odd resonant levels.
probability of transitions to even levels is low~we can say
that these transitions are forbidden!. For transitions between
the eighth and seventh levels the maximum conductivity

FIG. 1. Active conductivitys of a two-barrier, resonance- tunnel structur
as a function of the normalized frequencyv/v0 (v05«0 /\) for passage of
a monoenergetic electron flux with a concentrationn51017 cm23 through
the second resonance level. The parameters of the structure are:a595 Å,
wb51.04 eV,b511 Å. The electron energies« are:E254.05«0 ~smooth
curve!, 3.9«0 ~dashed curve!, 4.2«0 ~dot-dashed curve!; «0551.24 meV.
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observed at an energy which does not coincide exactly w
resonant passage through the eigthth level,E8, but is lower
~Fig. 2b!. This is explained by the fact that in this case tran
sitions from the eighth level to the broad ninth level becom
important, along with those to the seventh level. In this cas
conditions are created such that the difference in the numb
of transitions to the seventh and ninth levels is greater wh
«,E8 than when«5E8. For transitions to lower-lying reso-
nance levels the maximum in the conductivity is observed
an electron energy equal strictly toE8. ~It should be noted
that the width of the eighth level,G8521.3 meV, is much
greater than the width of the first level,G150.053 meV.!

It is clear that for this structure at frequencies corre
sponding to transitions to allowed~in this case, odd! levels

FIG. 2. Active conductivitys of a two-barrier, resonance- tunnel structure
as a function of the normalized frequencyv/v0 (v05«0 /\) for passage of
a monoenergetic electron flux with a concentrationn51017 cm23 through
the eighth resonance level. The parameters of the structure are:a5275 Å,
wb51.04 eV,b511 Å. The electron energies« are: ~a! E8564.8«0, ~b!
E8 ~smooth curve!, 64.2«0 ~dashed curve!, 65.4«0 ~dot-dashed curve!;
«056.91 meV.
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the maximum conductivity is observed for transitions b
tween neighboring levels. The probability of transitions
the next allowed levels is much smaller, while as the diff
ence in the quantum numbers of the levels increases,
probability of a transition to them then increases again.

It is interesting to examine how the nonsymmetry of t
structure~difference in the power of the first and seco
barriers! affects the magnitude of the resonant hig
frequency conductivity. Figure 3 shows plots ofsN for elec-
trons passing through the fourth resonance level as funct
of the thicknessb2 of the second barrier for a fixed widt
b1 of the first andvice versa. It should be noted that in the
case of a nonsymmetric structure, as in the case of a s
metric structure, the maximum conductivity is observed a
frequency close, but not equal, tovNL5uEN2ELu/\. For
comparison the figure shows plots ofsN(b), where the
thicknesses of both barriers increase simultaneously.~The
change in the thickness of each barrierb is equal to half the
change in the thickness of the second barrier in the first c
b5(b11b2)/2).!

It is clear from Fig. 3 that as the thickness of the seco
barrier is increased,sN initially rises rapidly~almost as in a
symmetric structure! and then approaches a roughly const
value. An utterly different picture is seen when the thickne
of the first barrier is increased: at first the conductivity ris
slightly and then it falls off monotonically. This behavior ca
be explained as follows: When the thickness of the sec
barrier is increased, the amplitude of the electron wave fu
tion at first increases and then, when the second barrier
comes thick enough and essentially does not let any elect
through, the growth in the amplitude of the wave functi
ceases. In the limit, with increasing thickness of the sec
barrier, a barrier2^section in high frequency field&2^infinite
wall& situation develops. The conductivity behaves acco

FIG. 3. Active conductivitysN of a two-barrier, resonance- tunnel structu
(a5275 Å,wb51.04 eV! as a function of barrier thicknessb for passage of
a monoenergetic electron flux through the fourth resonance level. Sm
curves aresN(b) when the thicknesses of the two layers are changed,
dashed curves aresN(b2) for b15const, and the dot-dashed curves a
sN(b1) for b25const. The numbers on the curves denote the quantum n
bers of the levels to which the transitions take place.
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constant. Here, as the calculations show, most of the e
trons that have interacted with the rf field leave to the l
~are reflected from the wall!. In the case where the thicknes
of the first barrier is increased, even fewer of the electro
pass into the two-barrier resonance-tunnel structure and,
a certain time, the amplitude of the wave functions d
creases, so that the magnitude of the conductivity decre
accordingly. Here, of course, most of the electrons that h
interacted with the rf field leave to the right~are reflected
from the first barrier!.

3. THE APPROXIMATION OF HIGH-‘‘POWER’’ BARRIERS

In order to explain this behavior, it is appropriate
derive an analytic expression for the dynamic conductiv
Let us assume that a weak uniform electric field that varie
time asE(t)5E(eivt1e2 ivt) is applied to the structure. Fo
definiteness we assume that the electrons move from le
right. Taking into acount the above assumptions, the tim
dependent Schro¨dinger equation will then have the form

i\
]C

]t
52

\2

2m*
]C

]x2
1ad~x!C1ad~x2a!C

1H~x,t !C,

H~x,t !52qE@x@u~x!2u~x2a!#1au~x2a!#

3~eivt1e2 ivt!. ~2!

Hereq andm* are the electron charge and mass,a5wbb,
andu(x) is the unit step function. If the ground state wa
functionC0 normalized to a single electron has the form

C0~x!5H exp ikx1D exp ikx x,0,

A sin kx1B coskx 0,x,a,

C exp@ ik~x2a!# x.a,

~3!

then in the small-signal approximation the correctionC1 to
it is given by7

C15C1~x!e2 i ~v01v!t1C2~x!e2 i ~v02v!t,

wherev05«/\, « is the energy of the electrons incident o
the structure, andk5(2m* «/\2)1/2 is their wave vector. The
functionsC6 for this structure have the form

C6~x!5H D6 exp~2 ik6x! x,0,

A6 sin k61Bx cosk6x1x6~x! 0,x,a,

C6 exp@ ik6~x2a!#1P6exp@ ik~x2a!# x.a,
~4!

where k65@2m* (v06v)/\#1/2, P657qEaC0(a)/\v,
andx6(x) are the particular solutions of the equation

\~v06v!x6~x!52
\2

2m*
]x6

]x2
2qExC0~x!. ~5!

In this case~see Ref. 11! we have

x6~x!57
qEx

\v
C0~x!1

qE

m*v2C08~x!. ~6!

The coefficientsA6 , B6 , C6 , andD6 can be found by
using the conditions for matching the wave function and

th
e

-
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derivatives at the barriers at each instant of time,11 while the
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For y@k6 and a wave vector of magnitude corresponding to
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that
system of equations for finding them has the following m
trix form:

S 1 0 21 0

ik62y k6 0 0

0 sin k6a cosk6a 21

0 2k6 cosk6a k6 sin k6a ik62y

D
3S D6

A6

B6

C6

D 5S f 1f 2f 3
f 4
D , ~7!

where

f 15x6~0!, f 252x68 ~0!,

f 35P62x6~a!, f 45~y2 ik !P61x68 ~a!,

y52m*a/\2.

The solution of Eq.~7! is simple but rather cumbersome an
is inconvenient for analytic studies; however, under cert
conditions it can be greatly simplified. It is known that in
two-barrier, resonance-tunnel structure the transmission
efficient has a distinctly resonant character and in structu
with thin barriers the magnitude of the wave vector whi
determines the resonance levels at which the transmis
coefficient equals 1 is found by solving the transcende
equation13

tanka52
k\2

am*
52

2k

y
, ~8!

Under resonant tunnelling conditions the coefficients
the unperturbed wave function and the functionf in Eq. ~7!
have the form

A5
y

k
1 i , B51,

C5S yk1 i D sin ka1coska, D50;

f 15
qE

m*v2 ~ ik1y!, f 25
qE

\v S 611
2v0

v D ,
f 352

qE

m*v2 @~ ik1y!coska2k sin ka#,

f 45
qE

\v S 611
2v0

v D F S yk1 i D sin ka1coskaG .
Let us assume that the monoenergetic flux of electr
passes through the resonance level with quantum num
N, and that the frequency of the electric field correspond
transitions at the resonance level with quantum numbeL.
The determinant of the system of equations~7! is

D5~2k6
2 2y2!sin k6a22k6 cosk6a

12ik6~k6 cosk6a1y sin k6a!. ~9!
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a resonance level, the determinant becomes small and e
to D'2ik6

2 (21)L11, while for transitions that are not to
resonance level we haveD'k6y. Thus, for narrow reso-
nance levels, only the probability of transitions between
two levels is important. On the other hand, in the case
broad levels with large quantum numbers, transitions to
lower and to the upper level are important~see Fig. 2!. The
determinants for findingC6 andD6 are given by

DD65 f 1@k6~ ik62y!cosk6a1k6
2 sin k6a#

2 f 2@ ik62y!sin k6a1k6cos k6a]

1 f 3k6~ ik62y!1k6 f 4 , ~10!

and

DC652 f 1k6~ ik62y!1k6 f 2

2 f 3@k6~ ik62y!cosk6a1k6
2 sin k6a#

1 f 4@k6 cosk6a2~ ik62y!sin k6a#. ~11!

For y@k6 we have

DD6'
qE

m*v2 ~ ik1y!~ ik62y!k6~cosk6a2coska!,

~12!

and

DC6'
qE

m*v2 ~ ik1y!~ ik62y!k6~cosk6a coska21!.

~13!

Using Eq. ~8!, for transitions with an even change in th
quantum number of the level it is clear that

ucosk6a2coskau'ucosk6a coska21u'2,

while for an odd change,

ucosk6a2coskau'ucosk6a coska21u'0,

This well2known parity selection rule is explained by th
symmetry properties of the wave functions and pertur
tions.

Thus, given thatak6'pL, for monoenergetic electron
with concentrationn for transitions between resonance leve
the active conductivity of a two-barrier resonance-tun
structure has the form

s'6
8q2m*a4n

pL\6v3 @12~21!N2L#. ~14!

A more rigorous calculation incorporating terms which
not includey in the expressions forDC6

andDD6
yields the

formula

s'6
q2n

pL F 8a2

\3v3 Sm*a2

\3 12v06v D G@12~21!N2L#,

~15!

which, in contrast with Eq.~14!, has a relative error on the
order of (k/y)3, as opposed to (k/y)2. We emphasize that the
two formulas have been derived under the assumption
transitions occur only between two levels.
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Let us investigate how accurately these formulas
scribe the magnitude of the conductivity in real structu
with a ratiok/y that is moderately low. Figure 4 shows th
relative errors in the magnitude of the active conductiv
@calculated according to Eqs.~14! and~15!# plotted as func-
tions of the barrier thickness when electrons pass through
eighth resonance level of a structure with widtha5275 Å.
Also shown in this figure is the dependence of the param
2k/y on the barrier thickness. It is clear that for thin barrie
(b,20 Å, 2k/y.0.5!, with transitions between level
8→7 the conductivity is better fit by Eq.~14!. This is ex-
plained by the fact that in a structure with thin barriers, tra
sitions to the ninth resonance level, as well as those to
seventh resonance level, are important; thus, both form
are inaccurate and the cruder approximation~14! is better.

It should be noted that the maximum possible value
the conductivity for 8→7 transitions, which, as a rigorou
calculation shows, occur at a frequencyv,(E82E7)/\ ~see
Fig. 2b!, is given better by Eq.~15!. For thicker barriers
(20 Å , b , 40 Å, 0.25,2k/y,0.5), Eq.~15! is signifi-
cantly more accurate than Eq.~14!. When the structure thick
ness is increased further, as might be expected, the cal
tions according to Eqs.~14! and~15! are essentially the sam
and provide a very accurate fit to the conductivity.

4. ESTIMATE OF THE MAXIMUM INTEGRAL CONDUCTIVITY
OF TWO-BARRIER RESONANCE-TUNNEL STRUCTURES

It might seem possible to obtain arbitrarily high res
nance conductivities of a two-barrier, resonance-tunnel st

FIG. 4. Relative errorD5(s2s̃)/s as a function of barrier thicknessb
when the resonance active conductivitys̃ is calculated using Eq.~15!
~smooth curves! and ~14! ~dashed curves!, as well as the parameter 2k/y
~dot-dashed curve! for passage of electrons through the eighth level o
two-barrier structure of widtha5275 Å ~barrier heightwb51.04 eV!. The
numbers denote the quantum numbers of the levels to which the trans
take place.
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bility of increasing the conductivity by using thicker barrie
is limited by a narrowing of the level into which the ele
trons are injected. This leads to a rise in the average time
electron spends in the well and, therefore, to an enhancem
in scattering processes which destroy the coherence of
electrons’ passage.

It is interesting to find the dependence of the conduc
ity on the quantum numbersL andN of the working levels
by limiting the power of the barriers to the maximum cond
tion for maintenance of coherence.

According to Eq.~14!, the monoenergetic conductivit
s is directly proportional to the fourth power of the barri
powera. At the same time, it can be shown that the width
theM th quasilevel~theM th energy miniband!, GM , which is
determined by tunnelling through identicald-barriers, is in-
versely proportional toa2:

GM5S \2pM

m* D 3 1

a2a4
. ~16!

The width of the quantum wella is determined by the fre-
quencyv and the quantum numbers of the working levels

a5F p2

2m*v
~N22L2!G1/2, ~17!

so that the conductivity of the two-barrier, resonance-tun
structure is expressed in terms oftM5\/GM , the tunnel
lifetime of an electron in theM th miniband, as

s56
256v

p3m*
~qtM !2I

M6

N3L3
F~N,L !,

vtM
2p

.
~N22L2!

M3 K2, ~18!

where F(N,L)5N2L2/(N22L2)4, and K5NL/I is the
quantum number of the level to which the electrons mo
under the action of the rf field.

In order for this model of the coherent passage of el
trons through a two-barrier, resonance-tunnel structure to
correct, it is necessary that the characteristic tunnelling t
tM5\/GM exceed the time for the scattering process
which destroy the coherence of the electron wave functi
This time tP is less than the characteristic time for tran
tions excited by phonon scattering since the coherence
also be destroyed by collisions which leave an electron in
same energy subband.14 Strictly speaking, the more rigorou
conditiontP,tL ~a restriction on the narrower lower level!,
which ensures coherence of the entire tunnelling process
volving photons should be imposed; however, if we assu
that scattering processes in the miniband into which the c
rent is injected are dominant, then during injection into t
upper level (I5N) it is appropriate to consider the weak
restriction on the upper level:tP,tN .

For a qualitative analysis we assume thattP is indepen-
dent of the energy while the barrier powera is chosen as
large as possible, so that\/GM5tP . Here in Eq.~18! for
I5L ~injection into the lower level, positive conductivity! it
is necessary to setM5L ~limit on the lower level!, while for
I5N ~injection into the upper level, negative conductivity!,

ns
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scattering has been imposed on levelL or M .
For instrument applications there is interest in the in

gral conductivityG:

G5SE
0

`

f ~«!
s~«!

a
d«, ~19!

whereS is the perpendicular cross-sectional area of the tw
barrier, resonance-tunnel structure, andf («) is the distribu-
tion function of the electrons with respect to the transve
~perpendicular to the barrier! energy« of the flux incident on
the structure. For sufficiently narrow quasilevels, given t
GL /G In(E I) electrons participate in the resonance inter
tion, wheren(E I) is their average concentration in the flu
incident on the two-barrier, resonance-tunnel structure~in
the energy intervalG I nearE I), Eq. ~6! implies that

G.@GL /G In~E I !#s~E I !/a. ~20!

The static transmission coefficient is assumed equal to un
Let us assume that in addition to the change in the he

of the injection level E5\vI /(N22L2), the height of
the injector and the concentration of electrons in it vary
such a way that the density of the supply current,J0
5qv(E I)n(E I), is held constant. Here the electron conce
trationn(E I) is inversely proportional to the transverse ele
tron velocityv(E I)5(2E I /m* )

1/2:

n~E I !5
J0

qv~E I !
5J0 /$q@2~\v/m* !I /~N22L2!#%1/2.

~21!

Substituting Eqs.~1! and ~8! in Eq. ~7! and noting that
GL /G I5L3/I 3 according to Eq.~20!, we obtain

G56S
256

p4 qJ0v
tP
2

\

M6

N3I 3
F~N, L !. ~22!

It is interesting thatG does not depend explicitly on th
effective electron massm* , but the active properties of th
apparatus are determined to a great extent by the qua
Ga2/S, which is directly proportional~ignoring the effect of
the variable space charge! to the specific resistivity
SR5Ga2/S(«v)2 ~here« is the absolute dielectric consta
of the semiconductor!. This quantity determines the intensi
of radiative transitions~per unit area! over the entire struc-
ture, which equalsGa2E1

2/(2\S), and also the conditions fo
lasing, both in a laser as such,10 with 2Ga2/S.sSw (s is
the positive conductivity for ohmic losses, andw is the width
of the optical waveguide!, and in a laser based on
resonance-tunnel time-of-flight diode,15 with
2Ga2/S.SRS(«v)2 (RS is the ohmic resistance of the pa
sive and contact layers of the diode!.

Using Eqs.~3! and ~9!, we obtain

Ga2/S56
256

p3 qJ0
tP
2

2m*
M6

N3I 3
F~N,L !~N22L2!. ~23!

It can be shown rigorously, given the properties of the fu
tion F(N,L) @see Eq.~4!#, that the maximum absolute valu
of Ga2/S, like the maximum absolute values ofG ands, is
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attained for transitions between neighboring levels w
N5L11, in agreement with the above numerical calcu
tions. In this case

uGa2/SuL11,L11;L2~L11!2/~2L11!3,

uGa2/SuL11,L;@L/~L11!#6~Ga2/S!L11,L11,

uGa2/SuL,L;@L/~L11!#3~Ga2/S!L11,L11,

where the first subscript denotes the injection level and
second, the level whose width is limited by scattering. C
responding graphs are shown in Fig. 5. It is evident that
operating efficiency of the apparatus at the edge of the
herent regime increases substantially as the working le
L is raised.

Clearly, uGa2/Su is largest whentP limits the width of
the upper miniband, while the processes which destroy
coherence in the narrower lower subband are disregar
Here, using 5→4 transitions, instead of 2→1, makes it pos-
sible to increase the intensity of the radiative process
which is proportional touGa2/Su, by a factor of roughly 50.
A still larger difference in the intensity of the transitions, b
roughly two orders of magnitude, can be expected whenL is
increased from 1 to 4 if we use the more rigorous condit
\GL>tP, which ensures coherence of the wave functio
both in the upper and in the lower subbands.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
in the small-signal approximation has been used to ana
the frequency dependences of the active dynamic condu
ity of a two-barrier, resonance-tunnel structure in the T
range. It has been shown that the conductivity of the str
ture is greatest when operating in neighboring energy lev

FIG. 5. Maximum attainable value ofuGa2/Su as a function of the quantum
numberL of the lower working level. Injection into the upper level:~1!
limitation in the upper level,~2! limitation in the lower level,~3! injection
and limitation in the lower level.
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The dependence of the conductivity on the barrier thickness
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entific Council of the program ‘‘Physics of Solid State Nano-
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G.
~‘‘power’’ ! has been calculated. Differences in the behav
of the conductivity when the thicknesses of the first and s
ond barriers are increased have been pointed out and
plained. Simple analytic expressions for the conductivity o
two-barrier resonance-tunnel structure have been obta
under the assumption of high barrier powersa and found to
match very precisely the corresponding rigorous solution
the Schro¨dinger equation fora.4\@\(v06v)/2m* #1/2.

The expressions for the conductivity derived here imp
in particular, that:

1! the conductivity increases as the fourth power of
barrier thickness;

2! transitions with an even change in the quantum nu
bers of the levels are forbidden;

3! the conductivity decreases in inverse proportion to
quantum number of the level;

4! the conductivity is inversely proportional to the cub
of the frequency;

5! the maximum attainable~when limited by scattering!
integral conductivity, as well as the intensity of radiati
quantum mechanical transitions proportional to it, incre
substantially with the quantum number of the level in
which electrons are injected.
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Transport of hydrogen in films of graphite, amorphous silicon, and nickel oxide

as-
I. E. Gabis

Scientific Research Institute of Physics, State University at St. Petersburg, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 20, 1996; accepted for publication April 8, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 209–215~February 1997!

A new concentration pulse method is used to study the transport of hydrogen in three
semiconducting materials deposited in the form of films on nickel substrates. The most probable
models for the transport are proposed. In graphite hydrogen diffuses in the form of molecules
and its diffusion is accompanied by reversible capture; transport occurs along microscopic voids
between scales of graphite. Valence unsaturated bonds at the boundaries of the scales serve
as capture centers. Diffusion in amorphous silicon is also accompanied by capture, but takes place
in an atomic form along interstices; valence unsaturated Si-bonds serve as capture centers.
In nickel oxide, as in graphite, diffusive transport takes place in the form of molecules, but capture
of hydrogen on valence unsaturated bonds has not been observed. A comparative analysis is
made of the properties manifested by these materials for oxygen in order to establish their
correlation with the structure and electronic properties of the semiconductors. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00402-X#

Research on the transport of hydrogen in semiconductorgen permeation, desorption with linear heating, and a g
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materials is an important scientific and applied problem. T
overwhelming majority of data on the interaction of hydr
gen with solids, however, has been obtained on metals,
one of the most powerful experimental techniques, the
drogen permeation technique,1,2 applies specifically to met
als. The main problem in using it for semiconductors lies
the need to prepare a thin, vacuum-tight barrier of the
material which will not be destroyed as the temperature
varied. In contrast with the classical hydrogen permeat
technique, the concentration pulse method which we h
developed3,4 can be used for detailed studies of the kinet
of hydrogen transport through double-layer membranes.
above-mentioned difficulty can be avoided by depositing
layer of semiconductor material on a metal and studying
interaction of hydrogen with the resulting system over
entire transport path.

In this paper we briefly describe the results of a study
the transport of hydrogen in films of graphite, amorpho
silicon, and nickel oxide deposited on nickel substra
which have been presented in detail elsewhere,5–7discuss the
most probable models on a phenomenological level,
make a comparative analysis of the properties which sh
up with hydrogen. The test materials were semiconduc
that have widely differing properties and important practi
applications. Graphite may be used as a structural materi
controlled thermonuclear fusion reactors. The hydrogen p
sivation of unsaturated bonds is of interest for reducing
density of states in the bandgap of semiconductor dev
based on amorphous and crystalline silicon and for impr
ing the device characteristics. Oxide coatings can be use
actively inhibit hydrogen saturation processes which are
ten an undesirable factor in materials operating in hyd
genic environments.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experiments were carried out in an automated
perimental system which combined the techniques of hyd
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eous chemical reactor with analysis of the reaction produ
through a microscopic leak. The gas analyzer is a time
flight mass spectrometer with mass selection. The sys
was controlled with a computer. Slave systems were or
nized for controlling the sample temperature, turning on
dissociator, and controlling the hydrogen pressure and m
selector. The latter made it possible to simultaneously rec
several components of the gas mixture. This apparatus
been described in detail elsewhere.8

RESEARCH TECHNIQUE

Besides standard variants of the hydrogen permea
and desorption with linear heating techniques, we have u
the concentration pulse method described in Ref. 3. T
method is based on analyzing a pulsed flux of hydrog
which penetrates through a membrane. In particular,
method can be used to study the kinetics of transpor
two-layer diffusive systems, choose among several mod
and determine the magnitudes of the kinetic constants wh
influence the process.

In the regions near the surface of a membrane, one
of which will be called the inlet side in the following, dis
cussion, rectangular concentration pulses of hydrogen
created with a spacing of 2 meanders. After a certain tim
penetrating flux is established and detected. The shap
these pulses is highly distorted because dispersion of
hydrogen concentration waves. By expanding them in a F
rier series it is possible to determine the frequency dep
dence of the amplitude and phase of the penetrating flux
the case of a layered system, the latter will, in turn, depe
on the mechanism for hydrogen transport, on the diffus
coefficient in the layers, and on the boundary conditions.
analysis of the experimental data leads to a choice of
model out of several possibilities and to numerical values
the kinetic parameters of the model.

Concentration pulses were created on the inlet side
the membrane by turning a hydrogen dissociator on and

1100110-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



along the coating-free nickel surface. In separate experiments
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it was established that this procedure yields high-quality c
centration pulses.

THE SAMPLES

All the test films were deposited on the surface of ca
fully degassed nickel membranes of diameter 38 mm, wel
into tubular stainless-steel holders. The side of the sam
with the film on it was the outlet side with respect to t
permeating flow.

Graphite films were obtained by high-temperature
composition of acetylene on the nickel surface. The pro
dure for depositing a carbon film was studied beforehand
developed on ribbon samples placed in a gaseous reac9

Deposition on the membrane involved a single, sho
duration ~less than 400 s! interaction of acetylene with the
nickel surface heated to temperatures of 640–740 °C, a
which the volume with the sample was evacuated and
sample cooled. The short pyrolysis time prevents a sign
cant amount of carbon from dissolving in the substrate.
the subsequent studies of hydrogen transport through th
sulting two-layer system, the sample temperature did not
ceed 450 °C, a temperature at which the solubility of carb
in nickel is negligible10 and which guaranteed the stability o
the test sample.

The films were;0.4mm thick. Auger analysis with ion
etching was used to establish the absence of any impur
in the carbon. Electron microscopy of the surface reveale
scaly structure with a characteristic scale size of about
mm. Peaks corresponding to graphite showed up in x-
structural measurements.

Amorphous silicon was deposited on a heated nickel s
face by rf plasma decomposition of SiH4. This technique
makes it possible to control the density of states in the b
gap ~the band gap isDE.1.75 eV!, reducing it to below
1016 eV21

• cm23 through the formation of Si–H valenc
bonds.11 These states bond with the valence saturated bo
intrinsic to amorphous silicon. The test films were intrins
semiconductors. Their thickness was 0.5mm.

The possible recrystallization of silicon was consider
during the experiments. Recrystallization, which took pla
under our conditions at a temperature of;550 °C, led to
irreversible changes in the sample properties. The ma
tudes of the steady-state fluxes and the rates at which
were approached were increased by several factors. A
result, the upper bound of the range of temperatures to
studied was found to be 500 °C.

An oxide coating was formed by processing one of
membrane surfaces for 20 h in air at a temperature of 800
Here the second surface faced a vacuum. X-ray struct
analysis showed that an essentially single-phase layer o
oxide NiO with a thickness of about 0.2mm was formed in
close contact with the substrate. Electron microscopy
vealed a grainy structure with a characteristic grain size
;3 mm.
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One of the purposes of this study was to determine
mechanism for transport of hydrogen through the semic
ducting films, i.e., to choose the most probable of the ma
possible phenomenological models. Here we describe
models that were considered. They are based on the bo
ary value problems for two-layer membranes.Cj is the hy-
drogen concentration,Dj is the diffusion coefficient, and
j51, 2, with 1 referring to nickel and 2, to the semiconduc
film.

The first layer was of nickel, through which hydroge
diffuses in accordance with Fick’s law,

]C1

]t
5Dj

]2C1

]x1
2 , x1P@0, l 1#. ~1!

On the free entrance surface of the nickel boundary con
tions of the first kind are satisfied:

C1~ l 1 ,t !5Cl1
~ t !. ~2!

We examined two variants for transport of hydrog
through the test materials: in molecular or in dissocia
form. The conditions at the boundary between the mater
were represented by an equation of continuity for the flu

D1

]C1

]x1
~0, t !5mD2

]C2

]x2
~ l 2 ,t !, ~3!

wherem is a coefficient equal to 1 for atomic diffusion an
to 2 for molecular diffusion through the film and the boun
ary condition of the first kind for the concentrations is

C1
m~0,t !

C2~ l 2 ,t !
5

G1
m

G2
, ~4!

whereG1 andG2 are the equilibrium solubilities of hydroge
in the nickel and in the semiconductor layer.

On the surface of the semiconductor that faced
vacuum we considered a boundary condition of the first ki

C2~0, t !50 ~5!

or of the third kind,

D2

]C2

]x2
~0, t !5bC2

m~0, t !, ~6!

whereb is the constant for associative loss into the vacu
from the solution in the semiconductor.

Three variants of hydrogen transport through the se
conductor were examined:

1! diffusion according to Fick’s law,

]C2

]t
5D2

]2C2

]x2
2 , x2P@0, l 2#; ~7!

2! diffusion with reversible capture,

]C2

]t
5D2

]2C2

]x2
2 2ktC21kdCt , x2P@0, l 2#,

~8!]Ct

]t
5ktC22kdCt ,

where kt and kd are the rates of capture in traps and
discharge from them, andCt is the concentration of hydro
gen in the traps;
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TABLE I. Characterization of diffusion processes.

0

e

3! the case of high permeability of the semiconduc
layer; the boundary condition at the outlet side is written
the form of a balance between the diffusion and associa
loss fluxes from the dissolved state in the nickel into
vacuum at rateb* ,

b*C1
2~0!5D1

]C1~x1 ,t !

]x1
~0, t !. ~9!

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following is a discussion, on a qualitative level,
the most probable mechanisms for the transport of hydro
through the test materials established as a result of
present investigation. The quantitative results are given
Table I.

Graphite.Hydrogen is transported in the form of mo
ecules and diffusion is accompanied by reversible capt
This corresponds to the system of diffusion equations~8! and
the boundary conditions~3! and ~4! with m52. The low
value of the diffusion coefficient~see the table! and its non-
activation character~activation energyED50! show that
transport appears to proceed along microscopic voids
tween the scales of graphite.

The scaly structure of a graphite film means that
actual path length followed by the diffusant particles is mu
longer than the film thickness, which may explain the lo
diffusion coefficient in the direction perpendicular to the s
face. Additionally, free movement of an H2 molecule along
the intercrystalline voids is also improbable, since it is inh
ited by unsaturatedp-bonds in the base planes of the grap
ite scales. Because they overlap the electron cloud of
molecule, elastic repulsion must occur and the diffusant m
follow a twisting trajectory along a microcavity. Evidently
this circumstance, along with the structural factor, also le
to low diffusion coefficients for hydrogen molecules
graphite.

Transport of molecules over internal microscopic void
accompanied by capture. Apparently, the traps are dang
bonds along the perimeter of graphite scales and the cap
reaction is just an adsorption, but not on the outer surfac
a graphite film that becomes the gaseous phase, but on
centers that are energetically favorable. A semiempirical m
lecular orbital method has been used12 to calculate the poten

Characteristic Graphite a-Si NiO

Temperature, °C 250–400 300–500 450–59
Diffusion Molecular Atomic Molecular
D0, cm

2/s 3.831029 2.931028 6310211

ED , eV 0 0.35 0
Capture on dangling bonds absent
kt0, s

21 0.5 0.055 -
Et , eV 0 0 -
kd0, s

21 33103 340 -
Ed , eV 0.55 0.45 -

Note: ED is the activation energy for the diffusion process,D0 is the corre-
sponding preexponential factor;Et andEd are the activation energies for th
capture of hydrogen at a trap and for escape from traps@see Eq.~8!#; kt0 and
kd0 are the corresponding preexponential factors.
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planes of graphite. These calculations imply that when a
drogen atom approaches the base graphite plane, an en
barrier of height;1.5 eV develops with a potential we
beyond it, whose bottom, however, lies above the ene
level of the hydrogen atom outside the solid. Thus, adso
tion onto the base graphite plane is energetically unfav
able. The favorable adsorption sites lie on the bounda
along the perimeter of the planes: they lie 3–4 eV below
level of a hydrogen atom, and there is no energy barrier
adsorption.

The absence of capture or the existence of small act
tion energy for it indicate that the adsorption of hydrogen
s-bonds inside the microscopic voids has a weak activa
character. In this situation the activation energy of roug
0.55 eV for the reverse reaction, escape from a trap, cha
terizes the energy that binds a hydrogen atom to the trap

As a semimetal, graphite has a sufficiently high conc
tration of charge carriers (;1019 cm23)13 in the temperature
range under consideration to lead to dissociation of a hyd
gen molecule and adsorption of the atoms on neighbo
s-bonds. A hydrogen molecule inside the microcavities
always immediately adjacent to graphite, which enhances
probability of this sort of reaction. Taking the analogy wi
adsorption from the gaseous phase, we can say that the
ecule, in effect, moves constantly along the surface of
adsorbate and experiences the effect of its electron clou

This model gives a satisfactory explanation of the ma
nitude of the diffusion of hydrogen in a graphite film, as we
as of its weak temperature dependence. Confirmation o
validity can be found elsewhere.14,15 In a review14 the large
scatter in the values of the diffusion coefficient for hydrog
in compact graphites obtained by various authors has b
attributed to the different structures of the materials that w
studied. Clearly, the different methods for preparing t
graphite and the resulting different structures should lead
differences in the configuration and sizes of the microca
ties along which hydrogen molecules may move. A corre
tion has been obtained15 between the measured hydrogen d
fusion coefficients and the ‘‘degree of structural ordering’’
the samples.

The references in a review16 have been divided into two
classes according to the temperature intervals over which
measurements have been made. Our measurements o
diffusion coefficient are in satisfactory agreement with d
from the low-temperature studies (T,500 °C).

Amorphous silicon.The diffusion of hydrogen in this
material is also accompanied by capture@Eq. ~8!#, but the
hydrogen is atomic@m51 in the boundary conditions~3!
and ~4!#. It may be assumed that the capture centers are
valence unsaturated bonds intrinsic to amorphous silicon

Our data on the hydrogen diffusion are in good agr
ment with data17 for amorphous silicon and with the
calculations18 given in a review.19 That review19 also cites
data which indicate the possible capture of hydrogen in s
con. However, the overall scatter in the data for the hydro
diffusion coefficient in silicon cited there is up to five orde
of magnitude, so the agreement with some of them may b
coincidence.
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drated and deuterated amorphous silicon has been stud
by analyzing SIMS concentration profiles. The resulting v
ues of the diffusion coefficient are 4–5 orders of magnitu
lower. SIMS does not resolve hydrogen that is diffusive
mobile and captured on free Si-bonds, while our data sh
that there is substantially more of the latter~units and tens of
at. % captured on traps as opposed to tens and hundredt
at. % of diffusively mobile hydrogen!. Thus, the reported
values20 appear to reflect changes in the profiles of the c
centration of hydrogen on dangling Si bonds, rather th
diffusion.

The magnitude of the preexponential factor for the d
fusion coefficient of hydrogen in amorphous silicon was s
eral orders of magnitude smaller than in metals~for them a
‘‘normal’’ value of 1023 cm2/s is typical21!. Evidently, the
mechanism for diffusive transport in the semiconductor
different. Hydrogen is present in the lattice of metals in t
form of a screened proton which perturbs the equilibriu
density of the electron fluid and the elastic interactions in
ion core.22 In this semiconductor this sort of screening
improbable because of a lack of intrinsic current carriers:
estimate, on the basis of the magnitude of the permea
flux and the data given in the table, that the concentration
diffusively mobile hydrogen in the silicon layer i
;101821019 cm23, while the concentration of free elec
trons is 1–2 orders of magnitude lower.23 The covalent, as
opposed to metallic, bonds in the silicon lattice~distances on
the order of several coordination spheres can be arbitra
viewed as a lattice23! should lead to large energy expend
tures in the elastic deformation caused by introduction of
impurity.

One variant that explains the low preexponential fac
D0 is discussed in the book by Vavilovet al.

24 on the mecha-
nism for diffusive migration of hydrogen atoms along
bonds. Here the equilibrium position is the central site o
line joining neighboring silicon atoms. It appears that a d
fusive jump into a neighboring equilibrium position can o
cur if there is an electron vacancy, i.e., a hole, there. In
case the probability of a jump would be proportional to t
probability of encountering a hole immediately adjacent
the diffusant, i.e., proportional to the concentration of intr
sic current carriers relative to the concentrati
N0.1023 cm23 of silicon atoms. Thus, the preexponent
factor D0 would be D05DNNc /N0, where
Dn.1023 cm2/s is the normal value of the diffusion pree
ponential factor,21 and Nc.101821019 cm23 is an
estimate25 for the effective density of states in the conducti
band.

Although this mechanism for hydrogen diffusion in si
con explains the small value of the preexponential facto
is nonetheless unlikely. The doubled length of the Si
bond, equal to;0.3 nm, exceed the length of the Si–
bond, ~;0.27 nm!, which should lead to repulsion of th
silicon atoms when hydrogen is introduced on the line jo
ing them. The idea of repulsion has been confirm
elsewhere.24

The model in which the equilibrium position of a hydro
gen atom is in the interstices, as in metals, is more realis
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termined mainly by elastic relaxation of the lattice as t
diffusant crosses the ‘‘narrowest’’ site. The lattice of silico
is considerably ‘‘looser’’ than that of metals, but because
the lack of free current carriers and the covalent chem
bonds, elastic relaxation of the injected perturbation is di
cult. Because of this circumstance, migration of the diffus
is also difficult. In order for a jump to take place from on
equilibrium position into another, current carriers must
present in the immediate neighborhood to facilitate lo
elastic relaxation. Thus, the measured diffusion of hydrog
in amorphous silicon can be represented as the product o
normal~intrinsic! diffusive migration times the local screen
ing probability, which leads to the same estimate forD0 as
with the mechanism involving migration over Si bonds d
cussed above.

There is still an objection to this model: the activatio
energy for diffusion in this case should include the ene
for generating free current carriers,;0.8 eV, but it is at least
a factor of 2 smaller than this value. However, hydrog
injected into an interstice, which elastically deforms t
nearest surroundings, should be a trap for electrons. This
been confirmed experimentally by data presented in
review25 which indicate that the density of states near t
bottom of the conduction band rises when the concentra
of hydrogen injected during fabrication of a film increas
beyond some optimal level. The concentration of electro
captured in these levels, on the other hand, should hav
temperature dependence which differs from that of the eq
librium concentration determined by heat removal~transfer!
from the valence band.

An alternative reason for the low value ofD0 in amor-
phous silicon may also be that hydrogen can migrate o
along special diffusion paths which have a low concent
tion. However, low preexponential factors for the diffusio
coefficient have also been obtained in several crystal
semiconductors. Data from studies15,26of hydrogen diffusion
in graphites at temperatures above 700 °C, which co
sponds to transport in the single-particle form through
graphite lattice, i.e., migration along interstices, show t
here also the preexponentialD0 is three to five orders of
magnitude smaller than normal. We can assume, theref
that the low preexponential factorD0 is related to a specific
mechanism for diffusive transport of hydrogen in semico
ductors which differs from that for migration in metals.

Nickel oxide.Here, as in graphite, diffusive transpo
takes place in the form of molecules@m52 in Eqs.~3! and
~4!#, but capture of hydrogen on valence unsaturated bo
has not been observed, despite the special attention w
has been devoted to this problem.

Attempts to compare the experimental results with
model which gave the best agreement for graphite, wh
diffusion along the semiconducting layer was accompan
by reversible capture@Eqs. ~8!#, yielded negligible capture
rates, i.e., degenerated to classical diffusion.

We may assume that, as in graphite, the resulting di
sion coefficient corresponds to transport of molecules o
microscopic voids between NiO grains. In fact, nonactiva
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molecule over a nickel oxide lattice appears unlikely.

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS

By comparing the properties of the three test mater
with respect to hydrogen it is possible to evaluate the in
ence of the structure and electronic characteristics of
solid on the diffusion and adsorption of hydrogen.

Diffusion. Graphite and nickel oxide have polycrysta
line structures. Hydrogen diffuses in these materials as m
ecules and has a zero or very low activation energy, wh
indicates that the hydrogen moves along microscopic vo
The low diffusion coefficients show that this transport is n
a Knudsen flow, but is a more complicated process. A co
parison of graphite and nickel oxide, which consist of mic
crystals of substantially different shapes and sizes, indic
that the determining factor is apparently not the configu
tion of the microscopic voids, but the presence of elect
clouds from valence unsaturated bonds at the boundarie
the crystals. In amorphous silicon deposited on nickel th
are no microcrystals or grain boundaries, so diffusion ta
place through the volume of the semiconductor with the
drogen dissociated.

Thus, we conclude that the structure of the material
termines the form of hydrogen transport through semic
ductors and the predominant diffusion mechanism: the p
ence of microscopic voids between grains provides
hydrogen with a channel for transport in the molecular fo
which turns out to predominate.

Adsorption.It is known that for metals adsorption is
collective interaction of the electron subsystem and ion c
with a hydrogen molecule during which the molecule dis
ciates and a covalent-metallic chemical bond22 is formed
with the surface. Adsorption of hydrogen on semiconduct
materials should be more localized than on metals in
sense that a hydrogen atom is held on the surface by a
covalent-ionic bond.

There is, however, a much more important differen
associated with the huge difference in the concentration
free current carriers in metals and semiconductors, wh
affects the probability of dissociative adsorption. Let us co
pare the transport of hydrogen over films of graphite a
nickel oxide. Both these materials have a polycrystall
structure which, although it is not the same in terms of eit
the size or shape of the grains, is identical in the sense
both materials have microscopic voids along which H2 mol-
ecules diffuse. In the region of the microscopic void
graphite and NiO there are valence unsaturated bonds w
interact differently with hydrogen in these materials. Th
as they migrate along the grain boundaries of nickel oxi
H2 molecules are not adsorbed on the valence unsatur
bonds, while at the same time, the interaction with graph
proceeds at an appreciable rate.

Thus, by comparing nickel oxide and graphite, each
which has dangling bonds, we find that the presence of th
bonds alone is not sufficient to dissociate hydrogen m
ecules; evidently, a high concentration of electrons in
conduction band is also necessary. In order for a hydro
molecule to dissociate, it must interact with the electron s
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such as in nickel oxide, this interaction does not occur a
adsorption is not observed even when active adsorption
ters are present. The free electron concentration in graphi
substantially higher than in NiO and has been estimated13 to
be 101721018 cm23. This is very low compared to metals
but is apparently high enough for adsorption of hydrogen
graphite.

The low concentration of free electrons in graphite co
pared to that in metals would also seem to lead to a
probability of dissociation and adsorption for hydrogen. B
adsorption on a metal surface takes place~or does not! dur-
ing a single collision of a molecule with the surface, while
graphite, anH2 molecule inside a film and moving over th
micropores is always immediately next to graphite scales
is being acted on by them, which leads to appreciable ra
of adsorption.
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Tunnel excess current in nondegenerate barrier ( p –n and m –s ) silicon-containing

III–V structures
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Data are scaled from a study of the forward current in three types of barrier structure:p2n
homostructures p2n-GaP/n-Si, p2n-GaAs2n-GaP/n-Si, and p2n-GaAs2n-GaAs/n-Si;
heterostructuresn-GaP/p-Si, p-GaP/n-Si, n-GaAsP/p-Si, andn-GaAs/p-Si; and Au2n-GaP/
n-Si surface-barrier structures. Epitaxial layers of GaP and GaAs were created on Si-substrates by
gaseous phase epitaxy in a chloride system. Temperature measurements show that the
forward current has a tunnel character, although the width of the space charge region greatly
exceeds the tunneling length. A model is proposed for nonuniform tunneling along
dislocations that intersect the space charge region. This type of tunneling is taken into account
by introducing a phenomenological ‘‘dilution’’ factor for the barrier. The model makes it
possible to calculate the dislocation density in device structures from the current-voltage
characteristic. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00502-4#

1. INTRODUCTION types of structure are discussed~Sec. 4!. Then the dislocation
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One of the areas of current interest in semiconduc
electronics is the development of a reproducible technol
for epitaxial growth of GaP and GaAs layers on Si-substra
for the purpose of creating different micro- and optoele
tronic devices based on them.1–5 Heterostructures of this
type can be used to combine the unique electrical, photoe
tric, and luminescence properties of GaAs and GaP with
advantages of high quality silicon wafers in monolithic stru
tures.

The creation of homogeneous-bandp2n-structures of
GaP and GaAs on Si-substrates and of anisotypic GaP/S
GaAs/Si heterostructures by gaseous phase epitaxy in a
ride system, as well as of surface-barrierm2s-structures
based on epitaxial layers ofn-GaP on Si-substrates, has be
reported.5–10 All the III–V layers were nondegenerate, i.e
the current carriers obeyed Boltzmann statistics. These
show that the current flows in all these structures have
feature in common: the current manifests a tunneling ch
acter, even at room temperature, despite the large widt
the space charge region compared to the tunneling leng

The purpose of this paper is to scale data from studie
current flow in three types of barrier structures based on G
and GaAs on Si-substrates: epitaxialp2n-structures, aniso-
typic heterostructures, and surface-barrier structures.
scaling is based on a model of tunneling facilitated by dis
cations in which the tunneling transition probability and t
characteristic tunneling length are substantially increa
due to local dilution of the barrier along the flow path by
dislocation which intersects the space charge region.

First, a brief overview of the data from a study of th
tunnel excess forward current is presented separately
each type of structure~Sec. 3!. Then the similarities and
differences in the mechanisms for current flow in the th
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mechanism for the tunnel excess current flow through a w
~compared to the characteristic tunneling length! barrier is
discussed~Sec. 5!.

2. TEST SAMPLES

The anisotypic n-GaP/p-Si, p-GaP/n-Si,
n-GaAs0.25P0.75/p-Si, and n-GaAs/p-Si heterostructures
had epitaxial layer thicknesses of 3–4mm. The GaP epitax-
ial p2n structures on Si-substrates hadn- andp-type layers
with thicknesses of 3–4 and 2–3mm, respectively. The con
centration of the principal equilibrium carriers in th
n-GaP,n-GaAsP, andn-GaAs layers wasn0.1017 cm23

and in thep-GaP layers,p0.531016 cm23. The epitaxial
p2n structures of GaAs on Si-substrates came in two form
first, a buffer epitaxial layer of GaP grown by gaseous ph
epitaxy in a chloride system, where the thickness of
buffer layer was of order 6mm, and second, with a buffe
layer of GaAs obtained by molecular beam epitaxy with
thickness of order 1.7mm. The functionaln- and p-type
GaAs layers were created by gaseous phase epitaxy
chloride system and had thicknesses of 5 and 3mm, respec-
tively. The concentration of the principal equilibrium carrie
in then-type GaAs layers wasn0.531016 cm23 and in the
p-type GaAs layers,p0.1017 cm23. The Au–n-GaP/n-Si
surface-barrier structures were obtained by thermal spu
ing of gold to a thickness of 100–150 Å on the surface of
epitaxialn-GaP layer.

3. PRINCIPAL RESULTS

For the test structures the dependence of the curren
voltage~forward branches! can be written as essentially ex
ponential with a small addition in the form of ‘‘bumps’’~Fig.

1150115-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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1a and 1b!, so that in analyzing the experimental data for
three types of structure the current-voltage characteristic
approximated by the expression

I5I 0 expeU/«, ~1!

where the temperature dependence of the preexponential
tor I 0 is given by the exponential~Fig. 2!

I 05I 00 expaT

for all three types of structure.
3.1 The anisotypic heterostructures~samples4–7 in

Tables I and II! are characterized by a tunnel excess curr
flow mechanism.6 The parameters in Eq.~1! at room tem-
perature are: characteristic energy«560–85 meV and pre-
exponential factorI 05102621025 A/cm2. « does not de-
pend on temperature or increases slowly with tempera
~Fig. 3b!. The value of« extrapolated toT50 lies in the
interval«0533–80 meV~Table II!. The preexponential fac-
tor I 0 increases slowly~not thermally activated! with tem-
perature ~Fig. 2!, the temperature coefficienta5D ln I0 /
DT.2.322.531022 K21, and I 00 lies in the range
I 0.(102821029) A/cm2 ~Table II!.

3.2. A tunnel excess mechanism for current flow is a
typical of the homogeneous-bandp2n structures of GaP and
GaAs deposited on Si.7–9 At room temperature«545–70
meV andI 0553102821029 A/cm2, i.e., less than for the
heterojunctions~samples1–3 in Tables I and II!.

The characteristic energy increases slowly with tempe
ture ~Fig. 3a!. The value of« extrapolated to absolute zer

FIG. 1. The straight branches of the current-voltage characteristics for t
types of barrier structures at 300 K:~a! homo-p2n- and hetero-
p2n-structures,~b! surface-barrierm2s-structures. The numbers on th
curves correspond to the sample numbers in Tables I and II.
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temperature lies in the range«0530–70 meV~Table II!, i.e.,
is roughly the same as in the heterojunctions. The preex
nential factorI 0 increases slowly with temperature~Fig. 2!.
I 005102923310213 A/cm2 for the p2n junction and
I 00510215 A/cm2 for the p2n junction ~Table II! in GaAs.

3.3. For the Au2n-GaP/n-Si surface-barrier structures
~samples1c and2c in Tables I and II! «555–70 meV and
I 0.1027 A/cm2 at room temperature, i.e., midway betwee
the hetero- and homojunctions. As the temperature is lo
ered, I 0 decreases~Fig. 2!. ExtrapolatingI 0 to T50 gives
I 00.1029 A/cm2 and the temperature coefficien
a52.231022 K21 ~Table II!. « is essentially independent o
temperature~Fig. 3c!.

eeFIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the preexponential factorI 0 for the
three types of structure. The numbers on the curves correspond to
sample numbers in Tables I and II.

TABLE I. Principal parameters of the current-voltage characteristics
room temperature.

Samples Structure type I 0, A/cm
2 «, meV b

Homo-p–n-structures
1 p–n-GaP/n-Si 1029 70 2.7
2 p–n-GaAs/n-GaP/n-Si 1028 45 1.7
3 p–n-GaAs/n-GaAs/n-Si 631028 70 2.6

Anisotypic hetero-p–n-structures
4 n-GaP/p-Si 231026 65 2.5
5 p-GaP/n-Si 1026 60 2.2
6 n-GaAsP/p-Si 331026 85 3.6
7 n-GaAs/p-Si 1025 – –

Surface-barrierm–s-structures
1c Au–n-GaP/n-Si 231027 55 2.1
2c Au–n-GaP/n-Si 1027 70 2.4

116Evstropov et al.



4. COMPARISON

TABLE II. Parameters characterizing the temperature dependence of the straight branch of the current–voltage
characteristic.
Samples Structure type «0, meV b` a, K21 I 00, A/cm
2

Homo-p–n-structures
1 p–n-GaP/n-Si 60 2 6.131022 10215

2 p–n-GaAs/n-GaP/n-Si 31 2 5.431022 3310213

3 p–n-GaAs/n-GaAs/n-Si 73 2 3.031022 ~1–10!310210

Anisotypic hetero-p-n-structures
4 n-GaP/p-Si 65 2 2.531022 ~3–10!310210

5 p-GaP/n-Si 33 2 2.531022 ~1–10!31029

6 n-GaAsP/p-Si 80 2 2.331022 ~3–10!31029

7 n-GaAs/p-Si – 2 – –
Surface-barrierm–s-structures

1c Au–n-GaP/n-Si 55 1 2.131022 1029

2c Au–n-GaP/n-Si 70 1 2.231022 ~3–8!310210

Approximate values are given forb` .
OF PARAMETERS
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It is clear from Fig. 2 and Table I that for the homog
neousp2n-junctions the lowest value ofI 0 occurs for the
phosphide-gallium structures and the highest, for
arsenide-gallium structures with a buffer layer of GaAs. T
agrees with the idea that as the width of the band gap
creases, the tunneling probability decreases, since there
increase in the height of the potential barrier to be overco
In the heterostructuresI 0 changes little compared to its varia
tion in the homogeneous structures~Fig. 2, Table I!. This
agrees with the idea that for heterostructures the main c
tribution to current transport is from silicon. For the sam

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the characteristic energy« for the three
types of structure. The numbers on the curves correspond to the sa
numbers in Tables I and II.
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geneous structures, which is consistent with the above m
tioned idea of the effect of the band width on the tunneli
probability. Thus, the tunnel excess current is lowest in
phosphide-galliump2n homostructures. In some of th
structural types that were studied,« increases as the temper
ture is raised~Fig. 3!, but in all the structuresb5«/kT de-
creases~Fig. 4a–4c!. A crude extrapolation to an infinite
temperature yieldsb` ~Table II!. In the p2n homo- and
heterostructuresb`.2, while in the surface-barrier struc
turesb`.1. In all three types of structure,I 0 increases with
rising temperature, and extrapolating the functionI 0(1/T) to
an infinite temperature yields a value that is of the sa
order of magnitude for all the structures: 102421025

A/cm2 ~Fig. 4!. In the homo- and heterostructures,I 0 de-
creases with increasing temperature coeffici
a5D ln I0 /DT ~Fig. 2!.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

5.1. In all the structures examined here, the forward c
rent therefore, has the same functional dependence on
age and temperature, which is evidence of a tunneling c
acter, although the epitaxial layers~neutral interiors! of the
barrier structures were nondegenerate and had concentra
on the order of 101621017 cm23.

The tunneling features of the current-voltage charac
istics show up most clearly at low temperatures, as is in
cated by the temperature variation in« ~Fig. 3! and the weak
~not thermally activated! temperature dependence ofI 0 ~Figs.
2 and 4!. The observed difference inI 0 for the three types of
structures is consistent with the different heights of the
tential barriers to be overcome. The lowest potential bar
exists in the heterojunctions~and is determined by the width
of the bandgap of siliconEg

Si) and the highest, in the homo
geneous bandp2n-junctions based on GaP~determined by
Eg
GaP).
5.2. The characteristic energy«. That the layers consti-

tuting the structure are nondegenerate implies that the w
of the space charge region,W, is substantially greater tha
the characteristic tunneling length~sometimes called the tun
neling de Broglie wavelength!, l, in all three structures; i.e.
all the structures were wide-gap structures with respect to
ple

117Evstropov et al.
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tunneling effect. In fact,W can be estimated using the fo
mula

FIG. 4. The parametersI 0 and b as functions of the reciprocal of the
temperature for the three types of barrier structure:~a! homo-p2n, ~b!
hetero-p2n, and ~c! m2s. The numbers on the curves correspond to
sample numbers in Tables I and II. The curves labelled with numbers w
out primes show the temperature dependence ofI 0 and those with primes,
b. The dashed line indicates the level ofb` .
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W.F2¸0

e S ¸

ND
eff

~Us2U !G1/2, ~2!

where¸0 is the dielectric constant,̧0 is the dielectric con-
stant of the interior of the semiconductor,e is the electronic
charge, and

S ¸

ND
eff

55
¸/nn ,

¸S 1nn 1
1

pp
D ,

¸n¸p

~nn¸n1pp¸p

~nn1pp!
2

nnpp
,

~3a!

~3b!

~3c!

where nn , pp , and ¸n , ¸p are the concentrations of th
principal carriers and the relative dielectric constants, resp
tively, in the interiors of then- andp-type barrier structures
andeUs is the height of the potential barrier~Fig 5!. Equa-
tion ~3a! is for Schottky barriers, Eq.~3b! is for p2n homo-
junctions, and Eq.~3c! is for p2n heterojunctions.

eUs.5 wb2mn.
2

3
Eg
GaP2mn ,

Eg
GaP2mn2mp , Eg

GaAs2mn2mp ,

Eg
Si2mp

Si2mn
GaP,GaAs,

~4a!
~4b!
~4c!

where the chemical potentialsmn.kT ln Nc /nn and
mp.kTln Nv /pp . Equation~4a! is for Schottky barriers, Eq
~4b! is for the p2n homojunctions, and Eq.~4c! is for the

-

FIG. 5. Energy diagrams of barriers for the three types of structure:~a!
m2s, ~b! homo-p2n, ~c! hetero-p2n.
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p2n heterostructures. An estimate of the thickness of the
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been derived theoretically for a model of thermionic current
flow in narrow Schottky barriers11 and in nonideal~with sur-
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space charge region givesW.0.220.5 mm. In addition, an
estimate of the tunneling length,

l5\/A2m* e~Us2U !, ~5!

wherem* is the effective electron mass, givesl51 nm. The
inequalityW@l means that the proposed tunneling has
enhanced probability for a tunneling transition. This can
caused11–14 by a spatially extended system of levels in t
bandgap, which ensures so-called multistep, rather t
single-step, tunneling~Fig. 5!, which, according to our ideas
can be represented by a single effective one-step and fav
~and, therefore, extended! tunnel transition by introducing a
scaling coefficientr ~the barrier ‘‘dilution’’ coefficient!,
which enhancesl. The required spatial extent of the syste
of energy levels in the bandgap is ensured by dislocati
which intersect the space charge region of the barrier st
ture. In the structures studied here, this sort of disloca
can be nucleated on the heteroboundary and extend to
space charge layer.

The introduction of a phenomenological dilution scali
coefficient, which increases the tunneling length, also
hances the tunneling probability, which shows up expe
mentally as a rise in the characteristic energy« compared to
its theoretical value« t . In fact, the currentI is proportional
to the probabilityP of tunneling through the barrier,15 while
the probability is determined by the ratio of the width of t
barrier to the de Broglie tunneling wavelength, i.
P.exp(2W/l), which after substitution of Eqs.~2! and ~5!
gives

I;exp@2e~Us2U !/« t#, ~6!

where the theoretical value

« t5
\e

2 F 1

¸0m* SN¸ D
eff

G1/2
and does not exceed« t.10 meV, which is less than th
experimental values~Table I!. Thus, the phenomenologica
barrier dilution coefficientr5«/« t55210.

5.3. The temperature variation«(T). We note that in
some samples the excess current is not a purely tunne
current but a thermotunneling current. The thermal chara
shows up, in particular, through a stronger~tending to expo-
nential! dependence ofI 0 on 1/T ~Figs. 4a–4c! at high tem-
peratures. Another thermal feature, which is enhanced
higher temperatures, is the temperature dependence«
~Fig. 3!. This dependence can be approximated16 by

«~T!5«0 coth ~«0 /b`kT!. ~7!

In the high-temperature limit (T→`) Eq. ~7! approaches
the linear form«(T)5b`kT ~thus, the characteristic coeffi
cient becomes temperature independent, sinceb5b`) and
corresponds to the Bethe thermal emission current in surf
barrier structures (b`51) ~extrapolation in Fig. 4c! and to
the Shockley-Nois Saa thermal injection current inp2n
junctions (b`) ~extrapolation in Figs. 4a and 4c!. In the low-
temperature limit (T→0) Eq. ~7! gives a characteristic en
ergy that is independent of temperature:«(0)5«0n. A func-
tional dependence on the temperature of the form~7! has
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face states at a heteroboundary interface! anisotypic
heterojunctions.12 In order to achieve agreement with exper
ment, the formula from Refs. 11 and 12 has be
generalized16 by introducing the parameterb`. This has
been confirmed in our study.

5.4. The temperature coefficienta. The temperature co-
efficienta can be calculated proceeding from Eq.~6!,

I 0;exp@2eUs~T!/«~T!#. ~8!

If «(T)5«0 in the range of temperatures studied he
and is essentially temperature independent, thena is entirely
determined by the temperature dependenceUs(T).

The linear temperature dependenceUs(T) is derived
from Eq. ~4!, with allowance for the fact thatEg(T)
5Eg(0)2aT ~in the range studied here!:

a5H 1

«0
S 23a1k ln

Nc

nn
D ,

1

«0
S a1k ln

Nc

nn
1k ln NvppD , ~9!

where the upper expression is valid for Schottky barriers a
the lower, for p2n homo- and heterostructures
eUs(0)5Eg(0) for p2n structures and
eUs(0)5(2/3)Eg(0) for Schottky barriers. Assuming for an
estimate thata.0.4 meV/K ~the temperature coefficient fo
the gap width! and Nc.Nv.1018 cm23, we obtain
a.(0.522.0)31022 K21.

The somewhat higher experimental values ofa ~Table
II ! are caused by the thermotunneling and not just tunne
nature of the current in the extrapolated segment, so that« is
not a constant, as assumed in the calculation, but rises
T and, thereby increasesa.

5.5. The low-temperature preexponential factorI 00. If
we adhere to the assumption that the tunnel excess cur
originates in dislocations, then it can be estimated using
formula

I5ernP, ~10!

wherer is the density of dislocations, andn.1013 s21.
In fact, the number of attempts at tunneling per unit tim

is n51013 s21, the number of successful attempts isnP, the
current through a single dislocation tube isenP, and the
current density through the entire structure isrenP. Equa-
tions ~6! and ~10! imply that

I5ern exp@2eUs~T!/«~T!#exp@eU/«~T!# ~11!

and, therefore,

I 005ern expF2
eUs~0!

«~0! G . ~12!

It is difficult to verify the relationship betweenI 00 and
«(0) using Eq.~12! in these experiments because an a
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istic with a single exponent has not been developed, so t
is an uncertainty in the value of«.

The experimental values of« were determined over a
limited range of voltages so they may be higher than
average. The smallest deviations should occur in the wid
gap semiconductors, since the range of measured voltag
the exponential part of the current-voltage characteristic
larger for them, so that there are more possibilities of int
ducing a correction for the ‘‘bump.’’ Despite these difficu
ties in determining« exactly, agreement with Eq.~12! is
observed, for example, for thep2n structures, surface
barrier structures, and certain samples of hetero-p2n struc-
tures if the density of dislocations is assumed to ber.107

cm23.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental data5–10scaled in this paper, as well a
the voluminous data which have been scaled before,17,18

show that the forward current in barrier structures~p2n and
m2s homo- and heterostructures! can originate in tunneling
even in wide-gap (W.l) structures. This kind of tunne
excess current is caused by dislocations~extended defects!,
which lie in the space charge region and create a spat
extended system of levels in the band gap and thereby fa
tate tunneling through the barrier created by the space ch
region.

In this paper we have shown that this kind of enhanc
tunneling can be taken into account phenomenologically
introducing a free scaling coefficient for the barrier dilutio
r , which increases the tunneling length along the path o
dislocation tube by a factor ofr compared to the de Broglie
tunneling length outside a tube.

Thus, the entire straight branch of the current-volta
characteristic and its temperature dependence can be
scribed using just one phenomenological dilution parame
In the present experimentsr55210 and the proposed dislo
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structure and extend to the space charge region.
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Photosensitivity of porous silicon-silicon heterostructures

s
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Data from experimental studies of the photoelectric properties of heterostructures of porous and
single-crystal silicon are presented. Rectifying heterostructures with photosensitivities of
up to 1 mA/W at 300 K in the spectral range 1.2–2.3 eV are obtained. Oscillations in the
photocurrent due to interference of the light in the porous silicon layers are observed.
The refractive index of porous silicon is estimated. The polarization dependence of the
photosensitivity of the heterostructures is studied. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00602-9#

Studies of the physical properties of porous silicon be-correspond to lowerR. Breakdown sets in for a reverse bia
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come important because of the observed possibility of f
damentally transforming the basic parameters of the pri
pal material in semiconductor electronics, silicon, by t
relatively simple action of anodic etching.1–5 We have used
for the first time photoactive absorption polarizatio
spectroscopy6 to study porous silicon in heterostructur
formed by a junction of porous and single-crystal silicon.

EXPERIMENT

The test samples consisted of mirror layers of poro
silicon on a polished substrate ofp-type silicon with a spe-
cific resistivity of 2V•cm and a~100! orientation prepared
by conventional techniques.2 The thicknessd of the porous
silicon layer was controlled by the etching regime, was m
sured by a microscope on a section that had been etche
KOH, and ranged from 1 to 10mm for different samples.
Current leads were connected to the layer of porous sili
and to the silicon wafer by means of transient melting
indium.

The photosensitivity was measured at 300 K by irrad
ing the side with the porous silicon layer in both natural a
polarized light. A tungsten lamp and an SPM-2 monoch
mator with a quartz prism were used. When the samp
were irradiated on the side of the original silicon, there w
essentially no photoresponse. The photoluminescence m
surements were made similarly to those described in Re

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The test samples had a rectifying current-voltage cha
teristic with a forward direction corresponding to a negat
potential on the porous silicon layer. The current-volta
characteristic for one of the samples at 300 K is shown
Fig. 1. With a forward bias the currentI depends linearly on
the voltageV,

I5~V2Vc!/R,

with a cutoff voltageVc.1.5 V and a residual resistanceR
ranging from 2 to 10 MV. Thinner layers of porous silicon
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Vr exceeding 300 V. The saturation current is 2–6310 A.
When the structures are irradiated on the porous sili

side, a photovoltaic effect is observed with a negative cha
on the porous silicon layer and a voltage sensitiv
Su520–50 V/W and a short circuit current sensitivi
Si50.5–1 mA/W. Since the magnitude of the effect is ind
pendent of the distance between the illuminated segment
the contact, the effect can be attributed to separation
photoinduced charge carriers in the electric field at
silicon-porous silicon interface.

Figure 2 shows a typical spectral dependence of
quantum efficiency of the photoresponse,h, defined as the
ratio of the short circuit photocurrent to the number of ph
tons incident normal to the porous silicon surface. The lo
wavelength limit of the spectrum coincides with the abso
tion edge of silicon andh depends exponentially onhn. The
short wavelength limit is apparently caused by intrinsic a
sorption in the porous silicon.5 For thinner layers of porous
silicon this limit is shifted toward higher photon energies~to
;3 eV for thicknessesd.1 mm!.

In the high photoresponse region the spectrum conta
about 20 peaks and minima inh. The average distance be
tween neighboring peaks for a 4-mm-thick layer is;90
meV. The refractive indexn was estimated using the formul
n5lmlm21/2d(lm2lm21), where lm is the wavelength
corresponding to a peak response, andm denotes the inter-
ference order. The values of the refractive index obtained
different samples lie in the range 1.6–1.8, which correspo
to published values.7,8 The presence of a rich interferenc
pattern in the photosensitivity spectra of the silicon-poro
silicon heterostructures is evidence that the porous sili
layers are highly uniform.

In addition to a photosensitivity spectrum, Fig. 2 sho
the photoluminescence spectrum of the same sample. It
be seen that photoluminescence is observed in the spe
range of the peak photosensitivity. At 300 K the photolum
nescence spectrum contains no oscillations, but only st
whose positions do not match the extrema in the photos
sitivity spectrum. This indicates that the fine structure in t

1210121-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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photoluminescence spectra of porous silicon does not or
nate in interference.9,10

When the same heterostructures were illuminated by
early polarized light, the photoresponse quantum efficie
was independent of the direction of polarization of the lig

FIG. 1. Steady-state current-voltage characteristic of a junction betw
porous and single-crystal silicon at 300 K.d55 mm.

FIG. 2. Spectral dependences in a silicon-porous silicon heterostructure~1!
relative quantum efficiency of photoconversionh at 300 K; unpolarized
light; angle of incidence 0°; illumination on porous silicon side;~2! photo-
luminescence (I PL) at 300 K.
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y
t

relative to the principal crystallographic axes of the substr
of the heterostructure over the entire photosensitive reg
for normal incidence of the light on the layer surface. W
oblique incidence of the light on the porous silicon layer, t
photoresponse for light, whose electric vectorE lay in the
plane of incidence (i p), exceeded that corresponding toE
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Figure 3 shows
spectral dependence of the photoresponse for both pola
tions incident at an angle of 75°. Figure 3 also shows that
interference pattern and spectral range of the photosensit
are similar to those when the structures are illuminated w
unpolarized light. The difference in the magnitudes of t
photoresponse for the different polarizations lies within t
difference in the intensities of the light passing into t
sample and is caused by different reflectivities. The inse
Fig. 3 shows the angular dependences of the reflectivi
r p and r s at the air-porous silicon interface for the two p
larizations with a refractive index of 1.8.11 It is clear from
the inset that the difference betweenr p andr s at 75° is large
enough to explain the difference in the photorespon
Therefore, in contrast with the photoluminescence of por
silicon, which manifests partial polarization,12,13 photoactive
absorption is isotropic.

en

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the photocurrentsi p and i s for a silicon-
porous silicon heterojunction with light incident at 75° at 300 K. The in
shows the reflectivities (r p andr s) at the air-porous silicon interface for th
two polarizations as a function of the angle of incidenceu.
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The present studies of the photosensitivity spectrum
porous silicon-silicon heterostructure show that the pho
sensitivity of the structure is related to separation of pho
induced charge carriers at the silicon-porous silicon in
face. High photosensitivity is observed in the windo
between the absorption edges of silicon and porous silic
The fine structure in the photosensitivity spectrum is rela
to interference of light. The refractive index of luminesce
porous silicon has been determined. Polarization meas
ments show that photoactive absorption is isotropic in t
structure.
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Quantum dot injection heterolaser with ultrahigh thermal stability of the threshold

current up to 50 °C
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N. N. Ledentsov, A. V. Lunev, S. S. Ruvimov, A. V. Sakharov, A. F. Tsatsul’nikov,
Yu. M. Shernyakov, and Zh. I. Alferov
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Technische Universita¨t Berling, D-10623 Berling, Germany
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Gaseous phase epitaxy from metal organic compounds is used to obtain a low-temperature
injection laser with an active region based on In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs quantum dots. Optimizing the
growth conditions and geometric parameters of the structure has made it possible to
increase the range of ultrahigh thermal stability in the threshold current~the characteristic
temperature isT05385 K! up to 50 °C. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00702-3#

One of the most promising areas of modern semiconduc-doped with silicon and in a~100! orientation. A schematic
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tor physics is the production and study of the properties
structures with dimensionalities of less than 2: quant
wires and quantum dots. These structures can be use
improve fundamentally the characteristics of most device
opto- and microelectronics. Thus, it has been shown that
thermal stability of the threshold current in quantum dot
sers is substantially higher than the upper limit predic
theoretically for quantum well-lasers.1–5 Until now, how-
ever, ultrahigh stability in the threshold current has on
been realized well below room temperature and this has
stantially limited the possibilities for practical applications
quantum dot lasers.

In this paper we study the effect of structure geome
growth conditions, and after-growth annealing on the op
ating characteristics of GaAs-~Al,Ga!As injection lasers with
an active region based on InGaAs quantum dots produce
gaseous phase epitaxy from metal-organic compounds.
shown for the first time that the range of ultrahigh therm
stability in the threshold current~the characteristic tempera
ture isT05385 K! can be extended to 50 °C.

The laser epitaxial heterostructures were grown on a g
eous phase epitaxy system using metal-organic compo
of elements from group III and hydrides of elements fro
group V. The system was equipped with a horizontal reac
and resistive heating. Growth took place at a reduced p
sure. A reduced pressure makes it possible to enhance
uniformity of the composition, thicknesses, and doping le
els of the epitaxial layers compared to growth at atmosph
pressure. Hydrogen subjected to multistep cleaning was u
as the carrier gas in this system. The sources of the m
components of the solid solutions were trimethyl galliu
trimethyl aluminum, ethyldimethyl indium, and arsine, whi
the sources of the dopant donor impurity was silane and
the dopant acceptor impurity, bicyclopentadienyl mag
sium. Growth took place with excess arsine. The ratio of
elements from groups V and III was 75. The epitaxial h
erostructure was grown on a gallium-arsenide subst

124 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997 1063-7826/97/
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illustration of the laser structure is shown in Fig. 1a. T
buffer zone, lower emitter, waveguide, and lower 8-nm-th
GaAs layer were grown at a temperature of 750 °C. T
temperature was then lowered to 490 °C and a layer
In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dots was deposited. The avera
amount of deposited InGaAs was three monolayers. The
grew in GaAs layer of thickness 8 nm. The temperature w
then again raised to 750 °C and the waveguide, upper e
ter, and contact layer were grown. This laser structure, th
fore, includes a layer of quantum dots enclosed in a nar
~16 nm! quantum well, which, in turn, is bounded by wide
gap Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers.

In the case of the samples for studies by transmiss
electron microscopy and photoluminescence, In0.5Ga0.5As
quantum dots were grown under the same conditions
were embedded halfway into the interior of a 2000-Å-thi
GaAs layer surrounded on both sides by a rather narrow~250
Å! Al0.5Ga0.5As barrier. The transmission electron micr
scope studies were carried out on a JEOL JEM 1000 mic
scope~acceleration voltage 1 MV!. The photoluminescence
was excited by the 514.5-nm line of an Ar laser and a g
manium photodetector was used for detection. ‘‘Shall
mesa’’-type strip lasers with a wide strip~width W540
mm! were made for electroluminescence studies. The op
ating characteristics were measured with pulsed excita
~pulse duration 200 ns, repetition rate 5 kHz! at temperatures
in the range 80–380 K.

The dots were formed by morphological transformati
of an elastically stressed In0.5Ga0.5As layer.6 A high-
resolution transmission electron microscope image of
cross section of a quantum dot along the@011# direction is
shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1c shows a high-resolution ima
of a quantum dot looking in the substrate plane~view from
above!. It follows from Figs. 1b and 1c that the quantum d
has the shape of a pyramid with a square base (20320

1240124-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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nm2) with sides oriented along the@010# and @001# direc-
tions and a height of;8 nm. The characteristic size of th
quantum dots can be varied by varying the amount of dep
ited InGaAs, as well as the time at which growth is cut o

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of an In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dot~QD! laser
structure~a!, high-resolution transmission electron microscope images
quantum dot in the cross section~b! and in the plane of the substrate~view
from above! ~c!.
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after deposition; this makes it possible to vary the position o
the peak in the photoluminescence spectrum in the ran
1.00–1.36mm at 300 K.

Annealing the quantum dots, which is unavoidable fo
high temperature~750 °C! growth of the upper emitter layers
of AlGaAs in laser structures, leads to a shift in the photo
luminescence line to shorter wavelengths. According to th
electron microscopy data under trans-illumination, this stem
from a reduction in the amount of In in the quantum dot
owing to diffusion of In into the surrounding region. At the
same time, the shape and size of the quantum dot profile
not change.

Figure 2 shows photoluminescence spectra of a las
structure whose upper contact layer was removed by chem
cal etching. The photoluminescence spectrum for wea
pumping~5 W/cm2) consists of an intense line with a peak a
;1.25 eV and a half-width of 60 meV, which is typical of
samples with quantum dots and which is determined by th
statistical size distribution of the dots. At high-excitation
power densities a feature shows up at 1.32 eV, which
associated with a heavy exciton in the so-called wettin
layer. At still higher excitation powers the luminescence o
the ground state is observed to saturate and the photolum
nescence peak shifts to shorter wavelengths.

The inset in Fig. 2 shows the laser output spectrum of
quantum dot structure. The spectral location of the laser lin
~shown by a dotted line in Fig. 2! corresponds to the peak of
the photoluminescence line for current densities close to t
threshold; i.e., lasing takes place through zero-dimension
states of the quantum dots. For long strips of lengt
L.1600mm at 300 K the threshold current density was 39
A/cm2, while the differential quantum efficiency was 45%
For short strips (L.500mm!, the differential quantum effi-
ciency rose to 60%, while the threshold current density in
creased to 760 A/cm2. The temperature dependence of th
laser wavelength is consistent with that of the gap width i
aAs ~Fig. 3!; i.e., the mechanism for lasing does not chang
up to room temperature.

It is known that for relatively high temperatures~180-

a

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra for different excitation power densiti
of an In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dot laser structure after removal of the uppe
emitter and contact layer by chemical etching. The dashed line indicates
lasing wavelength. The measurement temperature was 300 K. The in
shows the laser output spectrum for a current of 1.5 times threshold.

125Maksimov et al.
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220 K! the activated loss of carriers from quantum dots lea
to a substantial reduction in their concentration and to a c
responding rise in the threshold current density.3,4 This effect
can be avoided when the points lie within a sufficiently na
row ~16 nm! quantum well~Fig. 1a!. Here the region of
ultrahigh temperature stability in the threshold current de
sity for this type of laser is extended to 330 K~Fig. 3a!. As
can be seen from Fig. 3a, in the temperature range 80–33
the change in the threshold current density corresponds
characteristic temperatureT05385 K, which substantially
exceeds the theoretical limitT05285 K predicted for lasers

FIG. 3. The threshold current densityJth ~a! and lasing wavelengthlgen ~b!
as functions of temperature. The strip width isW540 mm and the strip
length isL51500mm.
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~quantum wells!. Extending the region of ultrahigh tempera
ture stability to above room temperatures~50 °C! opens up
extensive possibilities for practical applications of quantu
dot lasers.

In summary, we have shown that with an optimal cho
of the structure geometry, quantum dot lasers produced
gaseous phase epitaxy from metal organic compounds ha
low density and ultrahigh thermal stability for the thresho
current up to 50 °C.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~RFFI!, the Soros Foundation, and gra
INTAS-94-1028.
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Optical properties of submonolayer CdSe-(Zn,Mg)(S,Se) structures

heir
I. L. Krestnikov, M. V. Maksimov, S. V. Ivanov, N. N. Ledentsov, S. V. Sorokin,
A. F. Tsatsul’nikov, O. G. Lyublinskaya, B. V. Volovik, P. S. Kop’ev,
and S. M. Sotomayor Torres1)

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 2, 1996; accepted for publication April 9, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31 230–234~February 1997!

The optical properties of structures with submonolayer inclusions of CdSe in a Zn~S,Se! matrix
are studied. The submonolayer coating consists of a group of nanosized~40 Å! islands
with a height of one monolayer. The exciton oscillator strength of multiple submonolayer
CdSe–ZnSSe structures is substantially increased compared to the case of a uniform quantum well
of comparable thickness and composition. In submonolayer structures lasing takes place
immediately next to the energy of the ground state of the heavy exciton, in contrast with ordinary
quantum wells of ZnCdSe, where it is strongly shifted to longer wavelengths by the energy
of a single optical phonon. This effect results from the removal of the momentum selection rules
during radiative recombination of excitons in submonolayer structures. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00802-8#
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In the last few years considerable attention has been
voted to the creation of semiconductor lasers based on II
compounds and the group III nitrides which operate in
blue-green optical range. A clear understanding of
mechanisms for lasing in these semiconductors is extrem
important for fabricating long-lived laser structures with lo
threshold currents.

It has been shown that excitons are not important in
mechanism for lasing in III–V compounds, because ma
particle effects screen the Coulomb interaction between e
trons and holes and prevent the formation of excitons.1 In
fact, in calculating the gain spectra of III–V semiconduc
lasers it is necessary to include only band-band transit
and the observed lasing energy can be explained by a re
malization of the band width due to the high carrier dens
The situation changes, however, on going to the II–VI co
pounds because of smaller Bohr radius (r B) and higher bond
energy for excitons. The exciton density, at which t
screening effects must be taken into account, can be
mated from the Mott condition,2 which gives a reciproca
cubic dependence onr B . Thus, for example,r B532 Å for
ZnSe, which is a factor of 5 smaller than for GaAs, and
critical exciton density in ZnSe is;531018 cm23. This is
two orders of magnitude higher than in GaAs. The exci
binding energy in ZnSe is 21 meV, which is comparable
the energy of thermal motion, even at room temperature
quantum wells the exciton binding energy increases to
meV or more, the exciton radius decreases, and screeni
further suppressed due to the reduction in size. Thus,
stability of excitons is further increased. Therefore, excito
are preserved up to the power densities for laser pumpin
room temperature, as has been confirmed by studies of
excitation spectra in which exciton characteristics have b
observed.2–4 Exciton effects thus play an important role
lasing in II–VI compounds. However, as Grosset al.5 have
shown, when the pump power density or temperature
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momentum, increase. Hot excitons, i.e., those with la
wave vectors, cannot recombine radiatively, because
mentum must be conserved. Thus, mechanisms for the re
ation of exciton momentum are required; these may inclu
inelastic exciton-exciton scattering and exciton-^LO-
phonon& scattering.6 In the first case, lasing should begin
energies lower than the energy of the exciton ground state
an amount equal to the exciton binding energy and in
second case, it should begin at energies lower by an am
equal to the energy of an LO-phonon, as is confirmed
experiment. Even in very high-quality structures, the shift
30 to 60 meV. The need for an additional many-particle
teraction reduces the gain and this leads to higher thres
currents, heating of the structures, and their rapid degra
tion.

We have shown previously7 that at low temperatures an
pump power densities, hot excitons can undergo lumin
cence because of their localization on fluctuations in
composition and because of the thickness of a quantum w
At high temperatures or high pump power densities, this
fect does not show up because of the low density of locali
centers.

According to theoretical calculations that have been c
firmed by numerous experimental data,8,9 when two phases
with different values of the components of the surface fr
tion tensor are present on a crystal surface, the formatio
an ordered group of two-dimensional islands of similar s
and shape is always energetically favorable in the ini
stages of growth. This effect is caused by elastic relaxa
of the intrinsic stresses of the crystal surface at the bou
aries of the two-dimensional domains~islands!.

In this paper we propose to introduce localizing cent
deliberately, employing a group of CdSe islands with
height of one monolayer formed by deposition of submon
layer coatings of CdSe on a Zn~S,Se! surface for this pur-
pose. In this case the excitons are localized in the directio

1270127-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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growth and in the plane of the substrate, which eliminates
momentum selection rules. We have studied the optical p
erties of these structures and demonstrated the possibilit
principle, of using them as active regions for lasers.

2. EXPERIMENT

Epitaxial layers were grown with the aid of a molecul
beam epitaxy system~ÉP-1203! on GaAs substrates with
~100! orientation with and without use of an epitaxial GaA
buffer layer. The sources for the base molecular beams w
elementary Zn~6N!, Se ~6N!, Mg ~5N!, and Cd~6N!, and
zinc sulfide~5N!. Photoluminescence spectra were taken
placing the sample in a cryostat in a flow of gaseous hel
at temperatures of 5–300 K. The excitation sources we
halogen lamp, light from which passed through the mo
chromator, a cw He–Cd laser with an output wavelength
325 nm and a pump power densityPex51 W/cm2, and a
pulsed nitrogen laser with an output wavelength of 337
and a pump power density of up toPex5100 kW/cm2. The
detection system consisted of an MDR-23 monochroma
with a cooled photomultiplier operating in the photon cou
ing regime for cw excitation or in a synchronous detect
regime for pulsed excitation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the photoluminescence spectra
sample with a single submonolayer. For each temperature the gap wid
reduced to the width corresponding to 80 K. The excitation power densi
1 W/cm2.
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toluminescence spectra of a sample with a single submo
layer of CdSe in a ZnSSe matrix~9% ZnS!. The average
amount of deposited CdSe determined from the growth
was;1/3 ML. The spectra in Fig. 1 are reduced to a te
perature of 80 K, i.e., are shifted in energy according to
temperature dependence of the gap width.~The magnitude of
the shift was determined from optical reflection spectra.! The
peak at an energy of 2.844 eV corresponds to edge emis
from the wider band ZnSSe matrix. As the detection te
perature (Treg) is increased, the emission from the submon
layer ~2.711→2.750 eV! shifts by 39 meV to higher ener
gies. The same effect, i.e., a shift in the emission peak fr
2.711 to 2.750 eV, is produced by raising the pump pow
density~Fig. 2!. This behavior can be explained by the fa
that ‘‘large’’ and ‘‘small’’ islands are participating in the
formation of the radiation. According to a calculation an
some published data,10 an energy of 2.711 eV corresponds
the emission from an exciton in a quantum well of CdSe w
a thickness of 1 ML. This means that the lateral dimensio
of the large islands substantially exceed the radius of an
citon and there is no additional quantization in the late
plane. As the temperature is raised, the probability of ther
ejection of carriers from large islands, whose density is lo
into the ZnSSe barrier region increases. As a result, the p
ability of capture and recombination of nonequilibrium ca
riers through small islands increases because of trans
When the pump power density is raised, all the states in

r a
is
is

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra~PL! ~a–c! and photoluminescence ex
citation spectra with a detection energy of 2.684 eV~d! of a sample with a
single submonolayer. The spectra were taken with:~a! Treg580 K, Pex51
W/cm2; ~b! Treg5300 K, Pex51 W/cm2; ~c! Treg580 K, Pex5100 kW/
cm2; ~d! Treg580 K, Pex51 mW/cm2. The arrow denotes the calculate
energy of transitions involving a light hole.
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large islands are filled and the intensity of the luminesce
from them becomes negligible compared to that from
small islands, whose density is much higher. Thus, at
temperatures and pump power densities, we see emis
from only the large islands~i.e., actually from quantum wells
with a thickness of 1 ML!, while as the temperature or pum
power density are raised, the small islands will radiate. Th
dimensions can be estimated from the quantum-well ene
in a one dimensional model with infinitely high barriers,
shift in energy by 40 meV corresponds to 35 Å. From t
half- height of the peak we estimate the spread in late
dimensions to be;10 Å. Figure 2 shows a photolumines
cence excitation spectrum of a line from large islands m
sured at 80 K~detection energy 2.684 eV!. In this spectrum
the small islands show up in the form of a peak at 2.750
We attribute the peak at 2.797 eV to an electron-light h
transition in the small islands. In fact, a calculation for
1-ML- thick quantum well and including size quantization
the plane of the islands for light holes yields fair agreem
with experiment~the calculation is indicated by an arrow!.

For a direct comparison of a submonolayer structure
a structure with a quantum well, we have grown a sam
with multiple submonolayers, as shown schematically in F
3. The reference structure had exactly the same geom
but in this case the active region consisted of a unifo
quantum well of ZnCdSe with a thickness of 70 Å containi
25% CdSe. The overall thickness of the CdSe, calcula
from the composition of the solid solution, is 8 Å in the
submonolayer, short-period superlattice and 18 Å in
quantum-well structure.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the
toluminescence spectra of the structure with multiple s
monolyaers~as in Fig. 2, all the spectra are reduced to 80!.
The peak of the photoluminescence spectrum for this sam
is shifted by 70 meV to lower energies relative to the peak
the photoluminescence spectrum of the sample with a si
monolayer~Fig. 1!. We may assume that the high stress fro
the CdSe island~the lattice mismatch between the ZnSe a

FIG. 3. A schematic representation of a structure with a short-period
monolayer superlattice.
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CdSe is;6%! propagates through the ZnSe with its thic
ness of 30 Å and the CdSe islands in the next layer gr
predominantly directly above the previous layers. Here
wave functions in the islands from neighboring layers ov
lap, which leads to a reduction in the ground-state ene
This sort of effect has been observed in an InAs/Ga
system.11

The optical reflection (R) spectra shown in Fig. 5 and
their second derivatives with respect to energy (d2R/dE2)
for structures with submonolayers and with quantum we
reveal a sharp rise in the oscillator strength in the case
structure with submonolayers. This is especially noticea
in the plot of the second derivative. Thus, the amplitude
the feature associated with the submonolayers, which fo
identical lineshape is roughly proportional to the exciton o
cillator strength, is four times higher than for the quantu
well, and the difference would be by a factor of ten wh
taken per CdSe molecule. This is also confirmed by the i
of the formation of quantum-well islands, since according
theoretical calculations and experimental data, the oscilla
strength for structures with a dimensionality of less than
~i.e., for quantum wires and dots!, must be substantially
greater. If a submonolayer deposit leads to the formation
uniform quantum well of supersmall thickness, then the
cillator strength should fall due to the strong delocalizati
of the electron and hole wave functions and, therefore, du

b-

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of photoluminescence spectra~PL! for a
sample with a short-period submonolayer superlattice. For each temper
the gap width has been reduced to that corresponding to 80 K. The ex
tion power density isPex51 W/cm2.
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the strong reduction in their overlap fork50. In a model of
a uniform wide well with a thickness of;200 Å and a small
average content of Cd, the oscillator strength should also
small, since for thicknesses of 50–200 Å the oscilla
strength falls off rapidly as the well width is increased12

Thus, agreement with experiment is attained only in
model of a group of quantum-well islands.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the photolumin
cence spectra on the pump power density for a structure
multiple submonolayers. For excitation power densities
low 10 kW/cm2 the shape of the spectrum is essentially u
changed as the pump power is raised; the small shif
longer wavelengths is caused by slight heating of the sam
Further increases in the pump power density leads to
appearance of stimulated emission at the low-energy e
~for 30 and 100 kW/cm2). Here the difference in energ
between the photoluminescence peak and the peak in
stimulated emission is only 9 meV, while for quantum we
this shift is in the range 30–60 meV, according to publish
data. That the shift is so small in our case is probably att

FIG. 5. Optical reflection spectra and their second derivatives for sam
with a submonolayer superlattice~a! and quantum wells~b!. The detection
temperature isTreg580 K.
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utable to the fact that localized excitons,which can reco
bine radiatively at any lattice temperature, take part in
optical gain. The limitations imposed by the momentum
lection rules, which are important in three- and tw
dimensional cases, are eliminated here.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that:
– depositing submonolayer coatings of CdSe on a Zn

~ZnSSe! surface leads to the formation of a group of nan
sized CdSe islands with characteristic lateral dimensions
30–40 Å.

– in short-period submonolayer structures a sharp ris
the oscillator strength for exciton transitions is observ
compared to the case of the equivalent uniform quant
well.

– lasing in structures with submonolayers begins imm
diately adjacent to the energy of the exciton ground st
because the momentum selection rules are eliminated.

– a qualitatively new possibility has been demonstra
for lowering the threshold current and increasing the la
energy in semiconductor lasers based on II–VI compoun
as well as in other wide-band semiconductors with high
citon stability.

This work was supported by the Samsung Electron
Corporation, Grant No. INTAS-94-481, and the Russi
Fund for Fundamental Research, Grant N 95-02-04056.

es

FIG. 6. The dependence of photoluminescence spectra~PL! on pump power
density for a sample with a short-period submonolayer superlattice. Ex
tion with light from a cw He–Cd laser atPex51 W/cm2 and a pulsedN2

laser atPex510–100 kW/cm2. The detection temperature isTreg580 K.
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Electron and hole spectra and selection rules for optical transitions in Ge 12xSix/Ge

ase,
heterostructures
V. Ya. Aleshkin and N. A. Bekin

Institute of Microstructure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted November 20, 1995; accepted for publication January 15, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 235–242~February 1997!

The electron and hole spectra in strained Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructures grown on a~111! plane
have been investigated. It is shown that the structure of the conduction band in these
structures can be determined by investigating the polarization of their photoluminescence. The
selection rules for indirect optical transitions have been found. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00902-2#
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Silicon-based materials are of great interest becaus
their wide applications in electronics and because of
rapid development of silicon technology. In particular, t
heterostructures Ge12xSix/Ge and Ge12xSix/Si have been
studied intensively in recent years.

Since the lattice constants of Ge and Si differ by a
proximately 4%, at least one of the materials in such hete
structures is deformed. In addition, structures with thin la
ers, in which the elastic deformation energy is less than
formation energy of a dislocation at a heterostructure, can
dislocation-free structures. It is now well known that
Ge12xSix/Ge and Ge12xSix/Si heterostructures the potenti
wells for holes are layers with the smaller fraction of Si in
wide range of deformations and for any orientation of t
growth plane~see, for example, Refs. 1–5. However, t
structure of the conduction band in these heterostructure
still not completely understood in a wide range of their p
rameters. This is explained by the fact that several valle
whose position depends on the deformation,x, and on the
thickness of the layers~because of the quantum-size effect!,
are present in the conduction bands of Ge and Si and of
solid solution. Even for the currently intensively studie
Ge12xSix/Si systems, grown pseudomorphically on Si, t
data indicating which layer is a potential well for electro
for the deformation x close to 1 are ambiguous an
contradictory.1,6,7

In the present work, we will calculate the electron a
hole spectra in Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructures grown on th
~111! plane, and we will determine the selection rules
interband dipole transitions in this system. We found th
depending on the deformation and composition of the s
solution, the bottom of the conduction band in Ge can
below or above the bottom of the conduction band of
solid solution. We will show that the type of valley at th
absolute minimum of the conduction band in these hete
structures can be determined by investigating the polar
tion dependences of the photoluminescence.

Despite the indirect structure of the gaps in Ge, Si, a
their solid solution, Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructures can b
direct-gap structures.8 Direct-gap band structure can be o
tained when the bottom of the conduction band lies at a p
of the Brillouin zone where the quasimomentum in the b
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an electron in structures with thin layers loses this quasim
mentum in a collision with the heterostructure. This is ma
fested formally in that the Brillouin zone for electrons
structures with quantum wells which are not coupled by tu
neling is two-dimensional. A momentum perpendicular
the heterostructures is not present in it. This is manifeste
short-period superlattices as a folding of the Brillouin zon
As a result, the minimum of the conduction band lies at
center of the zone.

ENERGY BAND GAPS

The energy band gaps must be determined in orde
find the electron and hole spectra in a heterostructure.
shall take these band gaps from Ref. 4. We note that
x,0.3 and lattice constants 5.43 Å,a,5.65 Å the valence
energy band gaps calculated in Ref. 5 are approxima
30% smaller and the values measured in Ref. 2 are appr
mately 6% larger than in Ref. 4. According to Ref. 4, t
average energy in the valence band in the solid solu
Ge12xSix is determined by the expression

Eav5~90.9ai21073.6!x. ~1!

Here and below the energy is expressed in meV. The qu
tity ai, expressed in Å, equals the distance between the c
est atoms in the growth plane, multiplied by&. We assumed
that ai55.43 Å in undeformed silicon andai55.65 Å in
undeformed germanium. We also assumed that the struc
is pseudomorphic~ai is the same for both materials of th
heterojunction!.

Quadratic interpolation9 was used forai in the unde-
formed solid solution:

ai55.6520.24x~12x!20.22x2, Å. ~2!

The average energyEav of the valence band is understood
be the average energy of the maxima of the three vale
bands~heavy, light, and spin split-off bands!.

The positionsEhh , Elh , and Esh of the tops of the
heavy, light, and spin-split-off hole bands are determin
from the formulas

Ehh5Eav1
D

3
2

dE

2
, ~3!

1320132-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Esh5Eav2
D0

6
1

dE

4
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2
AD0

21D0dE1
9

4
~dE!2, ~5!

dE52)d«xy , ~6!

where«xy is the xy component of the deformation tenso
d is one of the deformation constants,D0 is the spin-orbit
splitting,

«xy5
1

3 S 12
ai

a0
D S 112

C1112C1222C44

C1112C1214C44
D ,

Ci j are the elastic moduli, anda0 are the lattice constants i
the undeformed crystal. Thex, y, and z axes are directed
along @100#, @010#, and @001# directions, respectively. We
call the holes with the large mass in the@111# direction
heavy holes.

The band gap in the undeformed solid solution was st
ied experimentally in Ref. 10. We shall employ for the d
ference in the energies of theL andD valleys and the top of
the valence band~Eg

L andEg
D , respectively! the expressions

obtained by us~temperatureT54.2 K!:

Eg
L574011270x, ~7!

Eg
D5931118x1206x2. ~8!

We assume that they are valid in the entire range ofx. This
is completely justified for Eq.~8!, since it approximates wel
the experimentally measured quantityEg

D in a wide range of
x (0.15,x,1). We recall that the bottom valleys in th
undeformed solid solution areL valleys forx,0.15 andD
valleys forx.0.15. Because of the small range of values
x where experimental data are available forEg

L , the use of
Eq. ~7! can result in substantial errors forx close to 1.

To calculate the splitting of the bands and the change
the band gap as a result of the deformation, we used
constants of the deformation potential of pure Ge and
calculated theoretically in Ref. 4. Linear interpolation inx
was used to calculate all parameters of the solid solution

Deformation results in the splitting of energy of th
minima of theL valleys. We call the valley where the rota
tion axis of the constant-energy surface is directed al
@111# a 1L valley and we call the three remaining valle
3L valleys. The position of their minima is given by th
expressions

E1L5EL12Ju
L«xy , ~9!

E3L5EL2
2

3
Ju

L«xy , ~10!
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A deformation in the~111! plane or along the@111# direction
does not lift the degeneracy of the minima of theD valleys.
We can therefore write the following expression for the c
responding energyED :

ED5Eav1Eg
D1S Jd

D1
Ju

D

3
2aD ~«xx1«yy1«zz!1

D0

3
,

«xx5«yy5«zz5
4C44

C1112C1214C44
S ai

a0
21D . ~12!

In Eqs. ~9!–~12! Ju,d
L andJu,d

D are constants in the defor
mation potential of theL and D valleys, respectively, and
a is the constant in the deformation potential of the valen
band.

The energies of the extrema of the energy bands i
solid solution grown pseudomorphically on a germaniu
substrate~ai equals the lattice constantaGe of germanium!
are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function ofx. It is clearly seen that
the energy band gap of the top of the valence band for
heavy holes is larger than for the light holes. This differen
is attributable to the splitting of the valence band of the so
solution by the deformation. This assertion is true for a
5.43 Å ,a,5.65 Å. Indeed, the germanium layers in th
case can be compressed only in the growth plane. For s

FIG. 1. Positions of the band extrema in the solid solution Ge12xSix versus
x ~lines with index 2! for a structure grown pseudomorphically on germ
nium ~ai55.65 Å!. The positions of the band extrema in germanium~lines
with index 1! are also shown in the figure.
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layers the top of the heavy-hole band lies above the top
the light-hole band, since the constantdGeof the deformation
potential of the valence band in Eq.~6! is less than zero. As
we have already mentioned, the average energy of the
lence band is lower in the solid solution than in germaniu
If the deformation of the solid solution is of a different sig
than in germanium, then in Ge12xSix the top of the light-hole
band lies above the top of the heavy-hole band (dGeSi,0),
and therefore the band gap of the heavy-hole band is lar
It is also larger in the case where the deformation is of
same sign in both layers, since the deformation splitting
the valence band in this case is larger in germanium tha
the solid solution. The latter circumstance is explained by
fact that, first, in this caseai,aGeSi,5.65 Å ~aGeSi charac-
terizes the undeformed solid solution! and therefore
germanium is more strongly deformed and, seco
udGeSiu,udGeu.

It is also obvious that for the Ge12xSix/Ge heterostruc-
tures grown pseudomorphically on germanium the abso
minimum of the conduction band lies in the 1L valley of the
solid solution.

HOLE SPECTRA

The hole spectra were found by numerically integrat
the Schro¨dinger equation with the Luttinger Hamiltonian a
lowing for deformation.11 The boundary conditions for th
wave functions were chosen by analogy with Ref. 12.

Figure 2 shows the energies of the tops of the quant
well subbands of the valence band as a function of the th
ness of the germanium layer in a Ge12xSix/Ge heterostruc-
ture grown pseudomorphically on germanium. We see fr
the figure that for thin germanium layers~L,20 Å! the first
light-hole subband lies closer to the conduction band and
thick germanium sublayers~L.20 Å! the first heavy-hole
subband lies closer to the conduction band. This occurs
cause of the deformation, the result of which is that the

FIG. 2. Energies of the tops of the quantum-well subbands of the vale
band versus the germanium thickness in a Ge0.88Si0.12/Ge heterostructure
grown pseudomorphically on germanium~ai55.65 Å!. The solid curves
correspond to heavy holes and the dashed curves correspond to light
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of the heavy-hole band in a solid solution lies below the t
of the light-hole band~i.e., the well is deeper for heav
holes!. For this reason, asL decreases, the heavy-hole leve
are expelled more rapidly from the quantum wells.

The symmetry group of the Hamiltonian describing t
motion of holes in a heterostructure is aD3d symmetry
group. It contains a sixfold inversion axis, which is paral
to the direction of quantization of the motion. The hole spe
trum is parity degenerate with respect to reflection in
growth plane.13 The symmetry group of hole isoenergy su
faces is therefore aD6h group and these surfaces are inva
ant with respect to rotation by an angle ofp/3 around the
@111# axis. Figure 3 shows the energies of holes in t
quantum-well levels on the wave vector along the geram
nium layer in a Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructure grown pseud
morphically on germanium. The solid lines correspond to
wave vector directed along@112̄# and the dashed line corre
sponds to the wave vector directed in a direction which
obtained from@112̄# by rotation around@111# by an angle of
p/6. The Ge layer is 100 Å thick. We see from the figu
that the hole spectra are nonparabolic and almost isotro
The characteristic energy scale for nonparabolicity is
splitting between the subbands. The fourth level w
k'0.025 Å21 goes into the continuous spectrum.

Near the pointp50, wherep is the hole quasimomen
tum in the growth plane, the hole dispersion relation has
form «5p2/2m. The massm depends on the deformation, o
the thicknessL of the germanium layer, and onx in the solid
solution. Using perturbation theory with the hole kinetic e
ergy along the layer as the perturbation parameter, we de
the following formula for the heavy-hole massmhh in the
first subband of an infinitely deep well withp50:

ce

les.

FIG. 3. Hole energies versus the wave vector along the germanium lay
a Ge0.88Si0.12/Ge heterostructure grown pseudomorphically on germaniu
The solid lines correspond to the wave vector oriented along@112̄# and the
dashed lines correspond to the wave vector oriented in a direction obta
from @112̄# by rotating around@111# by an angle ofp/6. The Ge layer is 100
Å thick.
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D

)

D 24l 2S A1
D

)

D G24)m0dL
2«xy /\

2J ,

~13!

whereA, B, andD are constants which determine the ho
spectrum,11 andm0 is the free-electron mass.

The curves ofmhh in the first quantum-well subban
versus the germanium layer thickness are shown in Fig. 4
two Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructures. The curves were obtain
by solving the Schro¨dinger equation numerically. The lattic
constant of one of these structures isai55.65 Å, which cor-
responds to an undeformed germanium layer. For the o
constantai55.637 Å, which corresponds to a minimum
the elastic energy in a multilayer structure with equal germ
nium and solid-solution thicknesses. In the calculation,
solid-solution layers were assumed to be tunneli
nontransparent layers. We see from the figure that defor
tion of the germanium layers decreasesmhh and decreasing
the thicknessL of the germanium layers increasesmhh . It is
interesting to compare the values ofmhh shown in Fig. 4
with those obtained from Eq.~13!. According to Eq.~13!, in
an infinitely deep wellmhh does not depend onL in an
undeformed germanium. Forai55.65 Å, we obtain from Eq.
~13! mhh50.059m0 . For a structure withai55.637 Å, we
obtain from Eq. ~13! mhh50.059m0 for L520 Å and
mhh50.0574m0 for L5250 Å. Therefore, the values o
mhh obtained from Eq.~13! for L.200 Å agree to within
20% with the values calculated by solving the Schro¨dinger
equation.

ELECTRON SPECTRA

As we have already mentioned, the bottom of the c
duction band in the Ge and solid-solution layers can lie

FIG. 4. Heavy-hole massmhh at the bottom of the first quantum-well sub
band versus the thickness of the germanium layer in a Ge0.88Si0.12/Ge het-
erostructure for different values ofai .
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band in the Ge layer can lie above or below the bottom of
conduction band in the solid-solution layer. This is attribu
able to the fact that, depending on the fraction of silicon
the solid-solution layer and the lattice constant in the grow
plane ~deformation!, theD, 1L, and 3L valleys can be ar-
ranged differently with respect to one another, both within
layer and in neighboring layers.

First, we ignore the quantum-size effects. Asai varies
from 5.43 Å to 5.65 Å, the 3L valleys in the germanium
layers lie no higher than the 1L valley. Furthermore, theD
valleys in the germanium layer always lie above theD val-
leys in the solid-solution layer. It is convenient to analyze t
structure of the conduction band for different values ofai

and x, taking into consideration only the bottom valleys
each material~see Fig. 5!. We see from Fig. 5 that in the
regions 1, 2, and 4 the bottom of the conduction band in
germanium layer lies below the bottom of the conducti
band in the solid-solution layer~type-1 modulation of the
bands! and the reverse arrangement~type 2! occurs in the
regions 3 and 5. We note that in the regions 1, 2, and 4,
bottom of the conduction band in the germanium layer
located at the minima of the 3L valleys.

It should be noted that Fig. 5 is more likely of an illus
trative, qualitative nature, i.e. it shows which situations in t
conduction band are in principle possible for different p
rameters of the heterostructure. As we have already m
tioned, this is due to the error in the quantities~8! and espe-
cially ~7!, as well as the uncertainty in the deformatio
potential constants and the band gaps~1! employed.

FIG. 5. Boundaries of the regions in the (ai ,x) plane where the bottom
valleys of the conduction band in the germanium and solid-solution lay
are arranged identically with respect to one another. The relative arra
ment of the bottom bands in germanium and the solid solution for e
region is shown in the bottom half of the figure. Size quantization w
disregarded.
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Furthermore, in the case of strong deformations~up to 4%!
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the nonlinear deformation effects which we have ignored
probably important. In reality, the boundaries of the regio
in Fig. 5 can therefore have a different arrangement. Ad
tionally, some regions can be absent or, vice versa, o
regions with a different structure~in the sense which we ar
considering! of the conduction band can exist. Therefore, t
situation with respect to the conduction band must be stud
experimentally.

In Ge or solid-solution layers of finite thickness, si
quantization increases the energy of the conduction b
minima. As a result, the boundaries of regions 1–5 cha
and, in general, some of them vanish or new ones appe

Calculations employing the data of Ref. 4 and the diff
ence of theL-valley energies@Eq. ~7!# show that a 1L valley
in the solid solution lies lower in Ge for any values ofx and
ai . For this reason, Ge12xSix/Ge can be a direct-gap struc
ture in momentum space, but then the electrons and h
will be localized in different layers~type-2 modulation of the
bands!. This situation corresponds to region 3 in Fig. 5.

Let us examine the dependence of the electron ener
on the two-dimensional momenta in the case where ger
nium is a quantum well. In this case, as one can see f
Fig. 5, the bottom of the conduction band is formed byL
valleys. Let us choose a coordinate system in which thex,
y, andz axes are the crystallographic directions@112̄#, @11̄0#,
and@111#, respectively. Consider the valley whose consta
energy surface in the volume of the semiconductor posse
a rotation axis along@111̄#. For it, the tensorwi j of the re-
ciprocals of the effective masses possesses the follow
nonzero components:

wxx5
1

9m'

1
8

9mi
, wyy5

1

m'

,

wzz5
1

9mi
1

8

9m'

, wxz5wzx52
2&

9 S 1

m'

2
1

mi
D ,

wheremi and m' are, respectively, the longitudinal an
transverse masses in theL valleys. We give the following
expressions for the effective masses in the solid solution5

mi5~1.7620.18x10.12x2!m0 ,

m'5~0.110.03x!m0 . ~14!

The constant energy surface of two-dimensional el
trons in the valley considered is an ellipse. One of its se
axes is also the projection of the rotation axis of the const
energy ellipsoid, which corresponds to the valley in the b
material, onto the~111! plane. For an infinitely deep well o
in the case wheremi andm' are the same in the quantu
well and the barrier, the dispersion relation in thenth
quantum-well subband can be written in the form

Em~px ,py!5En~0,0!1
px
2

2mx
1

py
2

2my
, ~15!

where

1

mx
5wxx2

wxz
2

wzz
,

1

my
5wyy , ~16!
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In deep subbands which are located far from the edg
the quantum well, the electron wave function is localiz
mainly in the quantum well and the dispersion is appro
mated well by relations~15! and~16!, where the component
of the tensorwi j are used for the quantum-well material.
the shallow subbands which are located close to the edg
the quantum well, an electron is very likely to be located
the barrier and its dispersion is described by relations~15!
and ~16! with the components of the tensorwi j for the bar-
rier. We see from Eq.~14! that the masses in the dispersio
relation ~15! should be virtually independent of the silico
content in the solid solution. The effective masses@Eq. ~14!#
are also virtually independent of the deformation.5 For pure
germaniummx'1.59 andmy'0.1.

SELECTION RULES FOR OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

It was shown in the preceding section that the bottom
the conduction in a Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructure can lie i
the 3L, 1L, or D valley. This raises the following question
Is it possible to determine by studying interband optical tra
sitions the valley in which the bottom of the conduction ba
in a heterostructure lies? We shall show that the answe
affirmative if the top of the valence band is formed by t
heavy-hole subband.

We shall study a symmetric structure. We call a struct
symmetric if it contains a symmetry plane at the center of
germanium layer. The symmetry group of the hole wave v
tor in such structures isD3d . The heavy-hole wave function
transform according to a double-valued representa
L4

11L5
1 and the light-hole wave functions transform accor

ing to L0
1 ~the designations are taken from Ref. 14!. The

momentum component along the@111# axis transforms ac-
cording to theL1

2 representation, and its two components
the~111! plane transform according to theL3

2 representation.

hh21L TRANSITIONS

The hh21L transitions should be observed in heter
structures for whichai andx lie in region 3 in Fig. 5. The
wave-vector group of the 1L electrons isD3d and the wave
functions of these electrons transform according to the r
resentationL0

1 . The phonon wave functions with a wav
vector corresponding to the 1L point of the Brillouin zone
transform according to the following representations15

LO2L1
1 , TO2L3

2 , TA2L3
1 , and LA2L2

2 . We employ
the standard designations for phonons: The lettersL andT
correspond to longitudinal and transverse phonons and
lettersO andA correspond to optical and acoustic phonon
Using the standard method,14,15we find the following selec-
tion rules for dipole transitions between the heavy-hole s
band and the 1L valley with the participation of phonons
Just as in bulk germanium, transitions with the participat
of LO and TA phonons are parity forbidden. Transition
with the participation ofTO phonons are allowed with an
polarization of the light. Transitions with the participation
LA phonons are allowed only for photons with nonzero p
jection of the electric field vectorE onto the~111! plane.
Transitions with the participation ofLA phonons are forbid-
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wave is parallel to the@111# direction. It can be shown tha
the hh21L transition with LA-phonon participation and
E i @111# is also forbidden in an asymmetric structure.

For structures with quantum layers the minimum of t
energy of the 1L valley and the maximum of the valenc
band are located at the same point of the Brillouin zo
However, the optical dipole transitions with no scatteri
from light- and heavy-hole subbands into the 1L valley are
forbidden. The point is that the electron and hole wave fu
tions are even under inversion~indicated by the superscript
1 in the representations! and dipole transitions are forbidde
between states with the same parities. Strictly speak
these arguments are invalid for transitions in which the nu
ber of the quantum-well level changes~for example, for tran-
sitions from the second quantum-well hole subband into
first subband of the 1L valley!. This is explained by the fac
that the wave functions in the quantum-well subbands w
even numbers are odd under inversion; i.e. the electron
hole wave functions in even subbands transform accordin
the representationsL0

2 andL4
21L5

2 , respectively. We note
that in this case the selection rule for the transitions w
LO- andTA-phonon participation is also lifted.

hh23L TRANSITIONS

The regions 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 5 correspond
hh23L transitions. The wave-vector group of the 3L val-
leys isC2h . The electron wave functions transform accor
ing to the representationsB1

11B2
1 ~seeAppendix!. The wave

functions of phonons with wave vectors corresponding to
3L point of the Brillouin zone transform according to th
following representations: LO2A1

1 , TO2A1
21A2

2 ,
TA2A1

11A2
1 , andLA2A1

2 . Here dipole transitions with
LA- andTO-phonon participation are allowed for any pola
ization of the light.

Therefore, thehh23L transitions withLA-phonon par-
ticipation are allowed for photons withE i @111# and
hh21L transitions are forbidden. It is interesting to dete
mine the intermediate states through which these allow
transitions occur. It turns out that they proceed through
states L4

21L5
2 and B1

21B2
2 . The intermediate state

L4
21L5

2 originated from the stateG8 of the conduction band
in bulk germanium, and the intermediate stateB1

21B2
2

originated from theL4
21L5

2 state of the valence band. Th
transition through the latter state is most likely, since it
closest in energy to the initial state in the valence ba
Radiative transitions withLA-phonon participation in bulk
germanium proceed mainly through an intermediateG7

2 state
in the conduction band.16 In a heterostructure, transitions o
curring through the intermediate stateL0

2 , which originate
from G7

2 , under the influence of electric-field componen
lying in the ^111& plane correspond to these transitions.
transition through theL0

2 state is more likely than throug
the stateB1

21B2
2 , since for it the difference in the energie

of the initial and intermediate states is smaller. Therefore,
intensity of thehh23L transitions withLA-phonon partici-
pation andE i @111# is lower than that of transitions occu
ring under the influence ofE' @111#.
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The region 5 in Fig. 5 corresponds to these transitio
The wave-vector symmetry group of theD valleys iss. The
electron wave functions transform according to the repres
tationB11B2 ~seeAppendix!. The wave functions of theTO
andTA phonons transform according to theA2 representa-
tions, and the wave functions of theLA and LO phonons
transform according to theA1 representation. The symmetr
allows optical transitions with the participation of an
phonons and arbitrary polarization of the light wave. Ho
ever, in bulk germanium15 and the solid solution, when th
bottom of the conduction band lies in theD valleys, optical
transitions are observed only with the participation ofTAand
TOphonons.1,10The absence of transitions with longitudina
phonon participation cannot be attributed to the select
rules, i.e. to the symmetry.15 Therefore, only transitions
with transverse-phonon participation are observed in
Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructure in which the bottom of the co
duction band lies in theD valleys.

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing the results presented above, we shall
mulate a method for determining from optical investigatio
of Ge12xSix/Ge heterostructures the states, together with
valley to which they belong, that form the bottom of th
conduction band. If the bottom of the conduction band
formed by states fromD valleys, then radiative transition
with the emission ofTO phonons prevail. When the bottom
of the conduction band is formed by states from aL valley,
radiative transitions with LA-phonon emission pre
dominate.17 The TO-phonon energies corresponding to t
Ge–Ge, Ge–Si, and Si–Si bonds are well known.1 The tran-
sitions fromD valleys can therefore be distinguished fro
the transitions fromL valleys by comparing the energies o
phonon-free transitions with the transitions with phonon p
ticipation. To distinguish transitions from 1L valleys and
transitions from 3L valleys, it is necessary to investigate th
polarization of the radiation. Transitions withLA-phonon
participation andE i @111# are forbidden for a 1L valley and
are weakened for 3L valleys.

Of course, there are also more direct methods for de
mining the type of bottom valley of the conduction band. F
example, one method is to measure the electron mass a
layers in observations of cyclotron resonance. However, s
measurements require structures of very high quality. T

TABLE I. C2h .

E Q C2 QC2 s Qs I QI

A1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A2
1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 1

A1
2 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21

A2
2 1 1 21 21 1 1 21 21

B1
1 1 21 i 2 i i 2 i 1 2 i

B2
1 1 21 2 i i 2 i i 1 21

B1
2 1 21 i 2 i 2 i i 21 1

B2
2 1 21 2 i i i 2 i 21 1
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TABLE II. s.
requirements for structural quality for observing lumine
cence are much lower, and therefore the approach prop
here may be more acceptable.
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APPENDIX

The characters of the irreducible representations of
double groupsC2h ands. The designations of the symmetr
elements are taken from Ref. 18.
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Mechanical properties of pure and doped InP single crystals determined under local

n

loading
Yu. S. Boyarskaya, D. Z. Grabko, M. I. Medinskaya, and N. A. Palistrant

Institute of Applied Physics, Academy of Sciences of Moldova, 277028 Kishinev, Moldova
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Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 243–246~February 1997!

The mechanical properties of pure and doped~Fe, Zn, Sn! InP single crystals have been
investigated in the temperature range 293–600 K. It is shown that impurity hardening~increase
in microhardness! is much more pronounced at high temperatures than at room temperature
because of the retardation of moving dislocations by impurities, which is strongest at high
temperatures. Appreciable scratch hardness anisotropy on the~001! face of the experimental
crystals at 293 K was observed. It decreases rapidly as the temperature increases in the interval
293–600 K. It is shown that the@110# and @1̄10# directions on the~001! face of the
experimental crystals are nonequivalent. The observed phenomena are explained by the different
contributions of the two mechanisms of plastic deformation: slip and twinning in the
process of scratch formation along the^100& and ^110& directions, and along the@110# and @1̄10#
directions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01002-8#
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InP is a semiconductor material which is very promisi
for a wide practical applications. This makes a compreh
sive investigation of its physical properties necessa
Among the many works devoted to the study of this co
pound, comparatively few are concerned with the mecha
cal properties. Deformation of InP single crystals by uniax
compression showed that at temperatures below 730 K t
is no plastic deformation of the material, only brittle fractu
is observed.1 Under a concentrated load on these crysta
however, it was found that dislocations appear near the
formation location even at room temperature.2 For this rea-
son, local loading is a promising method for studying t
mechanical properties of InP at temperatures ranging f
room temperature up toT;700 K. On this basis we set a
our goal in the present work to investigate the mechanis
of plastic deformation of pure and doped InP single crys
in the temperature range 293–600 K under the action o
concentrated load.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Pure and doped InP single crystals were grown by
Czochralski method. Their characteristics are presente
Table I.

The investigations were performed on the~001! face,
which was subjected, after preparation, to chemical polish
in order to remove a defective layer near the surface. De

TABLE I. Characteristic features of the experimental samples.

Crystal Carrier density, cm3

InP 4.131016

InP:Fe 2.13108

InP:Zn 2.731018

InP:Sn 2.231017
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was performed with the aid of a PMT-3 microhardness tes
The indentor consisted of a diamond pyramid with a squ
base~Vickers pyramid!. The loadP on the indentor was
varied in the range 10–40 g. The indentation microhardn
(H) was calculated by the standard formula,3 and the hard-
ness determined by the sclerometric method (Hs) was found
from the relation

Hs5P/b2, ~1!

whereb is the scratch width.
The microhardness measurements were performed

two orientations of the indentor: the diagonalsd of the im-
print parallel to thê 100& directions andd i ^110&. In the
sclerometric investigations the indentor moved along th
crystallographic directions.

The dislocation structures arising near the imprints a
scratches were investigated by the method of selective e
ing. The etcher consisted of a solution of CrO3 ~1 g! in HCl
~30 ml!.

The acoustic emission~AE! accompanying the deforma
tion process was detected with the aid of a specially
sembled apparatus.3 This apparatus makes it possible
record the numberN of AE signals arising during the forma
tion of twins and cracks, and it is insensitive to the develo
ment of dislocation structures around imprints and scratch
The experiments were conducted in the temperature ra
293–600 K. The error in measuringH andHs was;5%.
The variance in the values ofN was;25%. This rather large
variance stems, in part, from the fact that the AE method
sensitive to the nonuniformity of the defect structure alo
the surface of the sample.

1390139-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE II. Microhardness of pure and doped InP crystals,d i ^100&,
P540 g.*

nd

in
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data presented in Table II attest to the fact tha
room temperature doping has a very weak effect on the
crohardness. The change in the microhardness falls wi
the limits of measurement error.

However, the picture changes substantially at a defor
tion temperature of 600 K~Table II!. In this case, substantia
hardening is observed; the relative changes inH reach
;100%. This situation can be explained as follows. T
hardening observed in InP to accompany doping is attribu
ordinarily to the retardation of moving dislocations b
impurities.4 In InP, just as in other III–V semiconducto
compounds, dislocations are virtually immobile at roo
temperature.4–6 Therefore, the retardation effect is stron
only at high temperatures. The effect of the temperature
the impurity hardening of InP crystals was previously o
served in uniaxial compression experiments.4 It was shown
that the increase of the upper yield point due to doping
greater at higher temperatures.

It follows from Table II that the greatest increase in m
crohardness occurs in the case of doping with zinc~acceptor
impurity!. This observation agrees well with the results
Ref. 4, where it was found that Zn in InP single crysta
retards all basic types of dislocations (a, b, and screw dis-
locations!. Another impurity ~S, donor impurity! decreases
the velocity only ofb and screw dislocations; the velocity o
a dislocations was found to be even higher.

The results for only one orientation of the indentor a
presented in Table II. Similar data were obtained for
other orientationd i ^110&. The microhardness anisotrop
i.e., the difference in the values ofH ^100& andH ^110&, is very
small. For example, at room temperature the anisotropy
efficient InP;2% (K5H ^100&2H ^110&/H ^110&,%! for pure
InP and;13% for doped samples.

T5293 K T5600 K

Crystal H, kg/mm2 uDH u/H0, % H, kg/mm2 uDH u/H0,%

InP 365 – 80 –
InP:Fe 360 1.4 110 37.5
InP:Zn 380 4.1 170 12.5
InP:Sn 380 4.1 160 100.0

*DH5H2H0, whereH andH0 are the microhardness values for doped a
pure crystals, respectively.

TABLE III. Microhardness anisotropy of pure and doped InP crystals
sclerometric investigations.

T5293 K T5600 K

Hs, kg/mm
2 Hs, kg/mm

2

Crystal ^100& ^110& Ks, % ^100& ^110& Ks,%

InP 96 196 104 88 104 18
InP:Fe 104 192 80 70 102 45.7
InP:Zn 93 168 80.6 106 106 0
InP:Sn 91 161 77 105 163 55
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However, the microhardness anisotropy was found to
appreciable in investigations by the sclerometric meth
~Table III!.

In Table III, the^100& and^110& directions indicate the
direction of motion of the indentor during scratch generatio
Ks5(Hs

^110&2Hs
^100&)/Hs

^100& is the scratch hardness aniso
ropy factor.

It follows from Table III that at room temperature th
anisotropy of Hs reaches 80–100%. In this cas
Hs

^100&,Hs
^110& , while in the microindentation case the pic

ture is reversed —H ^100&.H ^110& .
1! The different character

of the hardness anisotropy for these two methods of def
mation was also observed for other crystals.3,8 The nature of
this phenomenon was studied in detail in Refs. 3 and 8.

One can see from Table III that as the deformation te
perature increases from 293 to 600 K, theHs anisotropy
decreases substantially and in some cases~InP:Zn! it even
vanishes. This result is rather unexpected, since previous
vestigations of scratch hardness anisotropy on the~111! face
in InP showed thatKs remains virtually constant in the tem
perature range 293–673 K.5 For this reason, additional inves
tigations were performed to clarify the reasons for the stro
effect of the temperature on theHs anisotropy, which we
observed. The temperature dependences of the microh
ness which were obtained by moving an indentor in t
^100& and ^110& directions are presented in Fig. 1. We se
that for the^110& directions the standard temperature depe
dence of the microhardness is observed — this param
decreases with increasing temperature. However, the pic
is different for thê 100& directions. In this case, a sharp dro
of Hs with increasing temperature does not occur at first, a
a weak maximum is observed~Fig. 1, curve1! or Hs in-
creases with increasing temperature~Fig. 1, curve3!. As a
result of such different behavior of the microhardness for t
^110& and ^100& directions, either a sharp decrease~Fig. 1,
curves1, and 2! or vanishing~Fig. 1, curves3, and 4! of
Hs anisotropy is observed.

The large difference in the temperature dependen
Hs(T) for the ^100& and ^110& directions suggests that the
character of the plastic deformation for these two directio
is different. It is well known1 that plastic deformation in InP

FIG. 1. Temperatures dependences of the scratch hardness for InP~1, 2! and
InP:Zn ~3, 4!. The directions of indentor motion arê100& ~1, 3! and
^110& ~2, 4!.
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can proceed by slipping and twinning. In the deforme
zones, which arise when the indentor moves in both dire
tions, we observed twins and dislocation rows oriented alon
the locations where the$111% slip planes characteristic of InP
emerge on the investigated face~Fig. 2!. As to which type of
mechanism of plastic deformation that contributes here ma
depend on the scratch direction. If this is so, then the numb
of acoustic emission signals detected during the motion of a
indentor should be different for thê100& and ^110& direc-
tions ~see Sec. 2!. The data presented in Table IV confirm
this assumption.2!

FIG. 2. InP. Dislocation zones of scratches generated along^100& ~a! and
^110& ~b! at P520 g. The arrows indicate the direction of indentor motion
The scratches were generated at room temperature. The zones are reve
after annealing at 623 K for 6 h followed by etching.

TABLE IV. Number of acoustic emission signals detected during scratc
generation (P513 g, scratch length 480mm! on the ~001! face of the
experimental InP crystals.T5293 K.

N

Crystal ^100& ^110&

InP 390 250
InP:Zn 500 320
InP:Sn 390 250

141 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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contribution to scratch generation along^100& than along
^110&. The fact that at room temperatureHs

^110& is much
higher thanHs

^100& ~Table III! could be due, in part, to the fac
that twinning is more difficult in the case of indentor motio
along ^110& than alonĝ 100&. Therefore, a new factor pro
ducing scratch hardness anisotropy is observed: the diffe
contributions of a particular mechanism of plastic deform
tion during indentor motion along different directions on t
face being investigated. Thus far,H anisotropy in both semi-
conductors and other crystals has been attributed only to
specific nature of their slip elements, especially the arran
ment of the extruded material in front of a scratch tip.3,6,8–10

It is well known that the@110# and @1̄10# directions on
the ~001! face of III–V semiconductor compounds are n
equivalent.11,12 Therefore, it was interesting to determin
whether or not they differ with respect to hardness and
parameters of the acoustic emission that accompanies d
mation. Such investigations, as far as we know from
literature, have still not been conducted on these materia

Rectangular dislocation etch pits were detected on
~001! face of InP:Sn crystals. According to Ref. 11, the@110#
direction is oriented along the long side of the rectang

Using this orienter, it was found thatHs
[1̄10]5130 kg/mm2

andHs
[110]5150 kg/mm2. The values ofN were found to be

different:N[1̄10]5220 andN[110]5290.
Therefore, these results confirm the nonequivalence

the directions@110# and @1̄10#. Etch pits which are as shar
as those in In:P:Sn were not obtained in other investiga
crystals. However, a difference in the scratch hardn
(DHs) and in the number of AE pulses (DN) for the @110#
and @1̄10# directions was observed for them also. For e
ample, DHs530 kg/mm2 and DN5100 for InP and 10
kg/mm2 and 110, respectively, for InP:Zn.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. Impurity hardening of InP single crystals~Fe, Zn, and
Sn as dopants! is much more pronounced at high temper
tures (;600 K) than at room temperature, because of
retardation of moving dislocations by impurities, which
more pronounced at high temperatures.

2. Strong scratch hardness anisotropy (Hs) was observed
on the~001! face of pure and doped InP crystals in scler
metric investigations at room temperature: For indentor m
tion along^110& Hs is approximately two times larger tha
Hs

^100&.
3. It was found that the temperature dependences

Hs
^110& and Hs

^100& differ sharply. The first parameter de
creases with increasingT, as is characteristic of microhard
ness. The second parameter changes, only slightly, and
some samples it even increases withT. As a result, theHs

anisotropy decreases atT;600 K or even vanishes~InP:Zn!.
4. The pronouncedHs anisotropy atT5293 K and the

inadequate behavior ofHs
^110& andHs

^100& with increasingT
are explained by the fact that two mechanisms of pla
deformation make different contributions — slipping an
twinning during scratch generation that accompanies ind

aled

h
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tor motion along^100& and ^110&. The experiments on the
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detection of acoustic emission~AE! accompanytin scratch
generation confirm this explanation.

5. Sclerometric investigations and AE detection confi
@110# and @1̄10# nonequivalence on the~001! face of III–V
compounds, previously revealed by other methods.

1!
TheHs anisotropy on the~001! face of InP:Fe was observed previously
Ref. 7.

2!The fact thatN^100&.N^110& cannot be attributed to crack developmen
since more intense crack formation was observed for scratches a
^110& than for scratches alonĝ100&. Figure 2 illustrates this situtation.
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Unusual absorption ‘‘band’’ in the infrared spectrum of silicon annealed at high

ctra
temperature and then rapidly cooled
N. S. Zhdanovich

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 7, 1996; accepted for publication April 11, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 247–249~February 1997!

An unusual absorption ‘‘band’’ with a giant half-width has been detected in the infrared
absorption spectra of silicon obtained by zone melting and subjected to cyclic heat treatment at
1250 °C with rapid cooling after each anneal and with partial removal of the thermal
oxide in each cycle. A model explaining the observed features of the spectrum in terms of the
transformation, occurring during heat treatment of impurity nanoprecipitates contained in
the initial silicon and in terms of the microblock structure of the material is proposed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02402-2#

The technological process of fabricating silicon semi- An unusual absorption band was observed in the spe
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conductor devices ordinarily includes a series of hig
temperature heat treatments~HT! with partial removal of the
thermal oxide after each treatment. To model this proc
approximately and to study the effect of such HTs on int
nal oxidation and other processes in silicon, which are
portant for device quality, the following experiment was pe
formed. Plane-parallel plates, each about 1 mm thick
several centimeters long, were cut in the axial direction fr
the 26-mm-diameter silicon ingot obtained by zone melti
Each plate was polished on both sides using the factory t
nology. Two plates were annealed for 4 h in an oxygen
stream at 1250 °C. Next, a boat with one of the plates w
removed as quickly as possible from the furnace into air,
the second plate was cooled together with the furnace. O
was removed from part of the surface on both sides of e
plate and an infrared~IR! transmission spectrum of the tran
mission in the range 2–25mm was recorded in this section
The transmission was measured using a comparison sam
consisting of an unannealed plate of the same thickness
the same ingot. The absorption coefficienta(l) was calcu-
lated from the transmission for each wavelengthl. Next, the
annealing was repeated, but the oxide was removed fro
larger area of the surface than the first time, after which
transmission spectra were recorded in the same section
the plates as after the first anneal and in the newly expo
sections. These operations were repeated. Figure 1 illust
the topography of the sample surface and the sequenc
operations.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the working sample. Thermal oxide w
removed from both sides of the plate after each anneal — zone I, afte
second and all subsequent anneals— zone II, after the third and all s
quent anneals— zone III, and so on.
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of all sections~zones I–VI in Fig. 1! of a plate which was
quenched after each anneal~Fig. 2!. The band is so wide tha
without a substantial compression of thel scale it could be
completely missed. A peak near 9mm due to interstitial oxy-
gen is seen against the background of this band. It was fo
that as silicon is gradually removed from the surface of
sample, the intensity of this peak decreases, i.e., the oxy
responsible for the peak is concentrated in the surface
gions of the plates. In the process of annealing, oxygen p
etrates into the sample from the surrounding atmosphere
diffuses into the volume of the silicon. The diffusion coef
cient (D) in the near-surface layer containing an eleva
~relative to the volume of the sample! amount of interstitial
oxygen after heat treatment was estimated to be 1.131029

cm2/s, which agrees well with the value 0.931029 cm2/s
obtained from the temperature dependence ofD presented in

s
he
se-

FIG. 2. Absorption (a1) in silicon subjected to a heat treatment cycle
1250 °C with slow~1, 2! or fast ~3–6! cooling, relative to the absorption
(a0) in the unannealed material,Da5a12a0. 1, 3— zone I after the first
six anneals;2— zone I after the seventh anneal;4— zone V after the fifth
and sixth anneals;5— zone VI after the sixth anneal;6— zone I after the
eighth anneal.

1430143-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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since in Ref. 1 agreement between the data obtained by
ferent authors was also achieved in different temperature
tervals withD varying over eleven orders of magnitude.

The absorption band with a giant half-width is a volum
effect. The absolute absorption at the maximum appare
depends primarily on the postanneal cooling rate and
creases with this rate. No appreciable variation of the int
sity of this absorption as a function of the number of anne
is observed — for curves3 and4 in Fig. 2, except for the
maximum of the peak near 9mm, the experimental points
obtained in the first six anneals are essentially indistingu
able. The differences in the curves3 and6, which refer to the
same zone but with different anneals, are most likely due
an intermediate anneal with slow cooling and~or! higher
quench rate after the eighth anneal. The observed effe
easily reversible. For example, after the seventh ann
which is accompanied by slow cooling~the first six anneals
were accompanied by quenching!, the intensity of the band
decreases almost to zero~curve2!, but the next anneal with
quenching restores the magnitude of this absorption~curve
6!.

As one can see from Fig. 2, the shape of the band
the position of the maximum are different in different zon
of the working plate which has undergone quenching.
example, as the light probe is moved along the axis of
ingot ~from zone I to zone VI!, the band transforms into
superposition of strongly overlapping components~curves
3–5!. This change in the shape of the band is especi
clearly seen after an intermediate anneal with slow cooli
In this case, as a result of the next anneal with quench
two maxima appear in the spectrum from the section of
plate ~zone I! where one maximum was observed after t
first six anneals with quenching~compare curves3 and6!. In
the spectrum where such a splitting is most clearly observ
these maxima lie near 8 and 12mm.

All observations presented above, taken collective
suggest that the appearance of an absorption band w
giant half-width in the IR spectrum is most likely due to th
presence of nanoprecipitates of silicon oxide and carbide~or,
possibly, nitride!, which are optically inactive before hea
treatment, in the initial silicon and~or! their transformation
during treatment. We are not dealing here with the prec
tation of particles of a second phase, as often is the case
silicon during heat treatment — in that case the absorp
bands have a much smaller half-width than the band stu
here. Moreover, such formations in silicon have a tende
to dissipate at temperatures of the order of 1250 °C
higher. The situation at hand most likely concerns wea
ordered and very small clusters of Si–O and Si–C~or Si–N!
bonds with an unusually wide variance in the bond ang
and, possibly, bond lengths. Only in this case could the
perposition of a set of narrower bands with maxima in a w
range ofl, which correspond to different variants of th
incorporation of these bonds into the silicon matrix, give
result similar to the observed effect. X-Ray diffractometry
the silicon investigated apparently supports this assumpt
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ened compared with the standard curve for the silicon e
ployed in semiconductor technology, suggesting a poss
microblock structure in the experimental material. In th
case the interval ofl where the absorption peaks of built-i
impurity formations are distributed can indeed be very wid
If the assumptions made above are correct, then the ease
which the band with the giant half-width, which accomp
nies the alternation of anneals with fast and slow cool
~Fig. 2, curves2 and6!, appears and disappears, could in
cate that these formations are extremely small. Unfor
nately, I have no information about the origin and past h
tory of the plates employed in the experiments; su
information undoubtedly would be helpful for the prese
discussion.

The fact that one of the maxima lies near 8mm makes it
possible to attribute the shorter wavelength component of
band to absorption on Si–O bonds. The absorption band w
a maximum at 1230 cm21, which is most often observed in
the spectra of silicon after heat treatment and is due
SiO2 precipitates, lies in this region~see, for example, Ref
2!. It should be noted that in studying the state of oxygen
silicon with different heat treatments, the base of the int
stitial oxygen peak at 9mm in many spectra contains add
tional absorption extending over a long distance on b
sides inl ~see, for example, Ref. 3!. This additional absorp-
tion has not yet been explained. It has not been ruled out
it could be due to processes which are similar to those wh
led in our investigations to the appearance of an absorp
band with a giant half-width.

The longer wavelength component with a maximu
near 12mm is very likely due to clusters of Si–C bonds4

The change in the ratio of these components in the spe
from different zones of a quenched plate could then refle
difference in the content and~or! state of O and C in differ-
ent parts of the ingot. The increase in the long-wavelen
component after an intermediate anneal with slow cool
could be due to the formation of nuclei, in the process
such cooling, for more intense subsequent formation of c
ters of Si–C bonds, which are observed after annealing w
quenching. The simultaneous formation of Si–O and Si
clusters is apparently associated with a compensation o
ternal mechanical stresses in the sample. The incorpora
of clusters of Si–O bonds in silicon produces compress
stresses in the crystal, and the simultaneous incorporatio
Si–C bonds should decrease these stresses and the in
energy of the system. Processes of this kind have been
served, for example, to accompany the implantation of o
gen ions in silicon plates.5 Clusters of Si–N bonds can als
serve, in principle, for compensating the mechanical stres
due to Si–O bonds, especially since the absorption maxim
on the stretching vibrations of Si–N bonds in silicon nitrid
also lies near 12mm. Although the nitrogen content in ordi
nary commercial silicon is much lower than the oxygen a
carbon content~see, for example, Ref. 6!, the lack of infor-
mation about the initial material does not allow us to rule o
this possibility completely.
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Despite the fact that the considerations stated here are
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not strictly proved and all the observed facts discussed ab
are hypothetical, it seems appropriate to publish these ob
vations even at this stage of the work since the obser
effect is unusual and since there is no real possibility
obtaining additional information.

I wish to thank M. P. Shcheglov for performing the x-ra
diffraction measurements and V. I. Sokolov for his attent
and assistance at the first stage of this work.
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Numerical modeling of microplasma instability

B. I. Datsko

Institute of Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences,
290601 L’vov, Ukraine
~Submitted November 9, 1995; accepted for publication April 17, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 250–254~February 1997!

The basic features of current flow in the form of microplasma pulses have been confirmed by
numerical modeling. It is shown that a microplasma can appear spontaneously in the
presence of a local inhomogeneity in the space-charge region of ap–n structure, and the increase
in the temperature of the structure as a result of Joule heating leads to microplasma
suppression. The kinetics, shape, and duration of the microplasma pulses were studied numerically
as a function of the applied voltage and the parameters of the semiconductor structure.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01102-2#
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Experiments show that localized regions of hi
current density, which are called microplasmas, are form
during avalanche breakdown of reverse-biasedp–n
junctions. It is ordinarily assumed that microplasmas
formed because of weak inhomogeneities in the space-ch
region ~SCR! of a p–n junction, which produce a stron
electric field in local regions of the junction. However, ma
properties of microplasmas, primarily hysteresis which
curs upon the appearance and disappearance of micro
mas, cannot be explained on the basis of this mechan
Microplasmas form with very weak currents on the init
section of avalanche breakdown, when the average valu
the avalanche multiplication factorM does not exceed
1022103, while the avalanche multiplication factor in m
croplasmas is in the range1,2 1072109. These properties
were explained theoretically in Ref. 3, where it is shown t
microplasma formation is associated with an increasing
pendence of the impact ionization rate on the nonequilibri
carrier density and the spreading of the current alo
quasineutraln andp regions of the structure. In Ref. 3 it wa
shown that a microplasma can also be excited inp– i –n
structures in which thep–n junction is ideally uniform over
its entire area and the existing structural nonuniformities
only nuclei of spontaneous formation of microplasm
whose properties and parameters are essent
independent of the parameters of the nonuniformities. T
theoretical results obtained in Ref. 3 were la
confirmed in Ref. 5, where the results of a
experimental investigation of Si-basedp– i –n structures
are described. Nonetheless, the spontaneous switchin
and off of microplasmas was not explained
Ref. 3.

In the present paper, we examine a theoretical mo
which makes it possible to explain microplasma instabili
Specifically, we show on the basis of a qualitative and
merical investigation of the proposed mathematical mo
that the self-heating of ap–n structure can cause spontan
ous switching on and off of microplasmas.
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MICROPLASMAS

According to Ref. 3, microplasma formation is describ
by a system of two equations: a balance equation for
electron density averaged over the thickness of the SCR

]n

]t
5DD'n1nn i~n,Vi !2

n

tn
1GT ~1!

and the equation of continuity of the total current in t
quasineutraln or p regions of the structure

C
]Vi

]t
5sW̃D'Vi2 j1~V2Vi !r

21, ~2!

wheren i is the average~over the thickness of the SCR! rate
of ionization by the charge carriers,Vi is the voltage drop
across the SCR of thep–n junction, j5envn is the ava-
lanche current density,D andvn are, respectively, the diffu-
sion coefficient and drift velocity of electrons in the SC
tn5w/vn is the time of flight of the carriers through th
SCR,w is the thickness of the SCR,C is the specific capaci-
tance of thep–n structure,D'[]2/]x21]2/]y2, thez axis
is orieneted along the normal to the plane of thep–n junc-
tion, W̃ is the effective thickness to which current spreads
the quasineutralp or n regions,s is the conductivity of the
quasineutral region,r5W̃/s, V is the total voltage drop
across thep–n structure, andGT is the rate of thermal and
tunneling generation in the SCR.1!

In the investigation of microplasma properties perform
on the basis of models~1! and~2! the possible Joule heatin
of the structure, was disregarded. On the other hand the
high current density in the microplasma channel gives rise
in a substantial heating of thep–n structure in the region of
the microplasma. For sufficiently high current densitiesj the
Joule heating of the lattice

DT5T2Ti5 jVRT ~3!

can be of the order ofDT5202100 K.1,2 Here Ti is the
heat-transfer temperature, andRT is the thermal resistivity of
the structure. Changes in the avalanche breakdown pa

1460146-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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eters with increasing temperature of the semicondu
caused the microplasma parameters to be tempera
dependent, since the impact ionization factor of electrons
holes in the microplasma channel decreases.1,2

Therefore the rate of ionizationn i in Eq. ~1! is actually a
function not only ofn andVi , but also of the lattice tem
peratureT. For this reason, the system~1! and ~2! must be
supplemented with an equation describing the tempera
distribution in the plane of thep–n junction, and the de-
creasing temperature dependence of the impact ioniza
raten i must be included in Eq.~1!. The temperature distri
bution in the plane of thep–n junction can be describe
with the aid of a simplified heat-conduction equation, av
aged over the thickness of the SCR,

tT
]T

]t
5l2D'T2~T2Ti !1C̃Vin, ~4!

wheretT andl are the thermal relaxation time and lengt
C̃5evnRT , RT is the thermal resistivity of the sample, an
Ti is the effective temperature of the heat reservoir~sub-
strate!. For simplicity, the temperature dependence of
thermal conductivity was disregarded and the relation~3!,
which describes uniform heating of the lattice, was taken
the source.

Since the characteristic length and time of temperat
propagation are much longer than the characteristic len
and time of the propagation of the carrier density in t
SCR,6 an approximate scenario of the effect of a temperat
increase on microplasma behavior can be obtained eve
the basis of a qualitative analysis of the system. Specifica
treating the temperature as a parameter of the system~1!, ~2!,
and~4!, we can analyze the evolution of the zero-isoclines
the system of equations~1! and ~2! for the case of uniform
heating ofp–n structure.6

The characteristic form of such zero-isoclines for mod
describing current flow in reverse-biasedp–n junctions is
shown in Fig. 1. According to Ref. 6, conditions for th

FIG. 1. Characteristic form of the zero-isoclines of the system~1!, ~2!. 1,
18—Local coupling curves@zero-isoclines of Eq.~1!# for different tempera-
tures with uniform heating of thep–n structure ~1—T5Ti , 18—
T51.1Ti!; 2, 28, 29—contour lines of the states@zero-isoclines of Eq.~2!#
with different voltages on thep–n structure.@The results of the numerica
modeling of Eqs.~5! and ~6! with the parameters indicated in the text#.
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mas, are realized in such systems with parameters co
sponding to the intersection of the zero-isoclines on the
scending section~curves 1 and 2!. As noted above, a
temperature increase results in higher breakdown volta
i.e., the point of intersection of the zero-isoclines will mo
increasingly farther into the stable region. This situation
illustrated in Fig. 1~curve18!, which shows the evolution o
the local coupling curve with uniform heating of the stru
ture. A nonuniform state in the form of a microplasma c
exist in this zone of the parameters~between the positions1
and18!, together with a stable uniform state corresponding
a uniform distribution of the avalanche current.6 As the tem-
perature increases further, the points of intersection of
local-coupling curves and the contour lines of the state
end up in a region where stable, inhomogeneous solution
not exist, and then an abrupt transition of the system int
uniform state~switching off of the microplasma, which is
accompanied by a jump in the current in the current-volta
characteristic of thep–n structure! should occur.

Therefore, the presence of local nonuniformities, wh
give rise to a local decrease of the breakdown voltage, le
at some voltageV5Vcr to switching on of microplasmas. A
the same time, the self-heating of the structure, which prim
rily influences the mean free path of the charge carriers,
sults in a suppression of instabilities and switching off of t
microplasma.

The fact that self-heating is potentially capable of p
venting the development of an instability is also confirm
by qualitative estimates and existing experimental mic
plasma switching data in which an increase in the breakdo
voltage due to self-heating was noted.1,2 This hypothesis is
also confirmed by the experimental fact that, as a rule,
croplasmas are generally not observed in germanium st
tures at room temperature, but they appear when these s
tures are cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature, and
p– i –n structures, where negative differential resistan
~NDR! arises at a low critical current density, the existen
of stationary current filaments becomes possible with inte
cooling.

3. NUMERICAL MODELING OF MICROPLASMA INSTABILITY

For numerical modeling it is convenient to write the sy
tem of equations~1!, ~2!, and~4! in the one-dimensional cas
in the form

tn
] j

]t
5 l 2

]2 j

]x2
1n i~Vi ,T!n i~ j ! jk12 j1k2 j t , ~5!

tV
]Vi

]t
5L2

]2Vi

]x2
2Bj2Vi1V, ~6!

tT
]T

]t
5l2

]2T

]x2
2~T21!1CpVi j , ~7!

where the temperatureT is measured in units ofTi , and the
current densityj and voltageVi are measured in units ofj 0
andV0 , respectively, for which the following condition i
satisfied:2!
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This condition determines the point of the maximum of t
L-shaped local-coupling curve~transition from positive to
negative differential resistance for the SCR of thep–n struc-
ture!. The coefficients in the dimensionless equations are
termined by the following expressions:tn5w/v0 ,tV5r/C,
l5ADtn, L5W̃, andB5 j 0V0

21r. The functionsk1 andk2
simulate local nonuniformities. A large number of mech
nisms, which give rise to a decrease of the breakdown v
age, could be associated with the nonuniformities. In pr
tice, however, they all result in a change of the characte
the I-V characteristic in a local region as compared with
uniform part of thep–n-junction.3! We have therefore cho
sen for the numerical experiments, functions which cha
only slightly the voltage dependence of the current for
SCR of the structure.

For n i we used the model expression

n i~Vi ,T, j !5n~ j !exp@V0~12$exp@2b~12T!#/Vi
2%!#, ~9!

n i5a1b expS 12
c

j D . ~10!

In this expression the dependence ofn i on Vi andT is stan-
dard and a weakly growing dependencen i( j ) is characteris-
tic of a wide class ofp–n junctions.1,2,5,8

The system of equations~5!, ~6!, and ~7! was solved
numerically, taking account of Eqs.~9! and ~10!, with the
following coefficients: tn52310211 s, tV53310211 s,
tT52.531025 s, l 252310211 cm2, L25431025 cm2,
l252.531025 cm2 Cp51/20, j t51024, B5331024,
a51, b51, c510, b50.12,

k15120.1 exp@2x2/~0.01L !2#,

k25102exp@2x2/~0.01L !2#.

The following parameters characteristic for Si-based se
conductor structures were used for the calculation:D51
cm2/s, v05106 cm/s,v5231025 cm, W̃54.531023 cm,
C5231028 F/cm2, r51.531023 V•cm2, j 0510 A/cm2,
V0550 V, Rt50.03 K•cm2/W, a5431024 K21, Ti5300
K.

Numerical modeling of the systems~5!, ~6!, and~7! con-
firmed the results of the qualitative analysis made abo
When the external voltage reached the value~in units of
V0! V5Vcr51.005 ~Fig. 1!, a strongly nonuniform solitary
state of current flow appears spontaneously over a time o
order oftV in a region of localization of the nonuniformit
of the order ofDx ~Fig. 2, curve1!. Local heating of the
lattice in the region of microplasma localization results in
decrease in amplitude over a time of the order oftT and
switching off of the microplasma and a transition into a st
of uniform current flow over a time of the order oftV ~Fig. 2,
curve2!. It should be noted that as a result of the temperat
dependence, even local blocking of the current, which
caused by a local decrease of the voltage in the region o
microplasma, i.e., the thermal current in such a region
comes less than in the rest of thep–n-junction, is possible.
Since a high-density current does not flow in the structu
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the lattice cools down and the system returns to the stat
which spontaneous microplasma formation is again possi
The formation of a new microplasma in the region of no
uniformity again leads to heating of the structure and to s
sequent vanishing of the microplasma~over a time of the
order oftT!; i.e., a current in the form of microplasma puls
of the telegraph signal type flows through thep–n junction
~Fig. 3a!. The dynamics of the maximum current dens
oscillations is shown in Fig. 3b. This picture also has be
observed in an experimental study of microplasmas.1 The
vertical sections correspond to the switching on and off
microplasmas, the horizontal sections correspond to cool
and the sloping sections correspond to heating of the lat
and decrease of the current flowing through a microplas
In general, such pulses can exhibit very diverse shapes~from
rectangular to triangular! and a random character~the pulse
duration and the pauses between the pulses satisfy an e
nential distribution!. The shape of the pulses depends mai
on the shape of the I–V characteristic for the transit regi
which later can acquire a single-valued character becaus
heating, and also on the load resistance. The pulse shap
be changed from triangular to rectangular by optimizi
these two characteristics. The random nature of the pulse
explained by the random fluctuations of the ionization fun
tion, which is of a statistical nature. But since the embedd
nonuniformities and defects can also have a random nat
the random ‘‘telegraph’’ signal can also be obtained in
model of switching on and off of nonuniformities due
heating. Since the instability region of the current flowin
through a microplasma is 0.1–2 V,4! in the indicated range
there can exist at temperature-propagation distances se
nonuniformities the interaction between which upon switc
ing on and off can produce a random telegraph signal. Th
also indicated by experimental observations which show
microplasmas were observed to interact when they w
separated by large distances.1

Furthermore, it was noted in the numerical investigatio
that a sufficiently large temperature gradient is capable
displacing the microplasma from the uniformity on which

FIG. 2. Current density distributionj (x) in a p–n-structure with the micro-
plasma state switched on~curve 1! and off ~curve 2!.
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current
FIG. 3. Dynamics of the current flow in the form of microplasma pulses. a—Spatial distribution of the current, b—dynamics of the variation of the
density at the center of a microplasma.
was formed. Therefore, a nonperiodic heating and cooling of
m
es

g

, f

w

e

capable of suppressing the instability.

h.

iz.

h.
the lattice near a local region can occur when only one
croplasma arises on a nonuniformity. In turn, this proc
can cause nonperiodic microplasma pulses.

I thank V. V. Gafi�chuk for helpful discussions durin
the preparation of this paper.

1!A detailed derivation of Eqs.~1! and ~2! is presented in Ref. 5.
2!In switching from the current-carrier densityn to the current densityj , the
velocity vn of the current carriers is assumed to be saturated:vn5v0 .

3!The change in the I–V characteristic for a reverse-biasedp–n-junction as
a function of the doping level and thickness of the SCR is presented
example, in Ref. 7.

4!This fact also agrees well with the proposed model. As the voltageV on
the structure increases, the point of intersection of the zero-isoclines
move increasingly farther into the unstable region~Fig. 1, curve 29!, and at
some valueV5VT the self-heating of the structure will no longer b
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Oscillations of a ballistic hole current through uniaxially compressed semiconductor

la-
layers
N. Z. Vagidov, Z. S. Gribnikov, and A. N. Korshak

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 4, 1996; accepted for publication April 17, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 255–267~February 1997!

The oscillations of the ballistic hole current through a thin base of ap1pp1 diode compressed
uniaxially in the direction of the current are investigated theoretically. As a result of
compression, the hole dispersion relation contains sections with negative effective mass along the
indicated direction. The current oscillations are caused by the instability of the stationary
ballistic current-carrier distribution, which contains an extensive quasineutral plasma region in
which the mobile component of the charges consists of drifting carriers with negative
effective mass. In many cases, the current oscillations possess a harmonic character, whose
frequency is determined by the length of the base and by the voltage, amounting to hundreds of
gigahertz for long (;1 mm), weakly doped bases and several terahertz for short
(,0.1 mm), strongly doped bases. Criteria for a quasiclassical approach to the problem, which
was used in the numerical modeling of the vibrational processes described here, are found.
This approach is justified if the ballistically injected carriers are distributed in a sufficiently wide
band of transverse momenta. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01202-7#
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In the present paper we theoretically analyze the gen
tion of oscillations of a ballistic current by the current car
ers with negative effective mass~NEM!. We examine a spe
cialized version of this theory when the carriers are holes
anisotropically compressed cubic semiconductors with d
mond or zinc blende lattices.1 This generation mechanism
has recently been observed elsewhere,2,3 and it was previ-
ously discussed for the model structures and specific st
tures with a different nature of the NEM.4–7 Anisotropically
compressed hole semiconductors are of special interes
cause they can be very easily verified experimentally.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 a prelimi-
nary discussion is given of most aspects of this work a
qualitative estimates of the parameter ranges required fo
effect to occur are made. In the main section, Sec. 3,
present a description of a calculation of the nonstation
ballistic current of holes with a dispersion relationE1(p)
corresponding to the lower subband. In the calculations
assumed that the current is carried through the thin base
p1pp1 diodes with different base lengthsl , different carrier
densitiesn0 , different light-hole masses (m) and heavy-hole
masses (M ), and different degrees of compression. The c
culations were performed in the quasiclassical approxim
tion, in which the existence of the next hole subba
E2(p) is completely ignored. The working voltage rang
Va P (Vc,Vk), in which the current oscillations exist, ar
found and the dependences of the frequency and ampli
of the current oscillations on the voltageVa in the range
(Vc ,Vk) are calculated.

Two groups of substantially different parameters of t
samples are examined. The first group corresponds to
temperatures at which there is no interaction between
holes and the optical phonons. In this case the diode b
are comparatively weakly doped and must be long eno
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tions that arise relatively low~up to 1 THz!. Conversely, the
second group of parameters corresponds to much stro
doping of the base, large deformations, and higher app
voltages. Such parameters require thin bases. Since th
quired voltagesVa are such that the interaction with optic
phonons is unavoidable, we take some latitude in the cho
of temperatures~right up to room temperature and above!.
The frequencies of the oscillations for this group increase
10 THz and even higher.

The ballistic nature of transport in diodes belonging
the first group can be ensured automatically by attaining
chosen parameters. In the second case, however, the ch
parameters with a uniform random distribution of impuriti
are not, by themselves, guaranteed to be ballistic. Theref
the calculations for the second group are model based.
oscillation frequencies predicted in these calculations can
realized in practice with a layered structure of a base w
modulated doping, which decreases hole scattering by
charged impurity but preserves the screening action of
impurity.

The limits of the classical approach employed in Sec
are investigated in Sec. 4; i.e., the conditions under wh
transitions into a state with the dispersionE2(p) can be ig-
nored. In contrast to Sec. 3, where all results are obtai
numerically, the criteria of Sec. 4 are obtained as a resul
an analytical analysis.

Section 5 is devoted to a final discussion of the resu
obtained and an assessment of the possibilities.

2. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

2.1. Hole dispersion relation under uniaxial compre
sion.Uniaxial deformation radically restructures the ener
spectrum of holes in semiconductor crystals with diamond
zinc blende lattices.1 As a result of compression of a cryst

1500150-11$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tension in the~100! plane#, the points of degeneracy of th
valence bands shift from the positionsp1,250 in both direc-
tions along the@100# axis and occupy the new position
(px)1,256pc , py5pz50 ~the pz axis is oriented along
@100#!, andpc

2 is proportional to the deformation. The ne
positions of the points of degeneracy of the valence ba
are of interest to us, because sections of NE
]2E/]px

2,0, in the dispersion relationE1(p) for the bottom
valence band~see Fig. 1! appear near them. These sectio
exist only for sufficiently low values ofpy and pz , i.e., in
some solid angle around the@100# axis.

The hole dispersion in the uniaxially compressed crys
is given by the relation1

E1,2~p!5Ak21ae7@E~k!1E~k,ê !1E~ ê !#1/2, ~1!

where k5p/\, ê5$e ik% is the deformation tensor
e5exx1eyy1ezz,

E~K !5B2k41C2~kx
2ky

21kx
2kz1ky

2kz
2!,

E~ ê !5
b2

2
@~exx2eyy!

21~eyy2ezz!
21~ezz2exx!

2#

1d2~exy
2 1exz

2 1eyz
2 !,

E~k,ê !5Bb@3~kx
2exx1ky

2eyy1kz
2ezz!2k2e#

12Dd~kxkyexy1kxkzexz1kykzeyz!,

A, B, C, andD are parameters describing the hole disp
sion in the absence of deformation, andC25D223B2; these
parameters are related to the well-known Lutting
parameters8 g1,2,3 by the relations A5\2g1/2m0 ,
B5\2g2/m0 , and D5)\2g3 /m0 ; here m0 is the free-
electron mass. An isotropic dispersion relation withe ik50 is
obtained in the caseC50 ~or g25g3!. The parametersa,
b, and d in Eq. ~1! are deformation potentials.1 In what
follows, we examine the case of compression along thx
axis, andexy5exz5eyz50 andeyy5ezz, so that it is suffi-
cient to know onlya andb. In this caseE( ê)5b2(e8)2 and
E(k,ê)5Bbe8(2kx

22k'
2 ), where e85exx2eyy and

k'
25ky

21kz
2 . We consider only the isotropic case (C50),

which corresponds to large spin-orbit splitting of the valen
band. We then can write

E1,2~k!5Ak21ae7@B2kk1b2~e8!21Bbe8~2kx
22k'

2 !#1/2.
~2!

We see from Eq.~2! that

pc
252b

e8m0

g2
, ~3!

and the minus sign corresponds to a negative value ofe8,
i.e., compression. Differentiating expression~2! twice, we
obtain an expression for the reciprocal of the effective m
mxx

21 near the point of degeneracy (udkxu,uk'u!kc):

]2E

]px
2 5

2

\2 FA7B
6kck'

2

@4dkx
213k'

2 #3/2
G , ~4!

wheredkx5kx2kc . For dkx51 it follows from Eq.~4! that
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]2E

]px
2 5

2

\2 FA7B
2kc

)uk'u
G , ~5!

i.e., the differential effective mass is negative for the botto
branchE1(k) with

uk'u,
2

)

kc
B

A
. ~6!

Obviously, Eq.~6! is only an approximate equation, sinc
B.A, and the right side of relation~6! is close tokc . In
reality, the limit for uk'u is somewhat smaller. Curves of th
quantities

z1,25Ẽ1,2/Bkc
25~Ak2/B7 !~k41122kx

21k'
2 !1/211

versuskx for fixed values ofk'
2 are constructed in Fig. 1

hereẼ1,25E1,22ae1Bkc
2 andk5k/kc . These curves make

it possible to study the NEM sections where they occur a
also their disappearance at sufficiently large values ofk'

2 .
Besides the sections of NEM which we require, the sp

tra of the valence bandsE1,2(k) in uniaxially compressed
semiconductors are characterized by another feature whic
important to us—at energiesE<Elc5(A1B)kc

2 @energy is
measured from the bottom of the bandE1(k)# the holes be-
come appreciably lighter: The density of states in each
them is much smaller than in the heavy-hole band with
deformation. In fact, at the bottom of the bandE1(k) the

FIG. 1. The dispersion relationsE1,2(px) of the valence subbands in the cas
of compression along thex axis. The plots were constructed in the coord
natesz,k defined in the text. a—p-Ge; the parametersA/B51.552; values
of k' , cm21

: 1—0, 2—0.5,3—1; b—p-InAs; parametersA/B51.173; val-
ues ofk' , cm21

: 1—0, 2—0.7,3—1.4.
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longitudinal mass equals the light-hole mass,ml5m, and the
transverse massmt54m/(113m/M ) and density of states
massmg524/3m(113m/M )22/3. For 4m!M these masse
are all much smaller than the heavy massM . At the bottom
of the bandE2(k) the longitudinal massMl5M ~heavy-hole
mass!, the transverse massMt54m/(31m/M ) and the den-
sity of states massMg524/3M1/3m2/3(31m/M )22/3. The
massesMt andMg are also much smaller than the massM
for m!M .

The decrease in the hole mass near low ener
E<Ec indicates a substantial improvement in the conditio
of ballistic transport. In the well-known, study Heiblum
et al.9 investigated experimentally the ballistic transport
light holes injected into GaAs by a tunneling contact a
verified that their mean free paths are small~compared with
the analogous electronic length! because of intense scatterin
into the heavy-hole band. In the case of an uniaxially co
pressed semiconductor, the situation should change sub
tially, because forE,ae1Bkc

2 the E2(k) band is absent
and because the holes in each band become ‘‘lighter.’’ T
curves of the density of states in the bandsE1(p) and
E2(p) for fixed values ofm andM and for several values o
pc
2 , including the casepc50, are shown in Fig. 2. All ener

gies are measured from a common zero point, which is
sumed to be the bottom of theE1(p) band.

2.2. Oscillations of the ballistic current and the ballist
condition.The estimates in the preceding section show t
uniaxially compressed semiconductors are suitable for inv
tigating the ballistic transport of holes with negative effe
tive mass~NEM!; this is the topic of discussion in the ne
sections. A characteristic feature of this study is that it d
not contain a description of stationary distributions of t
hole densityp and the electric potentialV, because such
stationary distributions in the most interesting range of vo
ages on thep1pp1 diode, which we defined by its limits
(Vc ,Vk), are unstable forVk.Vc , and the stable regime in
the indicated range is a regime of oscillations of the ballis
current around some average value.@We note that unstable
stationary distributions, which are characterized in the ra

FIG. 2. Density of states g̃ versus Ẽ, where g̃(Ẽ)52p2\2

3 (g2 /m0)
3/2g(Ẽ)/AẼ2Ẽ(0), Ẽ(0)—energy of the bottom of the corre

sponding subband.Ec , eV: 1—0, 2—0.15,3—0.31.
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current carriers with NEM, are described in detail in t
preceding studies3,10,11 for other mechanisms for obtainin
carriers with NEM.#

As shown in Refs. 2–7, 10, and 11, the range (Vc ,Vk) in
which the current oscillations occur is relevant if the thic
nessl of the base of the ballisticn1nn1 ~or p1pp1! diode
is greater than some critical valuel c , which is estimated to
be 10,11

l c5
p

e F kdbue8u
n0~12m/M !G

1/2

. ~7!

Here kd is the permittivity, andn0 is the density of the
ionized impurity~in our case acceptors!, which is assumed to
uniformly dope the base. In the picture under considerat
the doping of the base is mandatory.

In most investigated cases the oscillations of the ballis
current~for l. l c andVc,Va,Vk! are nearly harmonic; i.e.
they are described by a single frequencyf , which increases
with decreasing length of the sample. Since the condit
l. l c must be satisfied, the frequencyf could be increased
first, by increasing the doping and, second, by means
small deformations. A decrease of the deformation me
that Ec decreases and therefore the lower limitVc of the
active voltage interval also decreases, since

eVc.Ec5~A1B!kc
25

2bue8u
12m/M

. ~8!

Decreasing the voltage, in turn, decreases the frequencf .
Furthermore, by varying the lengthl or the voltageVa , we
cannot proceed as we please, since we must satisfy wit
adequate margin the ballistic conditionl, l b , wherel b is the
mean free path of the carriers with energyE.Ec :
l b5Ect(pc)/pc5pct(pc)/2m. We represent the momentum
relaxation time t(pc) in the form t(pc)5t l
3 (pc)tp(pc)/@t I(pc)1tp(pc)#, wheret I(pc) is the scatter-
ing by impurity ions with densityn0 andtp(pc) is the scat-
tering time on phonons. Suppose that there is no scatte
by phonons and only scattering by impurities is present.
this case, just as in the case of the elementary dispers
t l(pc);Ec

3/2/n0 ; i.e., l b;Ec
2/n0 . Since according to Eq.~7!,

l c;(Ec /n0)
1/2, the conditionl b. l c has the form

Ec
3/2.an0

1/2, ~9!

wherea is a constant of the material. This condition ca
always be satisfied by adjustingEc and ~or! n0 . Actually,
however, we always have an upper limit on the values
Ec , determined by the threshold for the formation of num
ous dislocations and imperfections. The existence o
threshold value ofEc also indicates the existence of a thres
old densityn0

max, which cannot be exceeded because of
unavoidable destruction of ballisticity. The latter circum
stance means that there exists a lower limit onl and an upper
limit on the frequency of the generated current oscillatio
f, fmax.

Disregard of the scattering by phonons is justified on
whenEc,\v0 , wherev0 is the frequency of a longitudina
optical phonon~it is assumed that the small anisotropy of t
deformation of the semiconductor, which gives rise to app
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gies E<Ec , does not cause a large change in the pho
spectrum!, and only in the case of lattice temperatures wh
are so low that the absorption of optical phonons can
ignored. In this case, only scattering by acoustic phon
remains, which for the actual values ofEc and n0 can be
disregarded. In this case, we must also impose the cond
eVa<\v0 . The topEc,\v0 for a possible deformation
which is much lower than the fracture threshold, indica
the existence of a maximum density, which is determined
the condition a(n0

(1))1/25(\v0)
3/2, and a corresponding

lower limit on the length:

l. l c15
p

e

a

\v0
S kd

2 D 1/2. ~10!

The limit ~10! means that there exists an upper threshold
the vibrational frequency that is estimated to be close t
THz @since conditions of the type~10! must hold with a
certain margin#. If we wish to obtain higher vibrational fre
quencies, we must increase the deformation and corresp
ingly increaseEc above\v0 , increasen0 , decreasel c , and
shorten the base. Then emission of optical phonons beco
important and the preceding estimates cannot be used.
simplicity, let us assume that scattering by phonons is
scribed by a constant mean free path. This introduces ano
parameter into the criterion~9!, which acquires the form

Ec
3/2.an0

1/21b
Ec
2

n0
1/2. ~11!

Hereb is the new parameter, which characterizes the s
tering by optical phonons. The condition~11!, in contrast to
condition~9!, by no means can always be satisfied by adju
ing Ec andn0 . The values ofn0 which satisfy the condition
~11! can be found if the condition

Ec.4ba ~12!

is satisified and if they lie between the extreme valu
n0
(1,2) which are determined by the roots of the quadra
equation obtained by equating the left and right sides of
~11!:

~n0
~1,2!!1/25

Ec
3/2

2a S 17A12
4ab

Ec
D . ~13!

When the inequality~12! holds rigorously,, these extrem
values~n0

(1,2))1/2 becomeEc
3/2 andbEc

1/2, respectively.
In the region of emission of optical phonons~for the

polarization mechanism of the electron–phonon interac
and for a weaker mechanism—deformation, which dom
nates in diamond-type semiconductors! the condition~12!
can hold for deformations which are destructive~i.e., unre-
alistic in practice!. The only realistic method that we can s
is to weaken electron scattering by dopant ions while ma
taining their average concentration at the preceding le
determined by selecting the value ofl c . This requires modu-
lated doping of the base, which results in stratification of
base into strongly dopedd layers with acceptors~in the case
of hole transport! and undoped layers between them. W
have already proposed this method in order to realize o
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dispersion relation.. These other models were based on t
possibility of growing special layered heterostructures w
parallel transport, so that modulated doping in these ca
was assumed to be one of the elements of the technolog

In the case of a model with uniaxial compression, t
transition to layered-doped structures means that the tech
ogy becomes appreciably more complicated and much
accessible in practice.

3. OSCILLATIONS OF THE BALLISTIC-HOLE CURRENT

3.1. Equations and procedure.To calculate the hole cur
rent through the doped base of the diode 0,x, l , we solved
Poisson’s equation

2kd

]2V

]x2
5e~P2n0!, ~14!

in which the hole density

P5
2

h3 E f ~p,x,t !d3p ~15!

is determined from the distribution functionf (p,x,t). This
function can be found from Boltzmann’s equation

] f

]t
1vx

] f

]x
1eF

] f

]px
50, ~16!

in which the electric field intensityF52]V/]x is deter-
mined ~self-consistently with the calculation off ! from Eq.
~14!. The velocityvx in Eq. ~16! follows from the dispersion
relationE1(p) @see Eq.~1!#: vx5]E1(p)/]px . The boundary
conditions for Eqs.~14! and ~16! areV(0)50, V( l )5Va ,
and the prescribed distribution functions of the holes en
ing the base~from thep1 contacts! is

f ~1 !~p,0,t !5 f 0@E1~p!2m#, f ~2 !~p,l ,t !5 f 0@E1~p!2m#,
~17!

where the indices6 are the signs of the velocityvx of these
outgoing holes. The functionf 0@E1(p)2m# is the Fermi dis-
tribution, and the values of the Fermi energym are identical
at the cathode and anode, they are fixed, and they are d
mined by the prescribed equilibrium hole density at the c
tacts.

The system of equations~14! and ~16! was integrated
numerically by analogy with the preceding studies,2–7 and
the previously obtained dependences of the amplitude
frequency of the oscillations on the voltageVa and acceptor
densityn0 were obtained by the method of computer cur
tracing~CT method!. In this methodVa or n0 is assumed to
be slowly varying in time: Va5Va(0)1Va8t and
n05n0(0)1n08t, so that they run through the entire range
variation, of interest to us, of these quantities. For exam
in the case of the voltage the interval of variation ofVa

always contained the interval (Vc ,Vk). In the case of the
variation of n0 ~for fixed Va! a critical value at which the
oscillations were disrupted was always found. The rates
changeVa8 andn08 of the parameters were always chosen
be low enough so that the variation process was quasia
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batic and did not affect the parameters of the oscillatio
~amplitude, frequency, form!; this was checked by varying
the rates themselves.

3.2. Results for long, weakly doped bases.Most results
were obtained for a base with germanium parame
~m50.034m0 , M50.34m0 , \v0.0.036 eV!. In this mate-
rial, for Ec,\v0 andeVa<\v0 ~and sufficiently low dop-
ing densities! bases with lengthsl up to ;2 mm can be
used. Figure 3 shows the current densityj (t) for samples
with three different lengthsl ~0.5, 1.0, and 1.1mm! and other
parameters~curves1, 2, 3,respectively! equal to the values
indicated in the caption. The voltagesVa, instead of time, are
plotted along the abscissa, so that the dependences whic
obtained are also current-voltage characteristics which
cude simulation of the oscillation sections. The dashed li
in the oscillation sections represent the curves of the ave
current density, which were obtained asj̄5( jmin1jmax)/2 ~ir-

FIG. 3. The curves ofj (t) calculated by the computer curve tracing metho
The voltage varied according to the lawVa5Va(0)1Va8t, where
Va851024 V/ps ~for curve 4—Va85231024 V/ps!. The parameters of the
samples correspond top-Ge withm50.043m0 , M50.34m0 , andT54.2 K.
The curves~1, 2, 3! correspond to samples withl50.5 ~1!, 1.0 ~2!, and 1.5
eV ~3!, n05331015 cm23, m50.004 eV ~this corresponds to
p(0)5p( l )5331016 cm23!, andEc50.022 eV. The curves~2! and~3! are
shifted downward on the current scale by 500 A/cm2 ~2! and 1000 A/
cm2 ~3!. Parameters for the curve4: l50.5mm, n051016 cm23,
m50.0125 eV (p(0)'231017 cm23), Ec50.028 eV, the current value
must be increased by a factor of 5 compared with the values shown o
axis; the parameters for curve5: l52 mm, n05231015 cm23, m50.022
eV, andEc50.022 eV.
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of all three dependencesj5 j (Va) is the presence of section
with N-shaped features with negative differential conduct
ity ~NDC! on the initial sections of the oscillation interval
followed by sections wherej increases withVa . All three
dependences are characterized by well-defined oscilla
frequenciesf , which are equal to, respectively, 500, 330, a
250 GHz and which do not depend on the voltageVa . These
frequencies satisfy the simple dependencef;( l1 l 1)

21,
where in this casel 1.0.5mm. The voltage independence o
f markedly distinguishes these results from the results
scribed in Refs. 2, 4, and 7, where in the case of differ
mechanisms of the formation of NEM sections in simil
situations a strong voltage dependencef (Va) was observed.
Another feature of the characteristics being described is
obvious nonlinearity of the oscillations. Forl50.5mm
~curve1! the oscillations are characterized by some ‘‘rect
cation’’ ~asymmetry!: The lower half-periods are muc
sharper than the upper half-periods. The same effect is
served in a more obvious form on the initial sections of t
oscillations on curves2 and3. These initial sections becom
sinusoidal sections, and the rectification then seems
change sign. In addtion, complicated variants of the non
ear oscillations also occur on curves2 and3. We note that
the amplitude of the oscillations was found to be greatest
l50.5mm, and the voltage interval was widest fo
l51 mm.

Two additional curves~4 and 5!, which correspond to
different parameters of the doping density~both curves! and
deformation~curve4!, are drawn in Fig. 3. An increase in th
acceptor density in the base by more than a factor of
which is accompanied by a small increase in compress
~curve4, l50.5mm!, did not appreciably change the from
the behavior of the sample of the same length~curve1!. The
oscillation frequencyf increased up to;600 GHz ~which
corresponds to a decrease in the parameterl 1!. An appre-
ciable change in the behavior is observed on curve5. Here
the frequency of the oscillations,;250 GHz, remains the
same as for a slightly shorter base~curve3, l51.5mm!; this
also corresponds to a decrease ofl 1 . The scale of the section
N-NDC for j̄ (Va) increased appreciably.

The functionj (t) for a fixed valueVa50.035 V and for
other fixed parameters, with a linear decrease in the dop
densityn05n0(0)2n08t in time, is shown in Fig. 4~curve1!.
The linear decrease ofn0 is clearly seen as a linear decrea
in the average current densityj . However, a decrease inn0
by more than a factor of 3 did not cause substantial chan
in either the amplitude of the oscillations or the frequen
Both quantities decreased~with decreasingn0! only near the
upper values ofn0, n0;(3–4)31015 cm23. The amplitude
and frequency remained constant when the nonlinear osc
tions ~here the degree of nonlinearity was higher for high
values ofn0! changed appreciably.

Similar results were obtained for bases withp-InAs and
p-InSb, which differed in the present calculations from t
p-Ge bases by the values of the massesm andM ~i.e., the
parametersg1 andg2 or A andB!, as well as the values o
the permittivitykd in Poisson’s equation~14!.

he
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3.3. Results for short, strongly doped bases.Since the
results in the preceding subsection, were obtained for sm
deformations (Ec<\v0), low voltages (eVa<\v0), and
low temperatures (T!\v0), they describe the real situatio
in uniformly dopedp-type bases. The frequencies of th
ballistic-current oscillations predicted there, however,
low ~,1 THz!. The increase in these frequencies, as in
cated in Sec. 2, is connected with the shortening of the b
when it is more strongly doped. If in the process the con
tion Ec , eVa,\v0 is preserved, then the decrease in t
mean free pathl b supercedes the decrease in the sizel c and
the predicted generation becomes unrealistic. The way ou
this situation, as indicated in the same section, is to switc
structures with modulated doping, which makes it possible
decrease the scattering by dopant ions, while maintain
constant at the same time the screening action of the do
on the longitudinal fieldF(x). Therefore, by using layered
doped bases instead of uniformly doped bases, we can
tempt to obtain generation in the case of shortened b
with small deformations and low temperatures. For a spec
assessment of the possibilities of this advance, the scatte
by ionized impurity in selectively doped structures must
studied in detail, which falls outside the scope of this stu

FIG. 4. The curves ofj (t) calculated by the computer curve tracing meth
with acceptor densityn0 decreasing in time according to the la
1—(4020.1t)3104 cm23, 2—(320.6t)31018 cm23, 3—(420.8t)
3 1018 cm23. Here timet is measured in ps. The parameters correspon
p-Ge. Curve 1~abscissa at the bottom and ordinate on the left!: T54.2 K,
l50.9mm, m50.004 eV,Ec50.22 eV,Va50.035 V. Curves 2 and 3~ab-
scissa at the top and ordinate on the right!: T5300 K, l50.1mm ~2!, 0.07
mm ~3!, m50.25 eV,Ec50.391 eV,Va50.425 V.
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puritiy can be decreased is by increasing the energyEc and
correspondingly the range of working voltages, i.e., tran
tion into the regionEc , eVa,\v0 . In this case, the mean
free path decreases sharply due to the emission of op
phonons and it is necessary to switch into a different reg
of base thicknessesl and therefore sharply increase the do
ant density, which requires a further increase ofEc , decrease
of l , and so on. Self-consistency starts at much too h
values ofEc , which are unrealistic. To remain at the lev
Ec;0.2–0.4 eV, the scattering by impurities must be d
creased by a factor of 2–3; i.e., selective doping must also
allowed in this case.

Next, we present the results of model calculations
ballistic-current oscillations at of room temperatu
~T5300 K! for short (l<0.1 mm), strongly doped
(n0>1018 cm23) bases. In the case ofp-type Ge the base
thicknessl<0.5mm is sufficient for hole transport withou
scattering by optical phonons. In the case of materials s
as p-InAs and p-InGaAs, the stricter condition
l<0.05–0.06mm must be satisfied.

The function j (t) for a linearly increasing voltage
Va(t) is shown in the inset in Fig. 5~for a p-Ge diode with
l50.1mm andn05231018 cm23!. The short section of the
oscillations ~between values ofVa50.4 and 0.5 V! re-
sembles the analogous section of the oscillations from Fi
~curve4!. However, not only did the voltage range chang
but the current densityj increased sharply~in accordance
with the increase inn0! and the frequency of oscillation
increased also~almost 10 THz!. The increase in frequency i
apparently due not only to the decrease in the lengthl , but
also an increase in the voltages and average fields in
charged layers. Just as in the preceding cases, the direc
pendence of the frequency on the voltage across the sa
is not studied here.

The functionsj (t), calculated by the same method fo
five different In0.6Ga0.4As base thicknesses~l50.08, 0.07,
0.06, 0.055, and 0.0545mm! with n05231018 cm23,
Ec50.22 eV, andT5300 K are presented in Fig. 5. Th
parametersA andB for this alloy were found by linear in-
terpolation of the well-known parameters for InAs an
GaAs. A decrease of the lengthl decreases the oscillatio
interval and increases the oscillation frequency~8 THz for
l50.08mm to 10 THz atl50.06mm!. We obtain on the
sample with l50.08mm ~Fig. 5, curve1! ostensibly two
ranges, merged into one another, of oscillations with diff
ent frequencies: The range of lower voltages correspond
the frequencyf<8 THz and the higher voltage range corr
sponds to the frequencyf>10 THz. The curves1–5 lie in
Fig. 2 in a manner so that it is possible to construct~dashed
line! the phase boundary of the region of oscillations in t
( l ,Va) plane.

The two functionsj (t) with dopant density decreasin
linearly in time in the case of short bases are presente
Fig. 4 ~curves2 and3!. They were calculated for the sam
valueEc50.39 eV and the same voltageVa50.425 V. The
model samples are distinguished by a long base~l50.07 and
0.1mm, respectively!. Since the densitym0 in the samples
decreases with time according to several different laws,

o
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4. QUASICLASSICAL HOLE APPROXIMATION UNDER
UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION
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moments of equal density can be identified with the mome
of equal current density. The oscillation frequency~virtually
independent ofn0! in the case of a shorter base~curve3! is
much higher than in the case of a longer base~curve2!: 13
and 9 THz, respectively. In the shorter sample the amplit
of the oscillations is larger@also, the amplitude remain
nearly constant with a large drop in the average value
j (t)#. Oscillations in the shorter sample ceased at a subs
tially higher acceptor density~in agreement with the discus
sion in Sec. 2!.

The ballistic-current oscillations were accompanied
oscillations of the potential~and field! in the diode base~for
a prescribed constant voltage on the diode! and oscillations
of the hole density, which have the form of irregular plasm
waves that propagate in the direction of hole transport. Si
these patterns are fundamentally the same as the analo
patterns for different mechanisms of NEM, we refer t
reader to Refs. 4, 6, and 7, where these patterns are
sented.

FIG. 5. The curves ofj (t) calculated by the computer curve tracing meth
with voltage increasing linearly with time~Va85231022 V/ps!, l , mm:
1—0.08, 2—0.07, 3—0.06, 4—0.055, 5—0.0545; n05231018 cm23,
m50.08 eV (p(0)'1019 cm23), Ec50.22 eV,T5300 K, m50.376m0 ,
M50.0403m0 . The curves are shifted along the ordinate by the amo
D j i5525(0.0552 l i@mm#)3106 A/cm2

. Inset: j (t) obtained for the case
p-Ge with T5300 K, l50.1 mm, n05231018 cm23, m50.14 eV
(P(0)'1019 cm23), Ec50.31 eV,Va(0)50.2 V.
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4.1. Equations and procedure.In the numerical calcula-
tions in the preceding section we ignored the existence of
second hole subband with dispersion relationE2(p) and we
assumed that holes in the subband with the relationE1(p)
move in electric fields classically and cannot pass into
subbandE2(p). Actually, the minimum gap between th
hole subbands near the point of degeneracy is very narr
so that tunneling between the subbands occurs in very w
fields ~and at the degeneracy point itself in zero fiel
px56pc , p'50!. This makes it necessary to analyze t
validity of the classical approach more carefully.

In this section we examined the general approach to
problem indicated above and we obtained the required c
ria. We note that hole transport, in which the interband tu
neling in a prescribed spatially constant electric fieldF is
taken into account, was studied a long time ago.12,13,14–16

However, in those studies only an undeformed crystal w
examined, i.e., tunneling occurred near the pointp50; the
method of analysis was based substantially on the fact
the fieldF is constant in space.

Here we employ a universal method which is applied
a wide range of problems, specifically, in Refs. 17–20 a
which is based on a unitary transformation of the 434
Kohn–Luttinger Hamiltonian.21 This transformation, which
was proposed in Refs. 22 and 23, reduces the problem
operations with a 232 Hamiltonian

Ĥ5F P̂1Q̂ R̄

R̄1 P̂2Q̂
G1be8F1 0

0 21G
1@ae1eV~x!2E#F1 0

0 1G , ~18!

where the parametersae andbe8 are the same as in Eq.~1!.
As provided above, here only the version of isotropic~in the
absence of deformation! valence bands is used:C50 ~i.e.,
g25g3!, although according to Ref. 19, a similar procedu
can also be used in a more general formulation. In Eq.~18!
we used the notation

P̂5AS k'
22

d2

dx2D , Q̂5
B

2 S k'
212

d2

dx2D ,
R̄5)BS k'

2

2
2uk'u

d

dxD , R̄15)BS k'
2

2
1uk'u

d

dxD ,
V(x) is the electric field potential, andE is the total hole
energy. The Hamiltonian~18! operates on the two
component column wave function

C~k' ,x!5FC1~k' ,x!

C2~k' ,x!G ,
which gives the system of equations

2\2~g112g2!
d2C1

dx2
1@~g12g2!p'

212m0

3~ae1be81eV~x!2E!#C11)g2

t
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S ' 2 ' dx D
2\2~g122g2!

d2C2

dx2
1@~g11g2!p'

212m0

3~ae2be81eV~x!2E!#C21)g2

3S p'
2C122\up'u

dC1

dx D50. ~20!

The use of the parametersg1,2 in Eqs.~19! and~20! made it
possible to introduce explicitly the Planck constant\ and
then perform a quasiclassical expansion. We s
C1,2(k' ,x) in the form

C1,2~x!5expFeS0~x!

\
1 iS1,2~x!G ~21!

and we expand the functions S1,2(x) in quasiclassical series
S1,2(x)5S1,2

(0)(x)1\S1,2
(1)(x)1\2S1,2

(2)(x)1 . . . . Together
with S1,2(x), we introduce the difference of these functio
T(x)5T0(x)1\T1(x)1\2T2(x)1 . . . , where Ti(x)
5S1

( i )(x)2S2
( i )(x).

After substituting the expressions~21! into Eqs.~19! and
~20!, the latter equations, will contain the functions S0(x)
and S1,2

( i ) (x), in addition to different powers of the expone
tial cofactors exp@6iT(x)#. Rapid convergence of the quas
classical series requires satisfaction of the condition

\uT1~x!u!1, ~22!

which would make it possible to use the expansion

e6 iT~x!5e6 iT0~x!@16 i\T1~x!10~\2!#.

The condition~22! is used below as a criterion for the valid
ity of the classical approach employed in Sec. 3.

In the zeroth approximation in\, it follows from Eqs.
~19! and ~20! that

~g112g2!S08
21~g12g2!p'

212m0@ae1be81eV~x!2E#

1)g2~p'
212up'u iS08!e2 iT050, ~23!

~g122g2!S08
21~g11g2!p'

212m0@ae2be81eV~x!2E#

1)g2~p'
222up'u iS08!eiT050, ~24!

~everywhere excepte8 the prime designates a derivative wi
respect tox!. We thus obtain

S28
252p'

21 f 1~x!6Af 22~x!1 f 3p'
2 , ~25!

where

f 1~x!52
2m0$g1@eV~x!1ae2E#22g2be8%

g1
224g2

2 ,

f 2~x!52
2m0$2g2@eV~x!1ae2E#2g1be8%

g1
224g2

2 ,

f 3~x!52
12m0g2be8

g1
224g2

2 .

We recall that we are interested in the case of comp
sion (be1,0), so thatf 3.0. We are also interested only i
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small on the hole emitter~i.e., at the anode! and increases
away from it, so that the functionsf 1,2(x), which are nega-
tive at the anode, can change sign asx and uV(x)u increase.
The function f 1(x) changes sign first asuV(x)u increases,
and for even larger values ofueV(x)u f 2(x) also changes
sign and becomes positive.

In what follows, we restrict our attention only to th
solution ~25! with the plus sign, which corresponds to th
branchE1(p), in front of the radical on the right-hand side
Classical treatment of this subband will be checked belo

Besides S08 , Eqs.~23! and ~24! also make it possible to
find T05S1

(0)2S2
(0) . In the next approximation in\, the sys-

tem of equations obtained from Eqs.~19! and ~20!

2~g112g2!@ iS0922S08~Si8
~0!!8#12) i up'ug2~S2

~0!!8e2 iT0

2) ig2~p'
212up'u iS08!T1e

2 iT050, ~26!

2~g122g2!@ iS0922S08~S28
~0!!8#22) i up'ug2~S1

~0!!8eiT0

1) ig2~p'
222up'u iS08!T1e

iT050, ~27!

can be used to calculate@knowing T0(x)# (S1,2
(0))8 and

T1(x) and then to check that the condition~22! is satisfied.
We have

T15D1 /D, ~28!

where

D152~g1
224g2

2!T08S08
226g2

2p'
2T082)up'ug2S09

3@~g112g2!e
iT01~g122g2!e

2 iT0#,

D5 ig2)up'uS08$24i)g2up'u1~g112g2!

3~ up'u22iS08!eiT01~g122g2!~ up'u12iS08!e2 iT0%.

4.2. Quasiclassicity criterion.Let the potentialV(x)
vary according to the law

V~x!5Vc2V1e
2lx, ~29!

where Vc is determined by the conditionf 2(x)→0 as
x→`, i.e.,eVc5ae2E2g1be8/2g2 , and the characteristic
lengthl21 is estimated to be slightly lower. Thenf 2(x) has
the form

f 2~x!52F2e
2lx, ~30!

where F254m0g2eV1 /(g1
224g2

2), and f 1(x)5m0bue8u/
g22g1F2e

2ls/2g2 . The law of variation of the potentia
~29! presumes that in the limitx→` there exists a region
with holes with NEM, where the potential equalsVc , and the
condition ~22! must be checked for the approaches to t
region, where screening remains linear. The values ofp',
which must be studied, below are determined by the Fe
distribution of the injected holes. If this distribution is no
too wide, then for the potentialsVx.Vc the condition

S08
2@Af 3up'u ~31!
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condition we obtainuS08u.(m0bue8u/g2) , and we can also
obtain the estimate

ue2iT0u@1. ~32!

The conditions~31! and ~32! make it possible to estimate

D.2)g2up'uS08
2~g112g2!e

iT0,

D1.2~g1
224g2

2!T08S08
2

and, finally,

uT1u.
g122g2

)g2up'u
uT08e

2 iT0u

5
~g1

224g2
2!l

6g2
2p'

2S08
•F2 f 2~Af 221 f 3p'

21 f 2!

Af 221 f 3p'
2 G . ~33!

It is easy to verify that the right side of Eq.~33! is maximum
for f 2

25(A521) f 3p'
2 /2. The expression in square bracke

on the right side of Eq.~33! equals;0.49Af 3up'u, so that

uT1u.0.28
Ag1

224g2
2

g2

l

up'u
,

and the condition~22! acquires the form

0.28\
Ag1

224g2
2

g2

l

up'u
!1. ~34!

We shall apply two different estimates ofl for use in the
expression~34!. The first estimate is similar to that used
Ref. 7, where the screening length of the electric fi
screened by drifting holes with NEM in the quasineut
NEM region serves asl21. This situation differs from that
studied in Ref. 7 in that there all carriers had the same ne
tive mass, since the dispersion relation in thex direction was
uniform to a first approximation. In our case, however, t
dispersion relationE(px) near the pointpx5pc depends
strongly onup'u, so that screening is produced by a mul
component hole mixture. The value ofl for this mixture is
calculated in theAppendix. The set of parameters in Fig.
corresponds tol'100mm21. After substitutingup'u5pr
and using Eqs.~A.10!, ~A.11!, and~A.12! from theAppendix
the condition~34! acquires the form

0.28F 2~g22g2!
3/4

p5/431/2g1
1/4g2~g1

224g2
2!1/4

e2m0n0
1/4

kdh
1/4pc

7/4G1/2!1. ~35!

Substitution of the parameters from the caption in Fig
gives the inequality\uT1u 5 0.1!1. According to our esti-
mates, the condition~35! holds satisfactorily not only in the
case of large deformations~Ec.0.3 eV!, but also in the case
of small deformations~Ex.26 meV!.

The second method of estimation consists of determ
ing the quantityl directly from a computational experimen
since we have at our disposal the hole density distribu
along thex axis for all values ofVa . We estimatel at the
voltageVa.Vc , i.e., at the boundary of the transition from
stationary state into an oscillatory state. The va
l'150 mm21 was obtained for the concentration distrib
tions corresponding to the model in Fig. 5; this value agr
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pr could also be estimated from the hole distribution in t
momentum space. These estimates did not refute the p
ous estimates. We have therefore used solely this brief in
mation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We examined above the previously proposed mechan
for excitation of oscillations of a ballistic current of carrie
with NEM on the basis of uniaxially compressed hole sem
conductors. Holes as current carriers realize best and with
largest margin the required conditionM.2m. Furthermore,
the NEM realization studied here is of a volume character~in
contrast to the contact~interface! character in the case o
asymmetric double quantum wells4,7 or compositeGX quan-
tum wells7!. Accordingly, the carrier dispersion necessary
our purposes does not require in and of itself a layered st
ture of the base and can be realized in the homogene
volume of a hole semiconductor. Therefore, the experime
realization of this version in the regime of low temperatu
(T!\v0), low voltages (eV<\0), and small deformations
(Ec,\v0) is most realistic ~especially since the bas
lengths in this case are also easily accessible:l>0.5mm!.
Unfortunately, the frequencies of the oscillations in this ca
are not too high~typical value;0.5 THz!. At the transition
to the maximum admissable deformations~for which
Ec.\v0! the lengthl must be substantially decreased a
thereforen0 must be increased in order to obtain oscillation
In this case, the scattering of holes by randomly arran
acceptors makes it impossible to satisfy the condition~12!
with acceptable values ofEc . The way out of this situation
can be found in modulation doping and by switching to
layered structure of the base~but preserving the volume
mechanism for formation of NEM!. Specifically, this could
be d-doped bases with the required period and with the
quired surface density of acceptors per layer. The transi
to layered bases and valuesl,0.1 mm would make it pos-
sible to achieve oscillation frequencies above 10 THz, wh
were obtained here in Sec. 3. On the other hand, the e
ence of a variation of the potential in the transverse direct
would result in some changes in the dispersion relations
holes, which were ignored in Sec. 3.

The transition to a layered structure of the base, ho
ever, eliminates the structural simplicity of ap1pp1 diode,
which is the main attractive feature of the mechanism. In t
case there appears an additional competing method for
izing a dispersion relation with a NEM section in ho
semiconductors—quantization of holes in quantum wells24

here we give an extensive list of earlier studies. The ap
cation of longitudinal transport through the base in ho
quantum wells makes it possible 1! to maintain a large ratio
M /m; 2! to regulate the energyEc by the width of the quan-
tum well; 3! to combine in pseudomorphic structures~in sys-
tems GexSi12x or InxGa12xAs! two mechanisms of forma
tion of NEM—quantization and anisotropic deformatio
and, 4! to perform modulated doping. Therefore, the analy
of such quantized hole layered bases on the basis of
problem described here is extremely urgent. We note that
problem of oscillations in layered bases was stud
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previously3 in a model version; it was found that current
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oscillations were present even in the case of a single lay
As mentioned in detail in Sec. 2, the main conflict in t

generator principle lies in the double role of the dopant—
dopant screens the electric field~and in this role there mus
be a large amount of dopant in order to realize short str
tures! and it scatters holes~and in this role there should no
be any dopant at all!. The modulated doping, which results
an unavoidable layered structure, is one method for solv
this conflict.

Another possible method is to introduce a definite inh
mogeneity in the distribution of impurities along the dire
tion of the current, i.e., along thex axis, since different re-
gions of the base play different functional roles. Howev
we note that such a stratification is dangerous in that i
impossible to give a systematic ballistic description. T
description should not depend on any assumptions about
rier scattering in the base, for carriers entering the base f
both electrodes, only in the case when a potential minim
is absent there~i.e., the potential well should be describe
only by a monotonic function or contain one potential b
rier!. Introducing layers with a high doping level, we intro
duce potential wells and in so doing it is necessary to
scribe the trapping of carriers by wells and freeing of t
carriers from the wells.

The generation mechanism, which we examined ab
and which is based on carriers with NEM, is an analog of
well-known Gunn effect. In both cases use is made of
increase in the mass of the carriers as their kinetic ene
increases. The fundamental difference between these me
nisms lies in the fact that the Gunn generation of oscillatio
is a typical dissipative effect with diffusion transport, inte
valley transitions as a result of scattering, and an increas
of the mobility and density of states masses. In our case
a nondissipative effect; only a single transport mass incre
and only in the direction of motion. It is obvious that inte
mediate situations with a small number of scatterings in
base~so-called quasiballistic transport!, which combines the
particular features of each mechanism~see, for example, Ref
25!, are possible.

The quasiclassical approach used by us requires tha
other criterion be satisfied@in addtion to the condition
~22!#—the frequency of the current oscillations 2p f must be
small compared with the minimum quantum frequen
v5@E2(kc)2E1(kc)#/\. This condition cannot be satisfie
for p'50 whenv50; but it will hold for most holes par-
ticipating in the current flow ifv is assumed to be the valu
at p'5pr ,:

v~pr !5
2

\
A 2g2

g12g2
mube8u. ~36!

Let us estimate the corresponding frequen
f (pr)5v(pr)/2p for ube8u5231022 eV andm5431023

eV. The result isf (pr);7 THz, which is more than an orde
of magnitude higher than the frequency found in Sec. 3
the current oscillations. The estimates are just as favorab
the other cases.

This work was performed with the partial financial su
port of the Joint Fund of the Ukrainian Government, t
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6. APPENDIX

A. Calculation of the effective screening radius of holes
with negative effective mass

In Sec. 5 we employed the parameter,l which deter-
mines the decay of the electric field in the quasilinear NE
region and which has the physical meaning of the recipro
of the screening radius of the electric charge. We recall t
in the NEM region the charge of the acceptors is neutrali
by the charge of the drifting NEM holes, so that the neutr
ity conditionP5n0 holds. Here the hole densityP is given
by Eq. ~15!, which we rewrite in the form

P5
4p

h3 E p'dp'dpxf ~x,px ,p'!. ~A.1!

Let us assume that the effective anode~the anode is the hole
injector! lies in the planex50. The holes entering the anod
are described by the Fermi distribution

f ~0,px ,p'!5H 1, for m.Ẽ1~px ,p'!.0,
and px.0;

0, for m,Ẽ1~px ,p'!

or px,0.

~A.2!

We note that the parameterm on the effective anode is not
constant of this contact, but rather it depends on the flow
current, and the potential of the effective anode, in contr
to the potential of a metallurgical anode, varies with the c
rent. Using Eq.~A.2! and the condition for a ballistic hole
current, we write the hole distribution function for arbitra
values ofx ~ignoring, on the other hand, the reverse flow
holes that leave the anode! in the form

f ~x,px ,p'!5H 1, for m2eV~x!.Ẽ1~px ,p'!.2eV~x!

and px.0;

0, for Ẽ1~px ,p'!,2eV~x!,

Ẽ1~px ,p'!.2eV~x!1m or px,0.
~A.3!

We introduce for prescribed values ofx and p' the two
maximum values ofpx, which are denoted aspx

(1)5px
(1)

3(p' ,x) andpx
(2)(p' ,x) and which are determined by th

formulas

Ẽ1~px
~1! ,p'!52eV~x!, Ẽ1~px

~2! ,p'!52eV~x!1m.
~A.4!

We recall thatV(x),0 and thatẼ1(px ,p') is measured
from the bottom of the band E1(px ,p'); i.e.,
Ẽ1(px ,p')5E1(px ,p')2ae1Bkc

2 is the kinetic energy in
the bottom subband. Using Eq.~A.3! and the definitions
~A.4!, we have

P5
4p

h3 E
0

pr
p'dp'~px

~2!2px
~1!!, ~A.5!
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wherepr is the highest value ofp' determined by the con-
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m5m 5
h3/2pc

1/2n0
1/2 ~12g2 /g1!~g1

224g2
2! 1/2
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Ẽ1~0,pr !5m. ~A.6!

The problem now is to obtain an explicit expression
px
(2)2px

(1) and to calculate the integral in Eq.~A.5!. Using
Eqs.~2! and ~3!, we have

px
252p'

222g2

g1pk
212g2pc

2

g1
224g2

2

12g2 A~g1pc
212g2pk

2!2

~g1
224g2

2!2
1

3pc
2p'

2

g1
224g2

2, ~A.7!

wherepk
252pc

22m0E/g2 . It is easy to verify that Eq.~A.7!
is a modification of Eq.~25!. Substituting in Eq.~A.7! for
E the right-hand sides of Eq.~A.4!, we obtain expression
for (px

(1))2 and (px
(2))2, respectively. Substituting these e

pressions into Eq.~A.5!, we obtain

P5
4p

h3pc
F g1m0m

g1
224g2

2

pr
2

2
1

g2

3p0
2 ~~pr

2p0
21p2

4!3/2

2~pr
2p0

21p1
4!3/2!2

g2

3p0
2 ~p2

62p1
6!G , ~A.8!

where

p0
253pc

2/~g1
224g2

2!, p1
454e2V1

2~x!m0
2/~g1

224g2
2!2,

p2
454m0

2@eV1~x!1m#2/~g1
224g2

2!2.

On the right side of Eq.~A.8! we assumed thatpc@pr
and thatEc@m, V(x)5Vc2V1(x), whereVc is determined
by analogy with to Eq. ~29!: eVc52Ec5
2 (g112g2)pc

2/2m0 . Further simplification of the right side
of Eq. ~A.8! gives the expression

P.
4p

h3
m0m

g1
224g2

2

pr
pc

Fg1pr
2

1
4m0eV1g2

pcA3~g1
224g2

2!
G , ~A.9!

and from Eq.~A.6! ~sincepc@pr! we have

pr
25

2m0m

g12g2
. ~A.10!

The quasineutrality conditionP5n0 in the volume of the
NEM region (V150) makes it possible to calculate the val
of m, which corresponds to the value of the current dens
j5 j c at which a stationary NEM region is formed:
160 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
r

y

c m0
F 4p G

~A.11!

Substituting Eq.~A.11! into Poisson’s equation~14!, we ob-
tain

d2V1

dx2
5l2V1 ,

where

l25
e2m0n0

3/4

kdh
3/4pc

5/4 F8p1/4

31/2
g2~g12g2!

1/4

g1
3/4~g1

224g2
2!3/4G .
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Trapping of hot electrons at repulsive centers under transverse runaway conditions

ists
Z. S. Kachlishvili, Kh. Z. Kachlishvili, and F. G. Chumburidze

Tbilisi State University, 380028 Tbilisi, Georgia
~Submitted October 10, 1995; accepted for publication April 18, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 268–270~February 1997!

The trapping of hot electrons at repulsive centers under transverse runaway conditions is
calculated. The dependence of the trapping probability on the Sommerfeld factor and the
exponential dependence of the trapping probability on the energy of the tunneled electron
are taken into account. It is shown that the latter dependence plays an important role near the
threshold of transverse runaway of hot electrons, while far from the threshold the
Bonch–Bruevich trapping probability is a good approximation. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01302-1#

The trapping of hot electrons at negatively charged cen-combination of dissipation mechanisms a threshold ex
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ters has been studied extensively~see, for example, Refs
1–5!. It is well known that in this case the probability o
passage through the Coulomb barrier plays the main rol
low temperatures. Since the most important distances
these processes are much larger than the size of a trap
trapping probability is proportional to the Sommerfeld fac
and the corresponding trapping cross section is given by
standard Bonch–Bruevich expression.1

However, it was shown in Ref. 6 that, besides its dep
dence on the Sommerfeld factor, the probabilityP for an
electron to be trapped at a negatively charged center sh
depend exponentially on the energy of the tunneled elect

P;expS 2
2t l
\

WD , ~1!

whereW is the kinetic energy which an electron must lose
being trapped, andt1 is the tunneling time. The trappin
coefficient in the electron-temperature approximation w
also calculated in this work. It was shown that when t
above-noted circumstance is taken into account, the stan
concept of electron temperature is replaced by an effec
electron temperature which contains the parameters of
center and is of the order of the reciprocal of the phon
energy. In the case where the electron temperature is m
lower than this energy, the result obtained by Abaku
et al.6 is identical to the Bonch–Bruevich result.1 In Ref. 7,
the trapping coefficient was calculated, taking into acco
what we have said above, for a needle-shaped, hot-elec
distribution. According to the results of these calculatio
the effective Bonch–Bruevich cross section is a good
proximation for a highly charged trapping center, while
the opposite case the exponential factor~1! must be taken
into account.

In the present paper the trapping coefficient is calcula
under the conditions of transverse runaway~TR! of hot elec-
trons. As shown in Refs. 8 and 9, in the Hall regime in stro
electric and magnetic fields and for some combinations
momentum and energy dissipation mechanisms, as the a
age energy increases, the collision frequency of the hot e
trons approaches zero and, because of a sharp increase
internal field, the current-voltage characteristic chan
abruptly, the change being of a threshold nature. For
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only with respect to the applied electric field and for t
other it exists with respect to the applied electric and m
netic fields. This effect was called transverse running awa8

According to Refs. 8 and 9, transverse running away occ
under the following conditions:

t.0, t1s52,

t.0, 3t1s52.

Here t ands are exponents in the energy dependence of
momentum and energy mean-free paths:

l5 l 0x
~11t !/2, l̃5 l̃ 0x

~11s!/2,

wherex5W/k0T. The values oft ands for the known dis-
sipation mechanisms are given, for example, in Ref. 10
the case of strong heating, when

ax~ t1s!/2/~11hxt!@1, ~2!

the distribution functions under transverse runaway con
tions have the form

f 0,1~x!5A1 exp~2hxt/at !, ~3!

f 0,2~x!5A2 exp@2x/~11a!#. ~4!

Herea[(E/E0)
2, h[(H/H0)

2, A1 andA2 are normaliza-
tion factors, E0[)k0T/e( l 0l̃ 0)

1/2, and H0

[(2mc2k0T)
1/2/el0 . All other notations is standard.

It should be noted that of the known energy and mom
tum dissipation mechanisms, the following scattering mec
nisms satisfy the conditiont.0 andt1s52 ~see Ref. 10!:

t53, s521, i.e., for the momentum—scattering by im
purity ions and for the energy—scattering by the deform
tion potential of the acoustic phonons~DA scattering! at both
high and low temperatures;

t51, s51, i.e., for the momentum—scattering by dipo
centers, by the piezoelectric potential of the acous
phonons~PA scattering! in the high-temperature approxima
tion, polarization scattering by optical phonons~PO scatter-
ing!; for the energy—PA scattering in the high-temperatu
or low-temperature approximations or deformation scatter
by optical phonons.

The following dissipation mechanisms satisfy the con
tion t.0, 3t1s52:

1610161-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



t51, s521, i.e., for the momentum—scattering by di-
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t ~2t23!/2t~k T!n021/2
g ~4n015!/6
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pole centers, PA scattering in the high-temperature appr
mation or PO scattering; for the energy—DA scattering
both the high- and low-temperature approximations.

Using Eqs.~1! and ~3!, we can write the trapping coef
ficient for t.0 andt1s52, in the form

Cn5
2A2mt

G~3/2t !
~k0T!n021/2S at

h D 23/2t

3E xn0C~k0Tx!exp~2hxt/at2g0x!

exp~g/x1/2!21
dx, ~5!

whereg[2pze2/«\v0 , z is the charge of the repulsive cen
ter in units of the electron charge,« is the permittivity of the
material,v0 is the velocity,n0 is a parameter of order 1,C is
a slowly varying function of the energy~n0 andC are taken
from the Bonch–Bruevich expression for the effective cro
section1!, g052t1k0T/\, andG(x) is the gamma function
The integral in Eq.~5! can be calculated by the saddle-po
method, taking into account thatg@1 under the conditions
of interest to us. Dropping the 1 in the denominator in E
~5!, we obtain forCn

Cn5
4Apmt

G~3/2t !
~k0T!n021/2S at

h D 23/2t

3g
exp@w1~x01!#

Auw19~x01!u
x01

n0C~k0Tx01!, ~6!

where

w1~x!5gx21/22g0x2
hxt

at
, ~7!

andx01 is the solution of the equation

g/25x3/2S g01
h

a
xt21D . ~8!

Expressing the internal electric field in terms of the appl
field Ex , we obtain8

a5axY H 12
G2@~2t13!/2t#t

G2@~ t13!/2t#
axJ , ~9!

whereax5(Ex /E0)
2. Near the transverse runaway thresho

Ex&E0GS t13

2t D Y GS 2t13

2t D t
the condition~2! also holds well and the solution of Eq.~8!
has the formx015(g/2g0)

2/3. For the trapping coefficient we
have

Cn

Cn1
0 5

~a/h!3/2t

A~ t21! ~h /a! ~g/2g0!
~2t11!/31

3

4
g

3expF2S g

2g0
D 2t/3 h

atG , ~10!

wherea is given by expression~9! and
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d

n1 G~3/2t ! 0 S 2g0
D

3CFk0TS g

2g0
D 2/3GexpF23S g

2D 2/3g0
1/3G . ~11!

Far from threshold, when the inequalities

g0!
G t21~5/2t !t ~ t21!/t

G t21~3/2t ! S h

ax
D 1/t!1, ~12!

ax!S 2t11

2 D 2t11S g

2D 2th , ~12a!

hold, the solution of Eq. ~8! can be represented a
x025(ag/2h)2/(2t11) and the trapping coefficient has th
form

Cn

Cn2
0 5S a

h
D

~4n0t2t23!

2t~2t11!

C~k0Tx02!expH 2S g

2
D

2
~2t11!Sa

h
D

2t
~2t11!

3Fg01Sa

h
D

23
~2t11!Sg

2
D
2~t21!
~2t11!

2t11

2t
GJ. ~13!

Here

Cn2
0 5

4

G~3/2t ! S 2pm

2t11D
1/2S g

2D
~2n0122t !

2t11
, ~14!

a.axF11axtG
2S 2t13

2t D Y G2S t13

2t D G . ~14a!

We note that the inequalities~12! and ~12a! can always be
made compatible by varying the field and taking into acco
the large value of the numerical coefficie
@(2t11)/2#2t11(g/2)2t.

If g050, the expression~13! is identical to the expres
sion obtained in Ref. 5 using the effective Bonch–Bruev
cross section.1

In the caset.0 and 3t1s52, using the saddle-poin
method, we obtain for the trapping coefficient

Cn

Cn3
0 5~11a!23/2S 11a

11~11a!g0
D ~4n01s!/3

C~k0Tx03!

3expH 23S g

2D 2/3F11g0~11a!

11a G21/3J . ~15!

Here

Cn3
0 58S 2m3 D 1/2~k0T!n021/2S g

2D ~2n011!/3

, ~15a!

L5LxF112.76S HH0
D 2GF122.76S HH0

D 2axG21

, ~16!
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x 5
g 2/3 11a 2/3

. ~17!
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3V. L. Bonch-Bruevich and Z. S. Kachlishvili, Vestn. MGU. Ser. 3, Fizika,
astronimiya, No. 5, 580~1974!.

h.
03 S 2D S 11~11a!g0
D

As in the first case, near the threshold of transverse r
away of hot electrons, the exponential factor~1! in the effec-
tive trapping cross section plays an important role, while
from the runaway threshold the effective Bonch–Bruev
cross section is a good approximation.
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Characteristic features of electron photoemission from the metal in SiC-based

ws
Schottky diodes
L. A. Kosyachenko, V. M. Sklyarchuk, and E. F. Sklyarchuk

Chernovtsy State University, 274012 Chernovtsy, Ukraine
~Submitted October 24, 1995; accepted for publication April 18, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 271–276~February 1997!

The photosensitivity of an Al–SiC Schottky diode in the range of photon energies less than the
band gap of the semiconductor and the height of the potential barrier at the contact with
the metal has been investigated. The observed characteristic features of the photon energy and
applied voltage dependences of the photocurrent are interpreted in a model that takes
into account the photoexcitation of electrons in the metal and their subsequent above-barrier
passage and tunneling into the semiconductors. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01402-6#
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The photosensitivity of a Schottky diode is determin
mainly by electron–hole pair production in the space-cha
region as well as in the adjoining semiconductor layer
photons whose energyhn is greater than the band gapEg in
the semiconductor. However, in contrast to ap–n junction,
charge carriers excited in the metal by photons also par
pate in the formation of the photocurrent in the Schot
diode. Photoemission from the metal extends the photo
sitivity into the long-wavelength region, and its spectral d
pendence is often used to find the height of the poten
barrier at the metal–semiconductor contact.1 In what fol-
lows, the properties of Al–SiC diodes that reveal a num
of characteristic features of the electron photoemission fr
the metal (hn,Eg) are described and a theoretical interp
tation of these features is presented.

2. SAMPLES

Single-crystalline wafers ofn-type SiC–6H, doped with
nitrogen up to uncompensated donor dens
Nd2Na51017–1019 cm23, were used to prepare the phot
diode structures. After mechanical grinding and polishi
the wafers were chemically etched in molten KOH:KNO3 for
30 min at 850–900 °C. Next, the wafers were washed
deionized water using ultrasound. Aluminum, which was
posited in vacuum~1026 Torr! at a substrate temperature
the order of 450 °C, was employed as the metal for prepa
the Schottky barrier. Electron-beam evaporation from
water-cooled copper crucible was used to deposit a 10 to
mm-thick Al layer. An important stage in obtaining thes
samples was vacuum annealing of the Al–SiC structures
temperature of the order of 900 °C for 10–20 s. An ohm
contact to the substrate was produced by vacuum sputte
of Al followed by brazing it to the substrate with short puls
from a solid-state laser (l51.06 mm!. With sufficiently
strong reverse biases, white-blue luminescence is obse
over the entire area of the rectifying Al–SiC contact. Diod
for which brighter spots~microplasmas! were observed
against the background of uniform luminescence were
used for these investigations.
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that the influence of the intermediate layer~between the
metal and the semiconductor! is negligible.2 With suffi-
ciently high forward biases the current-voltage characteri
is determined by above-barrier transmission of electr
from the conduction band of the semiconductor into t
metal @for high currents the dependence of the currentI on
the voltageU deviates from the lawI;exp(eU/kT) because
of the voltage drop across the serial resistance of the crys#.
For lowU, when the thermionic current is weak, the forwa
current is determined by tunneling of electrons from the c
duction band of the semiconductor into the metal through
barrier.2 Tunneling also determines the reverse curr
through the diode, even at the lowest voltagesU. Fur-
themore, for strong reverse biases an additional increas
the current as a result of carrier multiplication in the barr
region of the structure is observed; this is indicated by p
toelectric measurements~see below!. Naturally, the reverse
currents, just as the forward currents with lowU, are lower
when SiC with lower values ofNd2Na is used.

The heightw0 of the potential barrier of the experiment
diodes, which was found from capacitive measurements,
creases from 1.75 to 1.85 eV as a result of a displacemen
the Fermi level into the volume of the semiconductor as
doping level of the SiC wafer increases. We note that
appreciably greater barrier height, as compared with the
sults of Ref. 2~wherew051.3 eV!, is achieved as a result o
the described technology for obtaining rectifying contac
especially, etching of SiC wafers in molten KOH:KNO3 and
vacuum annealing of the Al–SiC structures.

The uniform prebreakdown luminescence, which is o
served over the entire area of the Al contact, and the h
rectification coefficient~104–105 at 2 eV! attest to the high
quality of the diode structures.

3. PHOTOELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS

The excitation of a photocurrentI p in the experimental
structures with a nontransparent Al layer is possible un
illumination only from the substrate side. For a substr
thickness of the order of 400mm, photons with energyhn
greater than the band gap in the semiconductorEg.3 eV do

1640164-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Curves of the photocurrent of th
Al–SiC diode (Nd2Na5531017 cm23) in
the regionhn,Eg at room temperature: a
— versus photon energyhn with reverse
biasU,V: 1— 0.45,2— 1.45,3— 2; b —
versus the reverse voltageU with photon en-
ergy hn, eV: 1 — 1.5, 2 — 1.8, 3 — 2.2,
4— 2.8.
not reach the barrier region, so that the diodes are photosen-
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sitive only in the spectral regionhn,Eg , which corresponds
to electron photoemission from the metal. According
Fowler’s theory7 applied to a metal–semiconductor contac1

in the regionw01Dm,hn,Eg (Dm is the distance of the
Fermi energy from the bottom of the conduction band in
volume of the semiconductor!

I p;@hn2~w01Dm!#2, ~1!

which makes it possible to identify immediately the mech
nism of the observed photocurrent and to findw0 by con-
structing the curve ofAI p versushn. The results of such a
construction for one diode are illustrated in Fig. 1a. As o
can see, the curves measured for different reverse biases
tain rectilinear sections, whereI p changes by approximatel
an order of magnitude. Forhn.2.5 eV the observed devia
tion from straight lines is explained by the decrease in
optical transmission of the substrate, through which the r
tifying Al–SiC contact is illuminated. Indeed, our measur
ments show that the transmission of Al-doped SiC–6H starts
to decrease athn.2.5 eV as the absorption edge is a
proached and drops to zero forhn.Eg52.96 eV. A more
important feature of the results shown in Fig. 1a is that
spectral variation of the photocurrent depends on the volt
applied to the diode. Extrapolation of the linear curvesAI p
versus hn to the photon energy axis gives a value
w01Dm close to the barrier height obtained from capacit
measurements, but only if the dependenceI p(hn) is mea-
sured with the minimum values ofU. AsU is increased, the
photoelectric measurements give increasingly undere
mated values of the barrier height. Another feature which
discovered is that the photodiode is photosensitive in
region ofhn appreciably beloww01Dm, down to 1.4–1.5
eV. This region does not fit into the Fowler theory, in acc
dance with whichI p decreases rapidly (;exp(hn/kT)) for
hn,w01Dm.
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Fig. 1b for different values of the energy of the excitin
photons. A section of relatively slow change of the curre
which is replaced by a section with a sharp increase in c
rent above some value ofU, is present on all curves for low
values ofU. The latter feature is due to the impact ionizatio
of the atoms of the crystal lattice by charge carriers acce
ated by a strong electric field in the space-charge region~see,
for example, Ref. 2!. The associated photocurrent multipl
cation will not be studied below. The curvesI p(U) with
U54–5 V presented in Fig. 1b reflect the behavior of t
current due to the electron photoemission from the metal
the barrier region of the semiconductor~in all cases
hn,Eg). According to the diode theory of charge transpo
in the barrier region, the current does not depend onU, and
it should increase asAw02eU only for the diffusion
mechanism.4 As one can see from Fig. 1b, the behavior
the photocurrent for low biases is more complicated: T
current increases with the voltage more rapid th
I p;Aw02eU, and the growth rate depends on the energy
the exciting photons. For example, forhn51.5 eV, asU
increases from 0 to 5 V, the current increases approxima
by an order of magnitude, whileAw02eU increases by only
a factor of 1.9.

Another feature of photoemission in the diode studied
us concerns the temperature dependences of the phot
rent. In contradistinction to Fowler’s theory, which assum
that photoemission is insensitive to a change in temperat
the measured currents grow appreciably with increasing t
perature. The temperature dependence intensifies ashn de-
creases, especially in the regionhn,w0. Under otherwise
the same conditions, the dependence ofI p on T increases
with decreasing voltage at which the spectrum is measu

4. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

A distinguishing feature of our experimental diodes
the high doping level of SiC, as a result of which the barr
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region at the contact with the metal is narrow and the inten-
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sity of the electric field there is high. ForNd2Na510
cm23, «510.2, w051.8 eV, and a reverse bias of 1 V the
width of the barrier region is d5@2««0(w02eU)/
e2(Nd2Na)#

1/2 . 531026 cm, and the intensity of the field
in the semiconductor near the interface isFmax

52(w02eU)/ed.106 V/cm. In discussing charge transpo
under such conditions, we take into account the action of
factors — lowering of the barrier height by the mirror ima
force ~Schottky effect! and tunneling processes.

We start the quantitative description of the effect
these factors with the expression for the decrease of the
rier by the mirror image force1 Dw5e(eF/4««0)

1/2. Substi-
tuting for F the expression for the maximum intensity of th
electric field in the barrier, we obtain

Dw5b~w02eU!1/4, ~2!

where b5e3/2(Nd2Na)
1/4/p1/2(2««0)

3/4. Substituting
Nd2Na51018 cm23 givesb50.1 ~eV!3/4. This means that
asU increases from 0 to 5 V, the barrier decreases appr
mately by 0.13 eV. ForNd2Na51019 and 1017 cm23 the
barrierDw correspondingly increases or decreases appr
mately by a factor of 1.8. Such changes in the barrier he
are comparable to a shift inw0, which follows from Fig. 1a.

In studying electron photoemission from a metal into t
semiconductor, it is convenient to measure the electron
ergy from the Fermi level in the metal. In this referen
system, the probability of finding in the metal an electr
with energy componentsEx , Ey , Ez is

f ~Ex,Ey,Ez!5$exp@~Ex1Ey1Ez!/kT#11%21. ~3!

For an electron to pass through a barrier oriented in theyz
plane, thex component of the energy is important, and t
y and z components can be arbitrary. After integrating t
expression~3! over Ey andEz from 0 to `, we obtain the
following expression for the number of electrons with ener
E5Ex which are approaching the barrier:5

n~E!5~mkT/2p2\3!ln@11exp~2E/kT!#. ~4!

Integratingn(E) overE from w01Dm2Dw to `, it is easy
to obtain the standard formula for the density of the reve
thermionic emission current through the Schottky diode$in
this case ln@11exp(2E/kT)#.exp(2E/kT)}. To calculate the
above-barrier photoemission current, it is necessary to
into account in Eq.~4! the fact that an electron with energ
E, which passes through the barrier, has energyE2hn upon
absorbing a photon. Furthermore, it is necessary to introd
coefficients which take into account the reflection of light
the interface, the absorption depth of the photons in
metal, and other factors. However, the effects conside
here correspond to a narrow spectral interval, so that it
be assumed that these coefficients are virtually indepen
of hn. Therefore, we can write the following expression f
the above-barrier photoemission current:

I p05I 0 E
w01Dm2Dw

`

n~E2hn!dE, ~5!

where I 0 is a constant. Forhn exceeding the barrier heigh
by severalkT, the integration regionE,hn makes the main
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contribution in calculating I p0. In this case
ln$11exp@(hn2E)/kT#%.(hn2E)/kT and, ignoring the par-
ticipation of electrons with energy above the Fermi ener
the upper limit of integration can be set equal tohn. As a
result,

I p05~ I 0m/2p2\3!E
w01Dm2Dw

hn

~hn2E!dE

5~ I 0m/4p2\3!@hn2~w01Dm2Dw!#2.
~6!

In other words, we obtain Fowler’s formula~1!, which con-
tains a weak dependence ofI p0 onU ~in terms ofDw). The
results of an exact calculation using Eq.~5! with the same
values of the photon energy as in Fig. 1b are presente
Fig. 2. One can see from Fig. 2 that the present model res
in behavior which resembles the experimental dependen
but only with respect to the general features. F
hn.w01Dm2Dw the computed photocurrent is virtuall
independent ofU, while the measured photocurrent increas
by a factor of 1.5–2 asU increases from 0 to 5 V. Con
versely, forhn,w01Dm2Dw the computed dependence
I p0 on U becomes stronger and for fixedU the computed
current decreases much more rapidly than the experimen
measured current ashn decreases~by six orders of magni-
tude instead of three ashn decreases from 2.8 to 1.5 eV!. We
note that the only adjustable parameter in calculatingI p0 is
the quantity«, which can differ from the static permittivity
of the semiconductor. However, its effective value, which
manifested in the Schottky effect, can be only smaller th
the static permittivity.1 Taking this fact into account would
give an even larger discrepancy between the computati
and experimental results.

We now give a quantitative description of electron ph
toemission from the metal with participation of tunnelin
For an electron with energyE0, which moves along thex
direction, the tunneling transmission coefficient is

FIG. 2. Computed curves of the above-barrier photoemission current ta
account of the mirror image force with exciting photon energieshn, eV:
1— 1.5,2— 1.8,3— 2.2,4— 2.8. Room temperature.
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D~E0, U !5expF22A2m/\E
x1

x2 Aw~x!2E0 dxG , ~7!

where x1 and x2 are the turning points, andw(x) is the
variation of the potential in the barrier; the remaining no
tion is standard. If the energy is measured, just asw(x), from
the bottom of the conduction band in the volume of the se
conductor andx is measured from the interface,2 we have

w~x!5~w02Dw2eU!~12x/d!2. ~8!

In this casex150 and x2 is determined by the equalit
w(x)2E050. After integration, it follows2 from Eq.~7! that

D~E0,U !5exp@2~A2m d1/\!~@w02Dw2eU!~w0

2Dw2E0!#
1/21E0 ln$AE0/@~w02Dw

2eU!1/21~w02Dw2eU2E0!
1/2#%!], ~9!

whered15@2««0 /e
2(Nd2Na)#

1/2. If the energyE is mea-
sured not from the bottom of the conduction band of

FIG. 3. Computed curves of the sum of the above-barrier and tunne
photocurrentsI p01I pt taking account of the mirror image force under th
same conditions as in Fig. 1.
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semiconductor but from the Fermi level in the metal@as in
Eqs. ~3!–~6!#, we obtain an expression forD(E, U) by re-
placing in Eq.~9! E0 by E2Dm2eU. Integrating the prod-
uct n(E)D(E,U), we obtain for large reverse biase
(uw02eUu@w0) an analytic expression for the curren6

which is similar to the Fowler–Nordheim formula.7 Expres-
sion ~9! for D(E0 , U) and the corresponding expression f
D(E,U) are good in that they are applicable not only f
large voltages but also for the actual voltages, which in t
case are low voltages.

To calculate the photoemission currentI pt associated
with tunneling, it is necessary, just as in calculating t
above-barrier photoemission currentI p0, to replace in the
expression for the number of electrons approaching the
rier E by E2hn and to introduce the coefficientI 0:

I pt5I 0 E
Emin

w01Dm2Dw

n~E2hn!D~E,U !dE. ~10!

The lower limit of integrationEmin must be such that it
would encompass the entire tunneling region. In practice
is sufficient to setEmin at a value equal to several tenths of
electron-volt lower than either the upper limit of integratio
if hn.w01Dm2Dw or slightly lower than hn if
hn,w01Dm2Dw.

According to the model employed by us, the electr
photoemission current from the metal is a sum of the abo

g

FIG. 4. Energy diagram of an Al–SiC contact, illustrating photoemiss
from the metal with subbarrier electron transmission into the semicondu
(hn151.5 eV! and with the participation of tunneling (hn252.2 eV!. Bot-
tom: Computed distribution of electrons emitted from the metal into
semiconductor. The electrons absorbed photons with energyhn1 ~curves3,
4! andhn2 ~curves1, 2! with reverse voltageU,V: 2, 3— 1, 1, 4— 3. The
position of the Fermi level in the metal corresponds toE50; for above-
barrier photoemissionD(E, U)51. Room temperature.
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barrier currentI p0 and the tunneling currentI pt. The results
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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of a computer calculation according to Eqs.~5! and ~10! of
the photosensitivity spectra in the Fowler coordinates
presented in Fig. 3 for different voltages, together w
curves of the photocurrent versus the voltage for differ
exciting photon energies~of course, the curves do not tak
into account the effect of absorption of light in the substr
and avalanche processes!. Comparing the results obtained b
us with those presented in Fig. 1 shows that the propo
model satisfactorily describes the experimental data.

The processes occuring in the diodes invesetigated
explained and the energy distribution of the electrons emi
from the metal into the semiconductor is illustrated with t
aid of Fig. 4; the latter distribution is described by the fun
tion n(E2hn) for above-barrier photoemission and by t
function n(E2hn)D(E, U) for tunneling photoemission
We see from the figure that for 2.2-eV photons, i.e.,
hn.w02Dw1Dm, only a small part of the photoexcite
electrons penetrates into the semiconductor above the ba
and most electrons tunnel through the barrier; in addition
the voltage increases, the fraction of tunneling electrons
creases appreciably. If the photon energy is 1.5 eV,
hn,w02Dw1Dm, virtually all electrons excited by the
light enter the semiconductor by tunneling through the b
rier. As the voltage increases, the tunneling region shifts
the direction of lower electron energies, and the electron
from the metal increases sharply. Therefore, it follo
clearly from Fig. 4 that tunneling can explain the observ
features of electron photoemission from the metal in the
perimental diodes. To achieve quantitative agreement
tween the computational and experimental results, it is n
essary to take into account the lowering of the barrier by
mirror image forces.
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Study of the photoelectric properties of Al–SiC Schott
diodes reveals characteristic features of electron photoe
sion from the metal~in the regionhn,Eg) that do not fit
into the standard idealized model. Allowance for the low
ing of the barrier by the mirror image force gives depe
dences of the photocurrent on the photon energy and vol
that are quantitatively different from the experimentally o
served dependences and makes it impossible to explain
photosensitivity of a diode for photon energies below t
barrier height. The quantitative and qualitative agreement
tween theory and experiment can be achieved by usin
combined photoemission mechanism, which includes, in
dition to the above-barrier photoemission, photoabsorpt
of photons by electrons in the metal and subsequent tun
ing of the electrons into the conduction band of the semic
ductor.

We wish to thank V. V. Guts for assistance in the prep
ration of this paper.
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Breakdown electroluminescence spectra of silicon carbide p–n junctions

ea-
M. V. Belous, A. M. Genkin, V. K. Genkina, and O. A. Guseva

Kiev Polytechnical Institute, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252056 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted October 17, 1995; accepted for publication April 23, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 277–280~February 1997!

The breakdown electroluminescence spectra ofp–n junctions with uniform and microplasma
breakdown, which were prepared on SiC–3C crystals, have been investigated. A distinct periodic
structure of an oscillatory nature with oscillation periods of 0.1–0.5 eV was observed in the
room-temperature emission spectra of individual microplasmas. The amplitude of the bands
increases with the period, and at maximum period it exceeds the amplitude of the background
radiation. A similar structure was also observed in the spectra of individual microplasmas on
SiC–6H. It is assumed that the structure is due to the action of a strong electric field in the
region of radiation formation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01502-0#
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p–n junctions has been under investigation for many ye
because of its possible applications in the production
highly stable wideband emitters. Attempts have been m
to explain the spectral features of the radiation,1–3 but there
is sitill no general agreement about the mechanism of
breakdown radiation. Among other reasons, this is app
ently due to the lack of reliably established parameters of
band structure for the most common polytypes of silic
carbide ~SiC–6H, 15R!. At the same time, in view of its
simpler crystal structure, the band structure parameters o
less common cubic modification SiC–3C have been deter
mined much more reliably, and this has already made it p
sible to interpret one of the breakdown electroluminesce
bands.1 It is of special interest in this connection to inves
gate SiC–3C in order to determine the breakdown electro
minescence mechanisms in silicon carbide.

In the present paper we present the results of an exp
mental study of the breakdown electroluminescence spe
of uniform and microplasma breakdown in SiC–3C based
structures and of the new phenomena, which have also b
observed in SiC–6H, and which were discovered in the pro
cess.

We investigatedp–n junctions prepared by alloying Si
lumin in theB face of SiC–3C crystals grown by the metho
of thermal decomposition of methyltrichlorosilane and dop
with nitrogen during the growth process. Thep–n junctions
possessed an area of the order of 1022 cm2. Samples with
breakdown voltages of 6–30 V were chosen.

Microplasma breakdown was observed in mostp–n
junctions, but in a several samples, as the current increa
the entire area of thep–n junctions was filled with lumines-
cence, which, when observed under microscope with a m
nification of about 100, looked to be completely uniform
Some samples emitted uniformly with no microplasmas.

Investigation of the emission from samples with micr
plasma breakdown revealed that, in addition to the proper
described in the literature, the spectra are also characte
by other features. To study these features, it was necessa
separate the radiation from small sections of thep–n junction
~with dimensions of less than 50mm!, which contained a
single microplasma or a region of uniform luminescen
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suring section, with light-absorbing paint.
A high-power ÉMR-3 monochromator was used t

record the spectra of weak radiation fluxes~with integrated
power 1021021029 W! from the experimental samples. Th
detector consisted of a specially selected FE´U-79 photomul-
tiplier, employed in the single-electron mode. To ensu
maximum sensitivity with adequate spectral resolution,
sample being measured was placed directly in the plan
the input slit of the monochromator. The statistical error
signal detection within the working photon energy ran
~1.8–4.0 eV! did not exceed 1% at the ends of the spectr
and 0.5% at the center of the spectrum; the confidence p
ability was equal to 0.99. The instability of the sensitivity
the photodetecting channel did not exceed 1% per hour.
signal strength was measured with a step of 0.02 eV.

The typical emission spectra ofp–n junctions with uni-
form luminescence, which differed in the magnitude of t
working voltage of the sample, and in the excitation lev
and which were measured at room temperature, are prese
in Fig. 1. As one can see from the figure, the spectrum

FIG. 1. Breakdown electroluminescence spectra of SiC–3C p–n junctions
with uniform luminescence. Samples:1—~3!, 2—~16–2!, 3—~9!, 4,5—
~16–1!. Powering regime:1—30 mA, 30 V; 2—100 mA, 9.6 V;3—100
mA, 8,3 V; 4—15 mA, 8.25 V;5—60 mA, 10 V.

1690169-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



samples exhibiting uniform breakdown electroluminescence
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contains a band with a maximum near 3.1 eV against
background of the wideband radiation.

The wideband background is very weakly expressed
the spectra of the low-voltagep–n junctions with a break-
down voltage of less than 10 V. This contrasts withp–n
junctions whose breakdown voltage exceeds 20 V, for wh
the wideband background makes the main contribution to
radiation. The fraction of the wideband background also
creases as the excitation level increases. It was establi
that the dependence of the form of the spectrum on the
citation level is much stronger in samples with low-volta
breakdown.

The standard interpretation of the 3.1-eV band as ra
tion associated with direct transitions of hot electrons in
conduction band (X3c2X1c) ~Ref. 1! is consistent with the
latest data on the energy band structure of SiC–3C.4,5 De-
tailed analysis of the form of the spectrum, taking into a
count the different types of electronic transitions~performed,
for example, for Si~Ref. 6!, is impossible at present, becau
the quantitative parameters of the band structure of SiC–C
have not been reliably determined. However, there is vi
ally no doubt that the radiation in the 3.1-eV band is rela
to electronic transitions. In this connection, an important d
ference in the behavior of the 3.1-eV band and the wideb
background accompanying a change in the excitation co
tions of the breakdown electroluminescence suggests
hole transitions participate in the formation of the wideba
radiation. A good correlation is observed between the fr
tion of the wideband radiation and the probable change
the number of free holes in the region of thep–n junction.
Similar behavior has been described in Refs. 2 and 3.

A distinct structure, of an oscillatory nature, with th
oscillations superimposed on the standard spectrum,
been observed in the room-temperature spectra of somep–n
junctions with microplasma breakdown. These junctions
characterized by comparatively low working voltages~in
most cases less than 18 V!. The amplitude and energy pos
tion of the oscillations differs substantially from sample
sample. The indicated structure is virtually independent
the temperature of the sample in the range 77–400 K.
ratio of the bands changes in a complicated manner as
excitation level changes. An attempt to determine the em
sion regions of thep–n junction which are responsible fo
structure manifestation led to the need to separate small
tions of the junction on which, according to a visual asse
ment, radiation of one luminescing ‘‘dot’’ was present~we
call such an object an individual microplasma!. The spectra
of such sections have a very simple shape.

A series of typical room-temperature spectra of in
vidual microplasmas is shown in Fig. 2a. Differentiation
the spectra with a step of 0.02 eV was performed for ad
tional analysis of the oscillatory structure. The relative ma
nitude of the change in the spectral density of the radia
was determined for each photon energy. The correspon
curves are presented in Fig. 2b.

As one can see from the figures, the bands of the os
latory structure cover virtually the entire spectral range, th
have an almost uniform energy spacing, and the period of
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structure is substantially different~0.1–0.5 eV! in different
microplasmas. The amplitude of the oscillations with resp
to the background radiation is approximately the same in
sections of the spectrum. A correlation is observed betw
the period and the average amplitude of the bands. This
relation increases markedly as the amplitude of the ba
increases. The radiation spectra with a large period of os
lations always have the 3.1-eV band as the dominant con
bution against the background of the weak wideband ra
tion.

No definite correlation between the period of the stru
ture and the working voltage of thep–n junction was found.

FIG. 2. Emission spectra of individual microplasmas in SiC–3C p–n junc-
tions ~a! and differentiated spectra~b!. Samples:1—~135–1!, 2—~135–2!,
3, 4—~11–4!, 5, 6—~11–10!, 7—~11–6!. Voltage on a sample, V:1, 2—18,
3—11.83,4—6.64,5, 6—14.3,7—18. Operating time of a sample, h:5—0,
6—8.
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p–n junction with the powering regime are presented in F
2 ~curves1 and2!. However, it was noted that structure wi
the maximum period and amplitude is most likely to
present in the case of samples obtained on crystals wi
higher doping level and, correspondingly, lower breakdo
voltage. For such samples, a stronger electric field can
expected in the microplasmas.

As the excitation level of thep–n junction changes, de
spite the substantial change in the general character of
spectrum, virtually no energy shift of the bands of the os
latory structure is observed~Fig. 2, curves3 and4!.

The bands of the oscillatory structure are subject to s
stantial, very rapid degradation~substantial degradation i
observed over the operating time, measured in hours!. The
degradation is maximum for microplasmas with hig
intensity bands with a long period. The background radiat
goes out together with the bands with the oscillatory str
ture but more slowly. The voltage on thep–n junction de-
creases at constant current synchronously with the decr
in the quantum radiation yield. The degradation rate
creases substantially, as a rule, when the samples are
ered in a regime in which the voltage rather than the curr
is stabilized. The typical character of the change in the em
sion spectrum of a microplasma during operation is show
Fig. 2 ~curves5 and6!. More complicated cases of the vari
tion of the spectrum structure during the operation of ap–n
junction, which are characteristic for microplasmas with
longer period of the structure, are also encountered. In th
cases a change in the energy position and a redistributio
the relative intensity of the bands are observed. Virtually
degradation occurs when the samples are in storage.

It should be noted that we observed a periodic struct
of the breakdown electroluminescence spectra only in
radiation of some low-voltage microplasmas. Many attem
to observe this structure in the radiation ofp–n junctions
with uniform luminescence, including with current dens
exceeding 105 A/cm2 when the sample is powered in th
pulsed regime, as well as in the radiation of microplasm
with breakdown voltages exceeding 20 V were not succe
ful.

The observation of such a periodic structure in the sp
tra of p–n junctions prepared using other SiC polytypes
noteworthy. We observed such a structure in the emiss
spectra of individual microplasmas in alloyedp–n junctions
based on SiC–6H. The samples were produced fro
SiC–6H wafers, grown by Lely’s method, and doped wi
nitrogen during growth to uncompensated donor den
above 1019 cm23. Thep–n junctions were produced on th
faces perpendicular to the crystallographicC axis. The
breakdown voltage of the samples did not exceed 10 V
apparently corresponded to the region of tunnel
breakdown.7

Room-temperature spectra, of two microplasmas, dif
ing in the structural period, in SiC–6H p–n junctions are
shown in Fig. 3. As one can see from the figure, the ba
features of the structure in SiC–6H and SiC–3C are similar.

We know of no examples of oscillations, similar to tho
which we observed, in the emission spectra of semicondu

171 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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structures. According to a number of qualitative features
weak temperature dependence, energy periodicity, and
relation between period and amplitude — these oscillati
are most like the oscillations observed in near-edge abs
tion spectra of CdS~Ref. 8! and GaAs~Refs. 9 and 10! in the
presence of a uniform electric field. The possibility of inte
preting them as a manifestation of the Wannier–Stark lev
was discussed. The question of the nature of these osc
tions apparently remained open, while later theoretical a
experimental investigations of the manifestation
Wannier–Stark levels were concerned mainly with artific
periodic structures~for example, Refs. 11 and 12!.

While there is a qualitative similarity, the oscillation
which we observed also exhibit fundamental quantitative d
ferences — order-of-magnitude longer periods, larger am
tude, and, most importantly, they cover a very wide spec
range.

Nonetheless, it is helpful to estimate the magnitude
the electric field that would correspond in the Wannier–St
model to the observed oscillations. The electric field inte
sity E5Dhn/a, whereDhn is the period of the oscillations
and a are the lattice constants, should reach values
(2210)3106 V/cm in SiC–3C and (327)3106 V/cm in
SiC–6H. Taking into account the data forEmax in SiC–6H,

13

we see that such fields are realistic. It is also possible
explain in this case the rapid degradation of the junction
microplasmas with the longest oscillation periods and he
with the maximum fields.

However, such a model must be based on the assump
that all radiation is formed in a region of an almost unifor
field, which seems unlikely. From our point of view, th
assumption that a strong electric field in the region of rad
tion formation influences the structure of the states canno

FIG. 3. Emission spectra of individual microplasmas in SiC–6H p–n junc-
tions ~a! and differentiated spectra~b!. Samples:1—~209!, 2—~107!. Volt-
age on a sample, V:1—14.3,2—8.8.

171Belous et al.



rejected in and of itself, especially since in SiC the fields in
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3L. A. Kosyachenko, A. V. Pivovar, and V. M. Sklyarchuk, Zh. Prikl.
Spektrosk.36, 236 ~1982!.

.

,

the region of the junction reach strengths which are an o
of magnitude greater than in known experiments on elec
absorption and electroreflection, where such an influenc
well known ~Franz–Keldysh effect, Wannier–Stark levels!.

In any case, it is obvious that the investigation of t
emission spectra of individual microplasmas and the osc
tory structure observed in them is of interest in itself, and
can also yield new information about the structure of
junctions and the mechanisms of the breakdown radiatio
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The dominant mechanisms of charge-carrier scattering in lead telluride

p-
D. M. Zayachuk

Chernovtsy State University, 274012 Chernovtsy, Ukraine
~Submitted January 30, 1995; accepted for publication April 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 281–284~February 1997!

The present status of the dominant mechanisms of charge-carrier scattering in lead telluride is
analyzed critically. It is shown that the role of the Coulomb potential of the vacancies
and the role of the deformation potential of acoustic phonons in carrier scattering in PbTe has
been strongly overestimated in most existing studies. Futhermore, the role of optical
phonons at high temperatures has been unjustifiably reduced to a polar component only. It is
shown that, in addition to this mechanism, the deformation potential due to optical
phonons, whose greatest contribution is at high carrier densities, also plays an important role in
carrier scattering processes at temperatures in the range of room temperature. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01602-5#

The dominant mechanisms for scattering of free chargespecifically, the question of the deformation potential of o
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carriers in lead telluride have been discussed and anal
for a long time~see Refs. 1–7!. It has been established th
carrier scattering by characteristic point defects and by th
mal phonons are such mechanisms. Their relative role
scattering processes reduces to the following.

At low temperatures, of the order of the liquid-heliu
temperatures, charge carriers are scattered predominant
charged vacancies. At high carrier densities, of the orde
1019 cm23 and higher, the scattering by the short-range
tential of the vacancies predominates; at low densities, of
order of 531018 cm23 and lower, scattering by the Coulom
potential of the vacancies predominates. In our analysis
charge of the vacancies was assumed to be equal to6 e or
62e, wheree is the electron charge.

As the temperature increases, the role of the vaca
mechanisms of charge-carrier scattering decreases and
role of scattering by thermal phonons increases. The la
processes dominate at temperatures of the order of r
temperature, and scattering by the deformation potentia
acoustic phonons and polarization scattering by opt
phonons make the main contribution. The constant of
acoustic deformation potential is estimated to be 24 eV
electrons and 27 eV for holes.1–7

However, the present concept, formulated at the be
ning of the 1970s, concerning the dominant charge-scatte
mechanisms in PbTe requires a substantial correction. It d
not answer the question of why the electron mobility in Pb
is more than two times higher than the hole mobility. A
cording to present theory, the valence band~v band! and the
conduction band~c band! in PbTe are mirror images of on
another, and the electron and hole effective masses are n
identical at the band extrema~see, for example, Ref. 5!. If
under such conditions the scattering of charge carriers by
Coulomb potential of the vacancies dominates at low cha
carrier densities, then the electron and hole mobilities sho
also be equal, because the electron and hole masse
equal. This implies that the role of the Coulomb potential
the vacancies in charge-carrier scattering processes in P
must be reexamined. Furthermore, apparently, the appro
to estimating the role of optical phonons in these proces
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tical phonons, must also be reinterpreted.
On this basis, an attempt was made to reanalyze

dominant mechanisms of charge-carrier scattering in P
proceeding from the present level of knowledge. The ana
sis made below is based on Kane’s band model

«~11«/«g!5\2kt
2/2mt1\2kl

2/2ml ~1!

and the well-known experimental dependences of the H
mobility of charge carriers on their density. The analysis
made at room temperature and liquid-helium temperature
which all scattering mechanisms which are important
PbTe can be described in the relaxation-time approximat
In this approximation, the Hall mobilitymH of the charge
carriers, with arbitrary degeneracy of the charge carriers,
be calculated as8

mH5e^@t~«!/m0~«!#2&/^t~«!/m0~«!&, ~2!

where the brackets indicate averaging

^A~«!&5E
0

`

~2] f 0 /]«!k3~«!A~«!d«/

E
0

`

~2] f 0 /]«!k3~«!d«,

f 0(«) is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function, an
m053mtml /(2ml1mt). The dependences of the relaxatio
time t on the reduced energyx5«/k0T for the scattering
mechanisms which are assumed to be dominant mechan
in PbTe, have the following forms:2,8

a! Coulomb potential of the vacancies:

tC~x!5
«0
2~2mn!

1/2~k0T!3/2~x1bx2!3/2

p~Ze2!2Nv@ ln~11j!2j/~11j!#~112bx!
,

~3!

wherej5(2krv)
2, k is the carrier wave vector, andr v is the

screening radius of the vacancy potential;
b! polarization scattering by optical phonons (T@u):

tPO~x!5
\2~x1bx2!1/2F21

e2~2mnk0T!1/2~«`
212«0

21!~112bx!
, ~4!

1730173-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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F512d ln~11d21!2
2bx~11bx!

~112bx!2

3@122d12d2 ln~11d21!#,

d5(2kr0)
22, and r 0 is the screening length of the optic

phonons;
c! short-range potential of the vacancies and the de

mation potential of the acoustic phonons:

tm~x!5
t0,m~T!~x1bx2!21/2

~112bx!@~12A!22B#
,

A5Bx~12Km!/~112bx!,

B58bx~11bx!Km/3~112bx!2 , ~5!

where for the short-range potential of the vacanciesm5v
and

t0, v5p\4/mn~2mnk0T!1/2Uvc
2 Nv , Kv5Uvv /Uvc ,

~6!

for the deformation potential of the acoustic phononsm5a
and

t0, a52p\4Cl /Eac
2 ~2mnk0T!3/2, Ka5Eav /Eac . ~7!

In Eqs.~3!–~7! mn is the effective density-of-states mass
one ellipsoid at the band edge;«0 and«` are the static and
high-frequency permittivities, respectively;Ze is the va-
cancy charge;Uvc,vv andEac,av are, respectively, the shor
range potential of the vacancies and the deformation po
tial for the c and v bands;Nv is the vacancy density; an
Cl is a combination of elastic constants. In the case of mi
scattering the total relaxation time was calculated in
usual manner8

tS
215(

i
t i

21. ~8!

The main PbTe crystal parameters employed for ca
lating mH are presented in Table I.

The parametersEac andUvc are adjustable paramete
and their values were determined so as to obtain the
agreement between the computed and experimental de
dences of the electron mobility on the electron density. If
c and v bands of PbTe are mirror images of one anoth
then the ratio of the values of these parameters for the i
cated bands should give, in the simplest variant, a differe
in the electron and hole mobilities in the investigated ma
rial. As the zeroth-order approximation, it was assumed
this quantity is the same and equals 1.5 for both the sh
range potential of the vacancies and the acoustic deforma
potential; this agrees with the published data2 and gives the
required value of the ratio of the electron and hole mobilit
in PbTe.

The experimental results onmH(n) at 4.2 and 300 K,
which are to be analyzed and are generalized accordin
existing published data, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It w
first necessary to estimate the possible role of the lo
wavelength acoustic phonons in the formation of the elect
mobility at 4.2 K. We have accordingly compared the ma
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mum experimental values of the electron mobility with t
values computed from Eqs.~2!, ~5!, and ~7! for different
values ofEac ~see Fig. 3!. We see thatEac in PbTe cannot
exceed 19 eV, since otherwise the electron mobility at 4.2
could not reach the experimentally observed value of
order of 5.63106 cm2/~V•s).

The results of the latest theoretical investigations of
character of the localization of electric charge on vacanc
were taken into account in the analysis of the possible c
tribution of the Coulomb potential of the vacancies to t
charge-carrier scattering processes in PbTe.9 According to
this work, a charge of 0.14e is localized on a vacancy giving
two free carriers, as happens in PbTe.10 The remaining ex-
cess charge is spread over the crystal. Therefore, the qua
Z in the expression~3! for the relaxation time must be se
equal to 0.14 and not 1 or 2, as previously assumed. A

FIG. 1. Electron Hall mobilitymH versus electron densityn ~T54.2 K!
according to the data from Ref. 2~a! and Ref. 6~b!. Lines—Calculation for
the scattering mechanisms:1, 2—Scattering by the Coulomb potential of th
vacancies,3, 4—scattering by the short-range potential of the vacanc
5—scattering by the deformation potential of the acoustic phonons;6—total
scattering according to Eq.~8! for the dependences2,4,5. Values of the
parameters used in the calculation:1,3—Nv5n/2, 2,4—Nv5231018

cm23 for n,431018 cm23 and Nv5n/2 for n>431018 cm23
, 5—

Eac515 eV.
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result of the smallness of the charge localized on the vac
cies and the high permittivity of PbTe, the Coulomb pote
tial of the vacancies plays a secondary role in the cha
carrier scattering in the entire range of vacancy densi
~Fig. 1, curve1!, if one adheres closely to the idea that o
vacancy gives two free carriers,10,11 i.e., Nv5n/2. Our cal-
culations show that the role of the Coulomb potential of
vacancies in charge-carrier scattering in PbTe can bec
appreciable only in strongly compensated crystals, when
total vacancy density is much higher than the densities
free charge carriers~Fig. 1, curve2!. In this connection, to
give a satisfactory quantitative explanation of the experim
tal results at low electron densities~mainly, the pronounced
tendency formH to decrease somewhat asn decreases below
the level 1017 cm23!, it is necessary to assume that the on
to-one relation between the carrier and vacancy densitie
strongly violated. The best agreement between the comp
tional and experimental results was obtained under the c
dition that forn,431018 cm23 the densityNv stabilizes at
the level 231018 cm23

, and for the values of the paramete
Uvc53310234 ergs/cm3 andEac515 eV ~Fig. 1, curve6!.
It is interesting to note that the minimum defect density
the order of 231018 cm23 in PbTe crystals, which follows
from the analysis made above, correlates very well with

FIG. 2. Electron Hall mobilitymH versus electron densityn ~T5300 K!
according to the data in Ref. 2~a! and our data~b!. Lines—Calculation for
scattering mechanisms:1—Polarization scattering by optical phonon
(PO); 2—scattering by the deformation potential of the acoustic phon
(DA);3—PO1DA; 4—scattering by the deformation potential of optic
phonons (DO) according to Eqs.~5! and~9!; 5—DO according to Eq.~10!;
6—PO1DA1DO, DO—according to Eq. ~10!; 7—PO1DA1DO,
DO—according to Eqs.~5! and ~9!.

FIG. 3. Calculation of the electron Hall mobility at 4.2 K an
n51.531017 cm23 for electron scattering by the deformation potential
acoustic phonons as a function ofEac . The cross indicates the maximum
experimental value of the electron mobility in PbTe at 4.2 K.
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should be noted that the quantityEac515 eV, which we
proposed on the basis of an analysis of the low-tempera
electron mobility, is much smaller than the standard va
Eac524 eV, which was found by analyzing the high
temperature mobility.1–6 This means that the role of th
acoustic deformation potential in charge-scattering proce
in PbTe has been systematically overestimated.

At 300 K the simplest approach is to estimate the co
tribution of polar optical phonons to the scattering process
since the mobility which they produce can be calcula
without any adjustable parameters. As one can see from
2 ~curve 1!, this contribution is rather large at low carrie
densities, which agrees with the known results~Refs. 1–5!.

Under the combined action of polar optical phonons a
the acoustic deformation potential, the computed values
the mobility for Eac515 eV are much higher than the ex
perimental values~Fig. 2, curve3!. They can be formally
matched by settingEac equal to 24 eV, as done
previously.1–7However, it is difficult to explain satisfactorily
such a large increase in the constant of the deformation
tential with increasingT, since it is usually assumed to b
temperature-independent.1–5 More likely, the estimates pre
sented indicate that these two scattering mechanisms ar
sufficient to explain correctly the formation of charge-carr
mobility in PbTe at high temperatures. It would be mo
logical to conclude that under these conditions scattering
the optical deformation potential is also important.

To take account of the possible role of this scatterin
different expressions were used for the relaxation time:
standard expression~5!, in which according to Ref. 8~setting
m50!, we have

t0,o52\2a2r~\v0!
2/p~2mnk0T!3/2Eoc

2 ,

Ko5Eov /Eoc , ~9!

and the expression obtained in Ref. 19

t l
215~2mn!

3/2Vk0T«3/2~11«/«g!
3/2

3C2/pM\4v0
2«g~112«/«g!, ~10!

wherea is the lattice constant,r is the density of the crystal
v0 is the frequency of the optical phonon,M is the reduced
mass of the ions,Eoc andEov are the constants in the optica
deformation potential for thec and v bands,C is a matrix
element with respect to the wave functions of thec and v
bands, andV is the unit-cell volume.

The use of expressions~9! and ~10! for the relaxation
time considered here, in combination with the polar opti
phonons and acoustic deformation potential, yields satis
tory agreement between theory and experiment~Fig. 2,
curves6 and7!. Accordingly, when expressions~5! and ~9!
are used fort0(x), the quantityEoc should be set equal to 2
eV ~Fig. 2, curve7!, and when expression~10! is issued, the
quantity C should be set equal to 43108 eV/cm ~Fig. 2,
curve 6!. In either case, in the temperature range inve
gated, the contribution of the optical deformation potential
the formation of charge-carrier mobility, when the charg
carrier density is high, turned out to be the dominant con
bution ~see Fig. 2, curves1, 2 4, and5!.

s
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The dominant charge-carrier scattering mechanisms
PbTe are scattering by vacancies and scattering by the
phonons.

The vacancy mechanism of scattering is realized ma
through scattering by the short-range potential of the vac
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carrier densities. Its component associated with the Coulo
potential is suppressed because of the strong delocaliza
of the vacancy-related electric charge and the high permi
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uncompensated crystals.
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Formation of order in a system of localized charges in disordered layers of solid

solutions of cadmium telluride and cadmium sulfide

A. P. Belyaev, V. P. Rubets, and I. P. Kalinkin

St. Petersburg Technological Institute, 198013 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 19, 1996; accepted for publication April 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 286–290~February 1997!

Relaxation processes stimulated in layers of the solid solutions CdTexS12x (x,0.2) by a change
in an external electric field, temperature, and illumination have been studied. Polarization
effects and maxima of the inversion current of photostimulated and thermally stimulated
polarization were found. It is shown that all characteristic features of the relaxation
processes can be explained in a quasidipole model, and the inversion maxima of the current can
be interpreted as being due to a photostimulated and thermally stimulated order–disorder
transition. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01702-X#

The observation of inversion maxima of the thermally 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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stimulated current and polarization in disordered layers
solid solutions~SSs! of cadmium selenide and telluride wa
reported in Ref. 1. These effects were not explained prope
Later we observed similar phenomena in layers of solid
lutions of cadmium telluride and cadmium sulfide. In t
present paper we attempt to describe in detail and exp
these phenomena.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

We investigated CdTexS12x (x,0.2) layers, synthesize
on a mica substrate by the method of vacuum thermal va
ization and condensation of a mechanical mixture from
reactor with a ‘‘thermal screen.’’ According to x-ray pha
and electron-diffraction analysis the layers possess a p
crystalline structure with average crystallite size of 1022

mm. The layers were approximately 1mm thick. To stabilize
the electrical properties, before the measurements the la
were annealed in a 1023 Pa vacuum for 2 h. After annealing
0.5-cm-wide silver contacts, separated by a distance of
cm, were deposited on the samples. The resistivity of
contacts was checked on the initial sections of the curr
voltage characteristic. X-Ray analysis was used to determ
the composition of the solid solutions.

The electrical characteristics of the samples were m
sured in a current regime using a V7-30 electrometer.
take into account the parasitic capacitances, prior to the m
surements, the experimental stand was checked using
dards consisting of active resistances, whose values w
close to that of the experimental samples. A quantitative
timate of the magnitude of the relaxing charges was made
integrating the corresponding currents in time.

All measurements of the electric and photoelectric ch
acteristics of the samples were made in a vacuum of 123

Pa. A special constant-temperature chamber was use
maintain the temperature of the samples within 0.1 K. T
photoelectric parameters of the layers were investigated
der illumination with a 90-W incandescent lamp.
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The electric, photoelectric, photoluminescence, and
laxation properties were investigated. The electric and p
toluminescence measurements revealed the following c
acteristics: high conduction activation energy~greater than
0.7 eV! and high resistivity~101021011 V•cm at room tem-
perature!, a complicated temperature dependence of the c
ductivity, presence of relaxations, and a large half-width
the photoluminescence bands~0.3–0.5 eV!, i.e., a combina-
tion of properties which are characteristic of disorder
semiconductors.2

The amplitude of the fluctuations of the potential of t
random field, estimated according to the photoluminesce
measurements, was equal to 0.3–0.5 eV. It increased
increasing cadmium telluride content in the solid solution

The basic results of the investigations of the relaxat
properties are presented in Figs. 1–3. The curve of the re
ation of the current in the external circuit of the sample w
the external emf source switched on~at time t50) and off
(t515 s) is represented qualitatively in Fig. 1~curve1!. It is
evident from the figure that when the external field
switched on, decreasing current relaxations occurred. A
equilibrium was established, the samples became polari
The surface charge densityQp accumulated during polariza
tion was equal to 102721025 C/cm2. The value of the sur-
face polarization depended on the illumination of the sam
and the magnitude of the external field. It increased toge
with these actions, but sublinearly.

The characteristic time for establishing a stationa
value of the polarization depended on the temperature
amplitude of the fluctuations of the random potential in t
sample~Fig. 2!. An increase in the amplitude of the nonun
formity of the potential caused, the characteristic time
increase.

The sample was polarized only at relatively low tem
peratures. As the temperature increased~slightly above room
temperature!, the polarization vanished. The vanishing of p
larization changed the shape of the current relaxation cu
After an external electric field was switched on, the curre

1770177-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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increased monotonically up to a stationary value. The s
cific value of the temperature at which the polarizing of t
sample ceased depended on the magnitude of the ext
field. As the magnitude of the external field increased,
limit shifted into a higher-temperature region.

Curve 2 in Fig. 1 represents qualitatively the curre
relaxation under strong illumination (t50) and with dark
screening (t515 s) of the layers in an electric field. As on
can see from the figure, after the sample is screened,
relaxation is characterized by the formation of an invers
maximum j in , which precedes a stationary value of the
rect current. Such maxima could be observed with ra
heating of the polarized sample~Fig. 3, curve1!. For com-
parison, the behavior of the current when the heated sam

FIG. 1. Curves of current relaxation in a layer of the solid soluti
CdTexS12x (x50.1) with the amplitude of the fluctuations of the potent
energy of the electronsg50.3 eV; T5300 K; with the external field
switched on~1! and with illumination switched on~2! at timet50 and with
both switched off att515 s.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the characteristic polarization tim
layers of the solid solutions CdTexS12x with the amplitude of the fluctua-
tions of the potential energy of the electronsg, eV: 1 — 0.42 (x50.15),
2— 0.1 (x50.1).
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is cooled is also shown in the figure~curve2!. The current
j in depends on the heating rate. The inversion maxim
vanishes completely with slow heating.

The relaxation curves described above are comp
curves. They could be represented by a simple expone
on the initial sections only in some cases. We took advant
of this circumstance to determine the characteristic polar
tion time.

Without the action of an external electric field no pola
ization of the samples was observed.

3. DISCUSSION

The random potential in disordered systems based
II–VI solid solutions is mainly formed by composition fluc
tuations over the volume.3 Charged impurities together with
the majority carriers — electrons in the layers investiga
— perform the function of screening. As follows from th
low conductivity of the samples, at the experimental te
peratures most electrons are localized either in the tail of
density of states of the conduction band or in donor leve
They can move only by thermal activation on delocaliz
states or by thermally activated hops along localized sta
To distinguish electron motion along the conduction ba
and along donor levels, we call a free donor a hole a
correspondingly, we call electron motion along the impur
band hole motion. As they move, electrons and holes
distributed according to states in such a way as to minim
the potential energy. The electron and hole densities can
assumed, to a first approximation, to be identical and
layer of the solid solution can be represented as a volu
with a nonuniform electron-hole quasiplasma in a rand
field formed by the composition fluctuations of the solid s
lution. In addition, the possible configuration states of t
charges in the quasiplasma are limited by the particular
rangement of the impurities in the volume.

An external voltage applied to a nonuniform system
distributed nonuniformly. According to Shklovski�,4 most of
the voltage is applied across the regions where the pote
energy is close to the mobility edge. In CdTexS12x layers,
these are regions depleted of free carriers and enriched
localized carriers. Such regions are separated from one
other by distances which are much greater than the ave
spatial size of the nonuniformities. Correspondingly, t
voltage drop across them is much larger than the average
a result, a high electric field capable of redistributing carri

of

FIG. 3. Relaxation curves of the thermally stimulated polarization curren
a layer of the solid solution CdTexS12x with heating~1! and cooling~2! of
the sample.
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weak external biases. As a result, the dynamic equilibri
between individual components of the quasiplasma is
stroyed. Experimental observation of this phenomenon i
film of II–VI solid solutions was reported in Ref. 5. A non
uniform quasiplasma in an external field must arrive in a n
equilibrium state, which must necessarily be nonuniform

It can be assumed that this state contains regions of
tially separated, localized charges of opposite sign — qu
dipoles. A necessary condition for the formation of quasi
poles is that the thermal energy must be comparable to
change in the energy caused by the external electric field
atypical4 regions~system must be driven out of equilibrium!.
The fact that polarization effects in films of the solid sol
tions CdTexS12x appear only at low temperatures and th
the limiting temperature increases together with the exte
field are evidence in support of the proposed model.

To make a systematic calculation of the conditions
formation of quasidipoles, it is necessary to solve simu
neously the continuity and Poisson equations with bound
conditions that do not admit solutions in terms of element
functions.6 However, calculations performed for simpler in
tial conditions ~neglecting the conduction current and t
nonuniformity of the sample! revealed a distinguishing fea
ture, due to quasidipoles, of the temperature dependenc
the thermally stimulated polarization current. According
Refs. 7 and 8, current inversion should occur in an exte
circuit of the sample heated by the voltage; we obser
such a current inversion in the CdTexS12x layers.

In our view, the inversion maximum of the current in th
external circuit containing a CdTexS12x sample is due to the
relaxation of charge which accumulates on the electrodes
becomes excess charge by virtue of the temperature di
entation of the quasidipoles. An order–disorder transition
curs in the CdTexS12x layers under the influence of the tem
perature.

Another argument in support of the quasidipole mode
polarization is the inversion maximum of the current whi
arises as a result of intense screening of the layers~Fig. 1,
curve 2!. It necessarily follows from the proposed mod
Once light gives rise to polarization, switching off the lig
should result in the appearance of excess charge on the
trodes. This charge is induced by virtue of the low cond
tivity of the sample and relaxes mainly through the exter
circuit.

The increase in polarizability of the sample under t
action of the light is due to the increase in the charge of
quasidipoles, and the rapidity of the charge recombina
after screening is due to the character of the potential bar
The potential barrier in the CdTexS12x layers is formed
mainly as a result of fluctuations of the composition of t
solid solution; in this case the potential wells for the ho
and electrons of the main bands coincide spatially.

Qualitative agreement between the experiment and
quasidipole model can be also seen in the field relaxation
the current~Fig. 1, curve1!. The decreasing current relax
ations are explained by the increase in the opposing fiel
the process of orientation of the quasidipoles; the expon
tial temperature dependence of the characteristic polariza
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must overcome in order to form oriented quasidipoles. T
follows from almost all existing quasidipole models of rela
ation oscillators, since their polarization time is determin
by the expression9

t5
1

2n
exp

W

kT
, ~1!

wheren is the frequency factor of the system, andW is the
height of the potential barrier, which a quasidipole mu
overcome in order to become oriented. The values ofW cal-
culated on the basis of Fig. 2 to within hundredths of an
agree with the estimates of the amplitudeg of the nonuni-
formity potential of the corresponding CdTexS12x samples
from photoluminescence measurements. This agreemen
be interpreted as additional evidence for the formation
oriented quasidipoles in the random field of the experimen
samples.

We shall present some quantitative assessments of
model. First, let us determine whether or not the minimu
field at which polarization was observed is indeed capable
driving the system of localized and free carriers out of eq
librium. We observed polarization effect at room tempe
ture in an electric field of not less thatE.100 V/cm. Since
the random field in the experimental solid solutions is d
mainly to composition fluctuations of the solid solution a
according to Ref. 10 the composition of a phase of the so
solution depends on the size of the region where this phas
formed, it can be assumed that the external voltage f
mainly on the interphase regions~different regions will pos-
sess a different composition and therefore a different b
gap! and according to Shklovski�4 mainly atypical regions.
Since there are no other alternatives, let us assume that
of the hundreds of interphase regions is atypical. Then,
an average size of the regions in the CdTexS12x layers equal
to 1022 mm, we obtain the energy change produced by
field of the order of 100 V/cm to be 1022 eV, which is
comparable to the thermal energy and hence sufficien
destroy the dynamic equilibrium in the system of localiz
and free charges. Second, let us see how realistic the vol
density of polarizing charges required by the model is.

It is well known that

r52div•P, ~2!

Qp5Pn , ~3!

wherer is the charge density,P andPn are, respectively, the
polarization vector in the sample and its normal projectio
and Qp is the surface charge density. Then, interpret
div P as the increment toPn as a result of the displacemen
of carriers from one electrode to another and using the
perimental dataQp5102721025 C/cm2, we obtain the
charge densityr5101321015cm23. This value with impurity
density 101721019 cm23 ~Ref. 3! is completely realistic.

In conclusion, we note that the appearance of polari
tion in layers has also been observed by other authors. S
cifically, polarization of doped layers of II–VI compound
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was reported in Ref. 10. The data reported by the authors are
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completely explained on the basis of the model propo
above.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis
the results presented above.

1. Under certain conditions order in the distribution
charges localized in a volume — quasidipoles — can app
in inhomogeneous layers of cadmium telluride and cadm
sulfide under the influence of an external field.

2. A decrease of the temperature and an increase o
external field and illumination of the sample give rise to t
formation of quasidipoles in the disordered syste
CdTexS12x .

3. An external manifestation of order in the distributio
of localized charge in the disordered system CdTexS12x is
polarization of the sample.

4. A sharp increase in temperature or illumination o
polarized disordered system can result in the appearanc
an inversion maximum of the current as a result of an ord
disorder transition in the system of localized charges.

5. The characteristic time for establishing order in
experiment depends on the temperature with activation
ergy determined by the amplitude of the fluctuations of
180 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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disordered system.
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Two-electron tin centers with negative correlation energy in lead chalcogenides.

Determination of the Hubbard energy

V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 5, 1996; accepted for publication April 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 291–295~February 1997!

It is shown using Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy on the isotope119Sn that an isovalent tin impurity in
the solid solutions PbS12zSez is a two-electron donor with negative correlation energy.
The energy levels associated with the tin impurity are found in the lower half of the band gap
for z,0.7 and are found among the allowed states of the valence band forz.0.7. We
have demonstrated electron transfer between neutral and ionized tin centers. The activation energy
Eo of this process decreases monotonically asz is increased, which reflects the fact that the
tin energy levels move toward the top of the valence band, and forz.0.7 the activation energy is
Eo5U/2, whereU is the Hubbard energy. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01802-4#

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Lead and tin chalcogenides form solid substitution so
tions ~Pb12xSnxS, Pb12xSnxSe, Pb12xSnxTe! and, according
to Mössbauer spectroscopic data for the tin isotope119Sn, tin
is an electrically active impurity of donor type in PbS a
PbSe.1,2 However, efforts to explain the temperature depe
dence of the electrical conductivity, thermal voltage, a
Hall coefficient of the solutions Pb12x2ySnxAyS and
Pb12x2ySnxAySe ~A5Na, Tl! the framework of a single-
level model were not successful.3 According to the picture
developed in Ref. 3, tin exhibits donor activity only at lo
temperatures~e.g., for PbSe atT,200 K!, whereas when
the temperature is increased, tin begins to play the role o
acceptor. Obviously, this picture can be realized if at l
temperatures neutral~Sn21! and ionized~Sn41! tin centers in
the PbS~PbSe! lattices are found at different sites: e.g., t
Sn41 ion can strongly deform its immediate environme
with the formation of associates with vacancies or ioniz
acceptors.3 When the temperature is raised, the stability
the deformed local environment of the Sn41 ions is lowered
and the tendency for the formation of Sn21 ions grows. At
some critical temperature~according to Ref. 3, a
T.200 K for PbSe! the nonequivalence of the sites of th
Sn21 and Sn41 centers disappears and this promotes the
calization of electrons at the Sn41 centers, changing them
into Sn21 centers. A substantial shortcoming of the pictu
developed in Ref. 3 is the absence of any proof of the ex
ence of such associates, not only in the Mo¨ssbauer spectra,4,5

but also in the optical absorption spectra of the solid so
tions Pb12x2ySnxAyS and Pb12x2ySnxAySe.

6,7

This paper presents a model that allows one to desc
an isovalent~isoelectronic! tin impurity in the lead chalco-
genides PbS and PbSe and the solid solutions based on
PbS12zSez as a two-electron donor with negative correlati
energy. It is shown that an analysis of the Mo¨ssbauer spec
troscopic data within the framework of such a model allo
one to experimentally determine the Hubbard energy.

Synthesis of samples and the technique used for mea
ing the Mössbauer spectra of119Sn are described in Ref. 8
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Figure 1 shows Mo¨ssbauer spectra of119Sn at 80 K for
the solid solutions Pb12x2ySnxAyS with different ratios of
the tin and acceptor concentrationsNSn andNA . For compo-
sitions with acceptor content 0,y,2x the spectra consist o
a superposition of two lines whose isomeric shifts cor
spond to Sn21 and Sn41

. The fraction of Sn41 centers,

P5NSn41 /~NSn211NSn41!,

~hereNSn21 andNSn41 are the concentrations of the Sn21

and Sn41 centers! is directly proportional to the accepto
concentration, and the proportionality coefficient is equal
2 ~see Fig. 2!. Thus, tin in PbS is a two-electron donor: th
Sn21 and Sn41 ions correspond to neutral~@Sn#0! and doubly
ionized ~@Sn#21! tin centers. The electrical neutrality equ
tion has the form

2NSn415NA2p, ~1!

and the hole concentrationp can be ignored since at 80 K
NSn@p for all of the investigated samples. Since all of th
samples with composition 0,y!2x are hole-type and the
hole concentration depends on the temperat
(p5631013 cm23 at 80 K andp51019 cm23 at 300 K!,
the Fermi levelEF associated with the partially ionized ti
donor-level is situated in the lower half of the band ga
Such a picture of the behavior of tin is found to be in agre
ment with the temperature data on the electrical conductiv
thermal voltage, and Hall coefficient for the solid solutio
Pb12x2ySnxAyS ~Ref. 9!.

Theoretical analysis of the behavior of impurity atom
capable of giving up~accepting! two electrons ~‘‘two-
electron centers’’! was carried out for the first time by
Hubbard.10 Two bands of localized states, which are sep
rated by the intratomic energy~the Hubbard energy or cor
relation energy!11, are formed in the band gap of a semico
ductor in this case11

U5E22E1 , ~2!

1810181-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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whereE1 andE2 are the first and second ionization energ
of the center.

The distribution of the density of states as a function
degree of compensation for the solid soluti
Pb12x2ySnxAyS is given in Refs. 3 and 4 forU.0 and
U,0 ~we have used the results of Ref. 11 here!. These fig-
ures show the expected shapes of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra o
119Sn. Comparison of the experimental~Fig. 1! and theoreti-
cal ~Figs. 3 and 4! Mössbauer spectra unmistakably indica
thatU,0 for two-electron tin centers in PbS.

The situation is not radically altered for the solid sol
tions Pb12x2ySnxAySe: for partially compensated sampl

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra in 119Sn of the solid solutions
Pb0.992xSn0.01AyS at 80 K for y50 ~a!, 0.005 ~b!, 0.01 ~c!, 0.015 ~d!,
0.02 ~e!. The positions of the spectral lines of the spectra for the Sn41

,

Sn31, and Sn21 centers are shown.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the fractionP of Sn41 centers at 80 K on the
acceptor concentration for the solid solutions Pb10.992xSn0.01AyS ~1! and
Pb10.992xSn0.01AySe~2!. In the determination from the Mo¨ssbauer spectra o
the Sn21 and Sn41 center concentrations the ratio of the Mo¨ssbauer coeffi-
cients for these centers was assumed to be equal to 0.93~1!.8
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(0,y,2x) the Mössbauer spectra of119Sn at 80 K consist
of a superposition of Sn21 and Sn41 lines ~Fig. 5!; however,
the fraction of Sn41 centers is proportional toNA 2 p ~Fig.
2!. This is explained by the fact that in PbSe the Fermi le
associated with the partially ionized tin donor-level is l
cated below the top of the valence band~all samples with
0,y,2x were hole-type and degenerate wi
p'1019 cm23 at 80 K and 295 K! and in the electrical
neutrality equation it is necessary to allow for the hole co
centration, which is comparable to the tin concentration.

Thus, in PbSe the parameterU,0 and the tin centers ar
two-electron centers. However, the tin energy levels
found among the allowed states of the valence band. N
that this conclusion is in agreement with the temperature d
on the electrical conductivity, thermal voltage, and Hall c
efficient for the solid solutions Pb12x2ySnxAySe.

3,9 Figure 6
shows the distribution of the density of states for partia
compensated Pb12x2ySnxAySe.

Figure 7 plotsP as a function ofz for the solid solutions
Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zSez which contain identical concentra
tions of tin and the acceptor impurity (x5y). It can be seen
that forz,0.7 we haveNSn215NSn41, whereas for the com-
positions with z.0.7 we haveNSn21.NSn41. Since all
samples were hole-type, we may conclude that for the s
solutions withz.0.7 we must allow for the hole concentra
tion in the electrical neutrality equation since the Fermi le
associated with the partially ionized tin level lies below t
top of the valence band.

FIG. 3. Density of states for Pb12x2ySnxAyS in the caseU.0. NA50 ~a!,
0.5NSn ~b!, NSn ~c!, 1.5NSn ~d!, and 2NSn ~e!. The hatched and unhatche
regions of theE1 band correspond, respectively, to the neutral~i.e., Sn21!
and the singly ionized~i.e., Sn31! tin centers~denoted as@Sn#0 and @Sn#1

,

respectively!. The hatched and unhatched regions of theE2 band corre-
spond, respectively, to the singly ionized and doubly ionized~i.e., Sn41! tin
centers~denoted as@Sn#21!. The expected forms of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra
are shown on the right; the line positions corresponding to the ions
shown above:1—Sn41

, 2—Sn31
, and3—Sn21

.
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It is significant that in the Pb12x2ySnxAyS and
Pb12x2ySnxAySe samples which contain only one tin sta
@Sn21 for y50 and Sn41 for y.2x ~see Fig. 1!# the width of
the Mössbauer spectra is close to the instrumental wi
@0.77(2) mm/s# and does not depend on either the comp

FIG. 4. Density of states for Pb12x2ySnxAyS in the caseU,0. NA50 ~a!,
0.5NSn ~b!, NSn ~c!, 1.5NSn ~d!, and 2NSn ~e!. The hatched regions of the
E1 band correspond to the neutral~i.e., Sn21! tin centers ~denoted as
@Sn#0!, and the unhatched regions of theE2 band correspond to the doubl
ionized ~i.e., Sn41! tin centers~denoted as@Sn#21!. The expected forms of
the Mössbauer spectra in119Sn are shown on the right; the line position
corresponding to the ions are shown above:1—Sn41

, 2—Sn31
, and 3—

Sn21.

FIG. 5. Mössbauer spectra in119Sn for the solid solutions
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S ~a,b! and Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01Se ~c,d! at 80 K
~a,c! and 295 K~b,d!.

183 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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sition of the solid solution or the measurement temperat
(80–295 K!. The closeness of the width of the experimen
lines in the spectra of the solid solutions to the instrumen
width rules out the possibility of resolving the spectra in
quadrupole doublets. In other words, using Mo¨ssbauer spec
troscopy, special efforts to search for differences in the sy
metry of the local environment of the Sn21 and Sn41 centers
lead to the conclusion that the local environments of
Sn21 and Sn41 centers are identical~the tin ions are located
at the centers of regular octahedra of chalcogenide ato!
and that they do not depend on either the composition of
solid solution or the temperature. Different kinds of asso
ates of Sn41 centers with lattice defects and ionized acce
tors are found only for incompletely homogenized materia

FIG. 6. Density of states for the case Pb12x2ySnxAySe (U,0) when
x5y. The explanation is given in the caption of Fig. 4.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the fractionP of Sn41 centers~a! and activation
energy of the electron transfer between tin centersE0 ~b! on z for the solid
solutions Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez .

183Masterov et al.
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but in this case they make up less than 10% of the t
concentration.12

However, for solid solutions that contain Sn21 in addi-
tion to Sn41 centers, the widths and the isomeric shifts of t
Sn21 and Sn41 spectral lines depend on the temperature
which the spectra are measured. We examined such tr
for solid solutions PbS12zSez containing identical tin and
acceptor concentrations~Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez ,
0,z,1!. For all of the samples, raising the temperatu
from 80 to 295 K was accompanied by a convergence of
Sn21 and Sn41 lines ~Fig. 5!, and, as can be seen from Fi
8, this convergence increases with increasingz. We see that
the widths of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines increase at the sam
time ~Fig. 8!.

Such temperature dependences of the line widths
isomeric line shifts are characteristic of the case of elect
transfer between two charge states of the Mo¨ssbauer atom
when the lifetime of each of the states is comparable to
lifetime of the Mössbauer level~for 119Sn this time is on the
order of 20 ns!. We measured the frequency of electr
transfer between the Sn21 and Sn41 states in the solid solu
tions Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez in the temperature inter
val 80–295 K. The activation energy of the process,Eo , is
plotted as a function ofz in Fig. 7. It can be seen that as th
selenium contentz increases,Eo at first decreases monoton
cally, reaching a limiting value of 0.029 eV atz50.7, and
then remains constant within measurement error limits
comparison of the dependencesP(z) andEo(z) ~Fig. 7! al-
lows us to conclude thatEo reaches its limiting value at th
same value ofz at which the Fermi level enters the valen
band.

Finally, it would be desirable to broaden the temperat
interval of theEo measurements. However, for the solid s
lution Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSe a temperature increas

FIG. 8. Thez dependence of the relative change in the distance betwee
Sn21 and Sn41 lines ~a! and the widths of these lines~b! when the tempera-
ture is raised from 80 to 295 K for the solid solution
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez . HereD(80 K) andD(295 K) are the dis-
tances~in mm/s! between the Sn21 and Sn41 lines at 80 and 295 K, re-
spectively;G(80 K) andG(295 K) are the widths~in mm/s! of the Sn21

spectrum at 80 and 295 K, respectively.
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under the Sn and Sn spectra~@R51.25~2! at 80 K and
R53.61(5) at 295 K#, which is linked with a growth of the
depth of the tin energy levels in the valence band. Analy
shows that this should lead to an overestimate ofEo ~see, for
example, Ref. 13, where the temperature interval of theEo

measurements was extended up to 373 K. As a result
exaggerated value ofEo was obtained!.

Two mechanisms of electron transfer between the S21

and Sn41 centers are possible: electron tunneling transp
directly between the tin ions and electron transport via
states of the valence band. The frequency of electron tran
in the first model should depend on the concentration of
tin impurity atoms, rather than on the temperature. Since
rate of convergence of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines in the Möss-
bauer spectra of Pb12x2ySnxAySe was found to be indepen
dent of the tin concentration (0.01,x,0.05) and since the
rate of convergence depends on the temperature, we can
regard the direct transfer between the tin centers.

A consideration of the density of states in Figs. 6 and
shows that forz,0.7, when the tin donor states lie in th
band gap, the energy of the electron transfer process is

Eo5~F2Ev!1U/2 ~3!

and the decrease inEo with growth of z in this range indi-
cates a closing up of the gap between the Fermi level and
top of the valence band. Forz.0.7, when the tin donor
states lie in the valence band, the activation energy is

Eo5U/2 ~4!

and, consequently, we were able to experimentally determ
the intratomic energy for the tin centers in PbS12zSez
(z.0.7) to be equal to 0.058(5) eV.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Using Mössbauer spectroscopy we have demonstra
that an isovalent tin impurity in the solid solution
PbS12zSez forms two-electron donor centers with negati
correlation energy, where the energy levels associated
the tin impurity are situated in the lower half of the band g
for z,0.7 and are set against the background of the allow
states of the valence band forz.0.7. We have shown tha
the activation energyEo of electron transfer between th
neutral and ionized tin centers decreases monotonically w
growth of z, which reflects the movement of the tin energ
levels toward the top of the valence band, and forz.0.7
Eo5U/2 ~U is the Hubbard energy!.

This work was carried out with the financial support
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-
02-16957a!.
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Effect of thermal annealing on the luminescence properties of ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum-

ok
well structures
E. M. Dianov, P. A. Trubenko, E. É. Filimonov, and E. A. Shcherbakov

Fiber-Optics Scientific Center, Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117942 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted April 8, 1996; accepted for publication April 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 296–298~February 1997!

The thermal stability and luminescence properties of ZnCdSe/ZnSe quantum-well structures
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy are investigated. A comparative analysis is made of the
photoluminescence spectra of the structures before and after annealing. In the sample
spectra after annealing~at 500 °C! a decrease in the intensity of the exciton luminescence line by
more than two orders of magnitude, accompanied by an increase in the intensity of the deep
levels, is observed. As a result of annealing at a lower temperature~about 400 °C!, a narrowing of
the exciton luminescence, accompanied by a shift of the maximum toward longer
wavelengths, was detected. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01902-9#
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A large number of papers, dealing with the study
II–V materials, in particular, ZnSe and ZnCdSe, which a
promising for creating blue-green semiconductor inject
lasers, have recently been published.1,2 An important consid-
eration here is the thermal stability of such laser structu
From this point of view, a study of thermal stability an
interdiffusion processes in Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe compounds i
of great interest. It should be noted that such structures
usually grown on GaAs substrates which have the sa
structure and a similar lattice constant—the mismatch
tween GaAs and ZnSe is 0.27%. In a structure consistin
a set of Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum wells the internal strai
are associated with differences in the lattice constants. It
be assumed that annealing such structures should relax
strains, in the process altering the effective width of t
superlattice band gap and decreasing the width of
exciton luminescence line. Luminescence spectra
Zn0.8Cd0.2Se/ZnSe superlattices were obtained in Refs. 3
4 at 1.4 K before and after annealing in a steady flow
selenium vapor at 400 and 600 °C for 4.5 h, where the st
ture remained stable to the annealing process. On the o
hand, high-resolution transillumination-electron-microsco
data on the results of Cd diffusion during thermal anneal
of CdSe/ZnSe quantum-well structures were reported in R
5. The samples were annealed for one hour at tempera
in the range 340–400 °C. It was found that the cadmi
diffusion coefficientD(T) in ZnSe in this temperature rang
is equal to 1.931024 @cm2/s#exp(21.8@eV#/kT). These re-
sults contradict the data of Refs. 3 and 4.

In the present paper we report the results of an exp
mental study of the effect of thermal annealing on the lum
nescence properties of Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum-wel
structures.

2. EXPERIMENT

The quantum-well structures were grown by molecul
beam epitaxy. To grow these structures we used sepa
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place on GaAs~100! substrates with a 3° de-orientation
the ~011! direction. Details of the growth process are giv
in Ref. 6. The surface morphology of the structure during
growth process was monitored by fast-electron reflection
fraction with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. The effect
annealing was investigated on a Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum
well structure consisting of a buffer layer of ZnSe~156 nm!
and a 90-period quantum-well structure~5.2 nm
Zn0.86Cd0.14S, 5.2 nm ZnSe! and a cover layer of ZnSe~78
nm! ~Fig. 1!.

With the aim of investigating the thermal stability an
interdiffusion processes on the luminescence properties
quantum-well structures with strained layers, the samp
were subjected to ‘‘impact’’ heating to temperatures of 4
and 500 °C. The time of heating to the prescribed tempe
ture was 50 s, and the samples were subjected to an a
tional anneal at 400 °C for 5 min. The structures before a
after annealing were examined by the low-temperature p
toluminescence method at 11 K. As the excitation source
used a mercury lamp, from the radiation spectrum of wh
we separated out the 3.396-eV ultraviolet line~365 nm! with
irradiance 50 mW/cm2. The photoluminescence radiatio
was passed through an MDR-6 monochromator and reco
by a Spectroscopy Instruments linear diode array. The vi
signal so obtained was processed on an O-SMA ST-100 c
troller.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of our study of the luminescence proper
of Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum-well structures before and
ter annealing are shown in Figs. 1 and 3. In the spectra of
unannealed samples we observed an intense blue line w
corresponds to recombination of heavy holes and electron
the Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum wells. In the red region
self-activated luminescence band with a maximum at 1
eV, which corresponds to deep layers in the ZnSe bu
layer, is observed. This band is caused by the presenc

1860186-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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zinc vacanciesVZn
2 and/or complexes of vacancies of zin

and gallium atoms (VZn–GaZn)
2 in the zinc sublattice.7 Dur-

ing thermal annealing characteristic behavior of the intens
of the exciton luminescence line is observed. The degree
which the intensity decreases depends on the time and
annealing temperature. When the samples are anneale
500 °C for 50 s~Fig. 1!, the intensity of the exciton lumines-
cence falls by more than two orders of magnitude. In ad
tion, an increase in the intensity of the luminescence band
the deep levels is observed in the spectra of the annea
samples, together with the appearance of a new maximum
the lower energy region~1.89 eV!. Here it is necessary to
give our attention to the dynamics of the displacement of t
maximum~1.89 eV! into the lower energy region as a func
tion of temperature and anneal time. The increase in the
tensity of the luminescence band of the deep levels~1.95 eV!
is caused by an increase in the concentration of the z

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra at 11 K before annealing~1! and after
annealing~2! at 500 °C, 50 s. Inset: on the left, diagram of the arrangeme
of layers of the quantum-well structure, on the right, photoluminescence
the region of the exciton luminescence.

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra at 11 K before annealing~1! and after
annealing~2! at 400 °C, 50 s. Inset: photoluminescence in the region of t
exciton luminescence.
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vacanciesVZn
2 and/or (VZn–GaZn)

2 complexes in the ZnSe
buffer layer. The shift of the luminescence maximum of t
deep layers is apparently a manifestation of the fact t
(VZn–GaZn)

2 complexes also arise in the Zn12xCDxSe lay-
ers as a result of gallium diffusion from the substrate. T
conclusion is supported by the magnitude of the shift, wh
essentially coincides with the energy difference in the Zn
and Zn12xCdxSe band gaps. In addition, a new wide lum
nescence band is observed in the photoluminescence sp
of the annealed samples in the energy region 2.1–2.4
whose nature is still not clear. The half-width of the excit
luminescence line was observed to decrease by 1 and
meV, respectively, when the sample was annealed at 40
for 50 s and 5 min~Figs. 2 and 3!. The decrease in the
half-width is connected with a partial relaxation of the inte
nal strains between the ZnSe and Zn12xCdxSe layers, which
amount to«50.1 at a cadmium concentration of 14% as
result of cadmium diffusion and the formation of mismat
dislocations. In the case where the sample was anneale
50 s at 500 °C the half-width of the exciton luminescen
line increases by 6.5 eV~Fig. 1! due to processes of crysta
structure degradation. A low-energy shift of the maximum
the exciton luminescence line is observed in the spectra o
the annealed samples in comparison with its position in
spectra of the same samples before annealing. The lar
shift is observed for the sample annealed at 500 °C for
s—10 meV~Fig. 1!. The shift of the maximum of the exciton
luminescence line is explained by cadmium diffusion, whi
leads to an increase in the well width and therefore to a s
of the energy levels in the well. It should be added that d
to the diffusion of cadmium, its concentration in the we
decreases and a concentration profile appears across
thickness of the well, which leads to additional broaden
of the line. Knowing the diffusion coefficient for cadmium i
ZnSe, it is possible to estimate the amount of spreading
the well. The diffusion coefficient at 500 °C,DCd~500 °C!, is
approximately equal to 3.5310216 cm2/s. The diffusion
length can be estimated from the formulal D5A2•D(T)* t.
It follows that l D51.17 nm after 20 s~allowing for the fact

t
in

e

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra at 11 K before annealing~1! and after
annealing~2! at 400 °C, 5 min. Inset: photoluminescence in the region of
exciton luminescence.
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that considerable diffusion takes place at temperatures
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Annealing was found to result in a narrowing of the exciton
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greater than 350 °C!. Thus, the width of the quantum we
after annealing should be on the order of 7.5 nm, in fa
good agreement with the value of 10 meV for the shift of t
exciton luminescence peak, which corresponds to an incr
of the well width by this amount.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of an experimental s
of the luminescence properties of Zn12xCdxSe quantum-well
structures. Zn12xCdxSe/ZnSe quantum-well structures we
subjected to thermal annealing and a comparative analys
the photoluminescence spectra of the annealed and u
nealed samples was carried out. The characteristic decr
in the intensity of the exciton luminescence line was o
served in the spectra of the annealed samples, and a
crease in the intensity of the luminescence of the deep lev
188 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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luminescence line~at 400 °C! and a displacement of th
maximum toward longer wavelengths, which is explained
cadmium diffusion into the ZnSe barrier layers.
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Formation of radiation defects in high-resistivity silicon as a result of cyclic irradiation

and annealing

E. M. Verbitskaya, V. K. Eremin, and A. M. Ivanov
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Transformation of radiation-induced defects inp1–n–n1 structures fabricated from high-
resistivityn-type silicon subjected to cyclic irradiation and annealing is investigated. The kinetic
behavior of the increase in the concentration of the Ci–Oi defects is analyzed as a function
of the detector fabrication process. During the second irradiation cycle a transformation of the
defects, which were formed as a result of annealing of the original radiation defects, is
observed. The appearance of ‘‘hidden’’ sources of deep center formation is revealed. It is
established that the presence of a higher oxygen concentration, which arises in the samples as a
result of the extended silicon oxidation process, results in a more active complex-formation
of carbon-containing defects in comparison with samples with reduced oxygen content. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02002-4#
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The change in the properties of semiconductor devi
exposed to radiation is without any doubt a serious prob
from the point of view of practical applications. It is we
known that compensation of impurities and defects in
interior of a semiconductor by radiation defects leads to
abrupt growth of its resistivity and to changes in the effect
charge concentration in the space charge region. In nuc
radiation detectors based on high-resistivity silicon propo
for use in powerful radiation fields, the effect of ‘‘reverse
annealing arises.1 The concept of reverse annealing includ
changes in the effective charge concentration in the sp
charge region during storage of a diode previously expo
to strong radiation. This effect has been studied in detai
experiments on the action of penetrating radiation~e.g.,
1-MeV fast neutrons!.2,3 Reverse annealing stems from th
instability of the radiation defects that arise immediately
ter irradiation; however, at present an unambiguous expla
tion is lacking.

It is well known that the most active impurities partic
pating in the formation of radiation defects are oxygen a
carbon. The latter enters into the composition of deep ra
tion centers which do not have a high stability and wh
have a metastable nature.4,5 All these factors allow us to
assume that the radiation-generated, carbon-containing
ters are responsible for the changes in the characteristic
silicon devices immediately after exposure to radiation.

In earlier studies6,7 we investigated the effect of the ra
material and fabrication technology of the silicon detect
on the restructuring of the radiation defects associated w
carbon. We focused our main attention on the rate of ann

189 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997 1063-7826/97/
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interstitial silicon. In the present paper we analyze the beh
ior of the defects arising as a result of annealing of intersti
carbon at temperatures close to room temperature, and
after thermal annealing in the temperature range 25
400 °C.

2. TEST SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We examined detectors based onp1–n–n1 structures
made from silicon by zone melting~FZ-Si!, of n-type con-
ductivity, with resistivity r51–5 kV•cm. The silicon
sources were Wacker Chemitronics (r55 kV•cm) and
Freiberg Elektronikwerkstoffe GmbH (r5122 kV•cm).
The area of thep1–n junction was 25 mm2 and the thick-
ness of the samples was 300mm. The detectors were fabri
cated by methods of planar technology. The specification
the fabrication regimes are listed in Table I.

The samples were irradiated bya particles from the ra-
dioactive source238Pu ~5.5 MeV! on thep1-contact side. To
stabilize the defects, the samples were irradiated in vacu
at reduced temperature (;180 K). Between measuremen
the samples were stored in a cooled state. The irradia
dose was 109 cm22.

To observe the changes in the radiation defects, we u
a DLTS setup with a working frequency of 100 kHz and
rate window of (41.7 ms)21.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DLTS spectrum measured in the minority-carrie
injection regime, characteristic of detectors made from hi

1890189-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The effect of exposing a sample to high temperature during
oxidation.

TABLE II. Parameters of the deep levels.
resistivity silicon which have been irradiated bya particles,
is shown in Fig. 1a, and the parameters of the deep cen
that are formed are listed in Table II. HereE1 is a center
formed from two radiation defects, namely, anA center
~oxygen-vacancy! and CiCs center ~interstitial carbon–
carbon at a lattice site!; E3 is a single-charge divacanc

Oxidation Thickness of Anneal
Sample temperature, °C Atmosphere oxide, Å rateCi

BNL 213 1100 O21TCA 4500 fast
BNL 268-A8 975 O2 2500 intermediate
FZR 2-1 1000 O213% HCl 1000 slow

Note: TCE stands for trichlorethane.
rs

VV2; H1 is a Ci center;H2 is a Ci–Oi center~interstitial
carbon–interstitial oxygen!. As was mentioned in Ref. 7, de
tectors made fromFZ-Si can be subdivided according to th

Type of level Level energy Capture cross sectionsn ,sp , cm22

E1 Ec20.18 eV 2310214

E2 Ec20.21 eV 5310216

E3 Ec20.40 eV 2310216

H0 Ev10.27 eV 7310214

H1 Ev10.33 eV 9310214

H2 Ev10.40 eV 3310214

H3 Ev10.22 eV 7310217

Note: The values ofsn are given forE1, E2, andE3 and the values ofsp are
given for the other quantities.
n
-

r

FIG. 1. DLTS spectra in the minority-carrier-injectio
regime, a! fast sample immediately after initial irradia
tion ~dose 109 cm22! ~1! and after annealing at room
temperature for 15 h (18); b! fast sample~1! and in-
termediate~2! sample after annealing at 300 °C fo
30 min and 400 °C for 45 min; c! fast sample after
annealing ~see b! and repeated irradiation~dose
109 cm22!.
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rate of annealing of interstitial carbon into the categories
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‘‘fast,’’ ‘‘intermediate,’’ and ‘‘slow,’’ reflecting the fabrica-
tion regimes of the devices. In particular, the fast samples
formed during prolonged oxidation at elevated temperatu
(>1100 °C), which produces a higher oxygen content in
crystals.8 The Ci–Oi complex ~theH2 defect! forms at the
same time asCi is annealed. For the fast sample this proc
takes place at room temperature and continues even
complete disappearance of Ci . This indicates that the inter
stitial carbon is present in a state such that it is not obser
by DLTS; however, it is capable of taking part in the form
tion of the Ci–Oi defect. For a better understanding of t
nature of the appearance of Ci–Oi deep centers, we hav
analyzed the nature of the reaction that produces it.

During the annealing of interstitial carbon the followin
reactions take place:

Ci1Oi5Ci2Oi ,

Ci1Cs5Ci2Cs .

In Ref. 4 we showed that the temporal variation of the co
centrationnx(t) of the Ci defects is described by the mon
molecular reaction

dnx~ t !

dt
52

nx~ t !

t
, nx~ t !5nx0 exp~2t/t!, ~1!

wheret is the time constant of annealing of interstitial ca
bon andnx0 is the initial Ci concentration. Formation of th
Ci–Oi complex takes place with the participation of two a
oms, whose concentrations are represented bynx15nx and
nx2 . This process can be treated as a pseudo-monomole
reaction,

Nx~ t !5nx0@12exp~2t/t!#, ~2!

if the concentration of the nascent complexesNx(t) is deter-
mined by the concentration of only one of the reactants,
nx1!nx2 . If the concentrations of the reactants are com
rable,

nx15nx25nx , ~3!

then they decrease simultaneously according to the bi
lecular reaction

dnx~ t !

dt
52knx

2~ t !, ~4!

wherek is the reaction rate constant. For the initial con
tions nx(0)5nx0 the concentration increase of the Ci–Oi

complexes will then be

N~ t !5nx02nx~ t !. ~5!

It is described by the relation

N~ t !5nx0S 12
1

11knx0t
D . ~6!

Figures 2 and 3 plot the growth of the concentration
the Ci–Oi defects for the fast samples at room temperat
and the slow samples at 50 °C, and their approximation
formulas ~2! and ~6!, which correspond respectively to
pseudo-monomolecular reaction and a bimolecular react
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For the fast sample the experimental dependences co
spond better to a bimolecular reaction~Fig. 2!. Such behav-
ior corresponds to the case in which the variation of th
Ci–Oi complex concentration is controlled by both reactant
despite the fact that the interstitial oxygen content in silico
substantially exceeds the interstitial carbon content whi
arises only as a result of irradiation of the diode. This alow
us to assume that the formation of this complex is augment
by a process involving the participation of interstitial carbo
atoms not recorded in the DLTS measurements. The sign
cant setup time for saturation of the Ci–Oi concentration and
its very large value for the fast sample are apparently linke
with the dominant influence of these atoms. At the sam
time, for the slow sample an increase in the concentration
Ci–Oi essentially ceases after the Ci defects have completely
disappeared, which does not allow us to uniquely identify th
formation of this complex as a bimolecular reaction~Fig. 3!.
This indicates the bounded nature of an additional~unre-
corded! source of interstitial carbon at temperatures close
room temperature in diodes of the given type in compariso
with the fast samples.

In order to investigate the reproducibility of the observe
effects, a few samples previously investigated in Ref. 7 we
subjected, after storage at room temperature for two years
annealing to eliminate radiation defects. The annealing w

FIG. 2. Growth of Ci–Oi defect concentration in the fast sample at room
temperature.

FIG. 3. Growth of Ci–Oi defect concentration in the slow sample at room
temperature.

191Verbitskaya et al.
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performed in two steps: at 300 °C for 30 min and
400 °C for 45 min, after which the samples were again ir
diated witha particles with a dose of 109 cm22. The fast,
intermediate, and slow samples responded differently to
anneal. Thus, in the fast sample upon complete annealin
the radiation defects, two new defects—E2 andH0 ~Fig. 1b,
curve 1!—were formed, and in the intermediate sample
stead of the defectH0 the defectH3 ~curve 2! was formed.
In both the intermediate and slow samples the defectE2 was
formed at an insignificant concentration level, which did n
vary during subsequent heat processing.

Let us examine the fast sample in greater detail since
initial material for it was silicon from Wacker Chemitronics
which is the most frequent source for fabrication of dete
tors. The DLTS spectrum in the minority-carrier-injectio
regime for the fast sample exposed to repeated irradiatio
shown in Fig. 1c. Note that the concentration of theE2 and
H0 centers which arose during annealing as a result of de
of the radiation defects increases as a result of the repe
irradiation.

The variation in the concentration of the deep cent
during the course of isothermal annealing at room tempe
ture after repeated irradiation of the fast sample is shown
Fig. 4. In addition to the above-mentioned growth of t
concentration of the Ci–Oi defects and theE1 defects in-
cluding the Ci–Cs complex ~the latter together with theA
center forms the DLTS peak!, there is also a nonmonotoni
variation of the concentration of theE2 andH0 centers dur-
ing the annealing of Ci and after its completion: their con
centration at first grows and then falls. Noting that restru
turing of the carbon centers proceeds at room temperat
we may assume that carbon enters into the composition
theE2 andH0 centers. Additionally, since the given cente
are more actively manifested in the fast samples, i.e.,
samples having significantly higher oxygen content, oxyg
probably also participates in their formation. Note that t
E2 andH0 centers are very stable. Figure 5 plots data
isochronous annealing of a fast sample after the appear
of these centers. The concentration of theE2 andH0 centers
remains virtually the same up to 300 °C. At the same

FIG. 4. Variation of the defect concentration at room temperature in the
sample after annealing and repeated irradiation.
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only concentration of note that takes place in them occurs
the presentce of the restructuring radiation defects, in p
ticular, of those associated with oxygen, which is observ
even at room temperature. The maximum growth of th
concentrations coincides with annealing of the Ci centers.

Figure 6 presents results of annealing of a slow sam
after repeated irradiation. At 70 °C no growth in the Ci–Oi

concentration is observed after annealing of the Ci defects.
However, raising the temperature to 250 °C causes an ab
growth of the concentration of theH2 centers. This suggest
that a ‘‘hidden’’ carbon source, which cannot be detected
the DLTS method, is present in the slow samples. In t
case, however, a significantly larger energy is required
free it so that it can participate in the formation of com
plexes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our results confirm the idea that the restructuring of
diation defects depends on the source material and the fa
cation technology of silicon diodes. The presence of a hig

st

FIG. 5. Isochronous annealing of the fast sample after formation ofE2 and
H0 defects.

FIG. 6. Annealing of carbon-containing defects in the slow sample a
repeated irradiation. Labeling of the abscissa corresponds to the sa
immediately after irradiation~1! and the stages that follow the annealing:2!
70 °C, 1 h, 3! 70 °C, 3 h, 4! 70 °C, 3 h, 5! 70 °C, 2 h, 6! 250 °C,
1 h, 7! 300 °C, 1 h.
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tion, even in detectors based onFZ-Si, promotes more active
complex-formation in comparison with samples with a
duced oxygen content. This alters the device parameters
mediately after exposure to radiation. In particular, an
tense growth of the Ci–Oi centers can affect the initial stag
of reverse annealing. The variation of the concentration
radiation defects at room temperature and the presenc
‘‘hidden’’ sources of the formation of deep centers, one
which is interstitial carbon, makes it difficult to establish
link between the device parameters and specific defects
to predict their characteristics after extended cyclical rad
tion exposure.
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Photosensitivity of InP/CdS heterostructures in linearly polarized light

b-
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State Institute of Moldova, Kishinev, Moldova
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Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 305–308~February 1997!

Measurements have been made of the photosensitivity of (p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS structures
formed by the growth of indium phosphide and cadmium sulfide films onp1-InP substrates with
~100! crystallographic orientation. These structures exhibit a photosensitivitySi.0.13A/W
in the spectral range from 1.3 to 2.4 eV atT5300 K. Polarizational photosensitivity was observed
for oblique incidence of linearly polarized light on the CdS surface of these structures. The
induced photopleochroism of these structures is governed by the angle of incidenceu. The
photopleochroism increases proportionally tou2 and its maximum value is found to be
;50% at u.75280°. The maximum azimuthal photosensitivity was found to be
;0.13A/W•deg. Structures consisting of CdS deposited on InP can be used as polarimetric
photodetectors. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02102-9#
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structures heretofore have been studied only for the purp
of creating high-efficiency solar cells. Complex physical a
technological studies of the system InP/CdS have mad
possible to create structures with high radiation hardness
a coefficient of useful action as high as 18%.1–3 In the
present paper we report the initial results of an experime
study of the photoelectric properties of InP/CdS structure
linearly polarized light, which have allowed us to draw co
clusions regarding their potential for application in polariz
tion photonics.

1. (p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS heterostructures were obtain
as follows. In the first step, epitaxial layers ofp2-InP in a
chloride system In-PCl3-H2 were grown on zinc-doped
indium-phosphide wafers@with p1 hole concentration equa
to (324)31018 cm23 at T5300 K, thickness;0.4 mm
with orientation ~100! and misorientation;425° in the
~110! direction#. The epitaxial layer was doped with zin
during the growth process up top2 hole concentrations o
101621017 cm23 with Hall mobility mp.902120
cm2/~V•s). This working regime allowed us to obtain ele
trically homogeneous layers with thicknesses in the ra
224 mm. In the second step, we deposited layers of C
onto the surface of the epitaxial layer ofp2-InP in a hydro-
gen flow-through system without any additional process
of the epitaxial layer. The temperature in the region of
CdS sourceTs was usually about 840 °C, and the tempe
ture in the deposition zoneT0 was roughly 7002750 °C. As
the measurements show, the free electron concentratio
then1-CdS layers deposited on thep2-InP surface depend
strongly onT0. The electron concentration in then1-CdS
layers obtained at T057002730 °C was equal to
n.(325)31019 cm23 at T5300 K. The indicated level of
doping of the CdS layers can be explained by indium dif
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strate. No effect of the doping level of the indium-phosphi
substrate on the electron concentration in then1-CdS layers
was detected.

After formation of the n1-CdS layers, the (p1–
p2)-InP/n1-CdS structures were fitted with chemical co
tacts. A layer of Ag1 5% Zn, roughly 0.1 mm in thickness
was deposited on the free surface of thep1-InP substrate by
thermal sputtering, and a contact grid with compositio
In 15% Te was deposited through a mask on the free sur
of the n1-CdS layer. After deposition of the contacts, th
structure was subjected to heat processing at;250 °C for
5210 min. The so-obtained structures were mounted o
standard crystal-holder.

The spectral dependence of the photoelectric proper
of the structures was measured with the help of an SPM
monochromator with a quartz prism. Light having the nec
sary orientation of the electric vectorE was separated from
natural light by means of polarization filters with;100%
polarization in the investigated spectral range. To vary
angle of incidenceu of the linearly polarized light, we
mounted the structures on a Fedorov table. The spectral r
lution of the setup was no worse than 1 meV, and the an
of incidence was controlled with an accuracy of61°.

2. As measurements of the stationary current–volta
characteristics show, a distinct rectification~Fig. 1, inset! is
observed in the obtained heterostructures. The di
current–voltage characteristic in the voltage ran
U.0.7 V obeys the relation

I5
U2U0

R
,

where the cutoff voltage isU0.0.720.8 V, and the resis-
tance isR'10220V at T5300 K. The saturation curren

1940194-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for reverse biases up to 2 V in all the structures stands
at 1027A, and a sudden breakdown is observed at volta
.3 V. A typical spectral dependence of the relative quant
efficiency, calculated as the ratio of the short-circuit pho
current to the number of incident photons, is shown in Fig
for the heterostructures in natural~unpolarized! light. It can
be seen that a high photosensitivity (h) is realized over a
wide spectral range between the widths of the band gap
the investigated materials. The long-wavelength edge of
photosensitivity spectrum corresponds to interband photo
tive absorption in InP. It is described by an exponential a
is characterized by a slopeS.802100 eV21, which is typi-
cal of direct interband transitions. The short-wavelen
limit of the photosensitivity is caused by the appearance
interband absorption in the wideband layer when the pho
generation region is localized at its surface at distances f
the active region of the heterostructure which exceed
diffusion drift length of the photoelectrons in then1-CdS
layer. It should be stressed that the photoelectric parame
of the (p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS heterostructures proved to b
reproducible when the fabrication process parameters w
held constant. The maximum current photosensitivitySi of
these structures reaches a value of approximately 0.13A/W
T5300 K. It was possible to attain such a high photosen
tivity as a result of epitaxial growth of thep2-InP layer. In
the absence of this layer, also when usingp-InP wafers with
~111! orientation, the current photosensitivitySi falls by at
least an order of magnitude.

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the quantum efficiency of photoconve
of the (p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS heterostructure at room temperature. Sam
18-3. The arrows indicate the width of the InP and CdS band gaps. In
steady-state current–voltage characteristic.
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3. In the case where the heterostructures were illum
nated by linearly polarized light normal to the CdS surfac
the short-circuit photocurrent turned out to be independen
the orientation of the polarization plane of the incident ligh
This allows us to conclude that photoactive absorption in t
region of the interband optical transitions in InP and CdS
isotropic. For indium phosphide, which has a cubic sphal
ite lattice, this is an obvious result, whereas for the anis
tropic semiconductor CdS, this result may be caused by
ther the polycrystalline structure of the layer or by th
coincidence of the surface normal to the CdS symmetry a
i.e., the @0001# direction. For deviations of the incidenc
angle from zero~uÞ0°! the polarization indicatrices of the
short-circuit photocurrent (i ) for all the heterostructures re
vealed a periodic dependence on the azimuthal anglew be-
tween the electric field vector of the waveE and the plane of
incidence ~IP!. These dependences obey the relati
i w5 i pcos2w1issin2w, where i p and i s are, respectively, the
photocurrent forE i IP andE'IP. The form of the polariza-
tion indicatrices was identical over the entire range of ph
tosensitivities of the structures, and the ratioi p/ i s grew
monotonically withu at fixed photon energy.

Figures 2a and 2b show typicali p(u) and i s(u) curves
for the heterostructures at two different wavelengths from t
fundamental absorption region of InP and CdS. These cur
were identical in nature for all the heterostructures and o
shared peculiarity is that immediately as the angle of in
dence departs fromu50° both photocurrentsi p and i s begin
to fall. Consequently, in these structures we were not able
observe an increase ini p. We observed growth ofi p previ-
ously in the case of structures in which the receiver surfa
was of high optical quality; thus, in agreement with th
Fresnel relations the photocurrent forE i IP reached its maxi-
mum in the vicinity of the pseudo-Brewster angle.4 As the
optical quality of the receiver surface deteriorated, growth

on
e
et:

FIG. 2. Short-circuited photocurrent forE i PI ~plane of incidence! ~1! and
E'PI ~2! and induced photopleochroism, plotted versus the angle of in
dence of the illuminating light on the surface of the (p1–p2)-InP/
n1-CdS structure atT5300 °K. Sample 18-2. Wavelength,mm: a—0.92,
b—0.50.
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i p in such structures with increase ofu disappeared.5,6 There-
fore, the features revealed in thei p(u) curves for the hetero
structures can be immediately linked with the poor opti
quality of the light-reflecting surfaces of the structures. It c
be assumed that further technological efforts might afford
improvement in the quality of the layers, after which t
experimental values ofi p(u) would correspond to the
Fresnel relations. In this regard, measurement of the po
ization indicatrices of the photocurrent of such heterostr
tures could be used as express nondestructive diagnosti
the optical quality of the layers.

It also follows from Figs. 2a and 2b that the photople
chroism associated with oblique incidence of linearly pol
ized light,7 Pi5( i p2 i s)/( i p1 i s), is found to be in agree
ment over the entire photosensitivity range with a theoret
analysis of the phenomenon8 and obeys the lawPi;u2. It is
clear from the obtainedPi(u) curves~curve3 in Figs. 2a and
2b! that photopleochroism arises only atuÞ0° and grows
smoothly as the angle of incidence is increased, reachin
maximum valuePi

m.50% nearu.80°. The experimenta
curves ofPi(u), according to the theoretical analysis in Re
8, yield the valuen.2.5 for the refractive index, which cor
responds to the known value for CdS.9 Therefore, there are
grounds to assume that the main contribution toPi comes
from processes connected with the passage of linearly po
ized light through the CdS surface.

4. Typical spectral curves of the relative quantum e
ciency of the photopleochroism for oblique incidence of l
early polarized light onto the doped surface of one of
heterostructures are shown in Fig. 3. These curves are sim

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the relative quantum efficiency of
(p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS heterostructure in linearly polarized light atT5300
K. Sample 18-3;u575°; 1! E i PI, 2! E'PI. The arrows indicate the width
of the InP and CdS band gaps.
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to those obtained when illuminating the structures with u
polarized light, and varying the polarization of the incide
light from E i IP to E' IP is accompanied by a downwar
shift of the photocurrent. This shift increases as the angle
incidence is increased; the relationi p. i s is preserved over
the entire photosensitivity range of the structures.

The coefficient of induced photopleochroism in th
maximum photosensitivity region of the heterostructures
mains nearly constant~Fig. 4! relative to the light intensity,
and its magnitude can be easily controlled by choosing
appropriate angle of incidence. The falloff of the photople
chroism in the short-wavelength spectral region agrees w
the onset of interband absorption in the wideband layer. T
maximum azimuthal photosensitivity of InP/CdS heter
structures, which is realized in the vicinity ofw545° ~Ref.
7!, reaches the valueF i

m.0.13A/W•deg atT5300 K, which
is at the record level of this parameter for semiconduc
polarimetric structures.4 The wideband nature of the quan
tum efficiency of photoconversion~Fig. 1! and of the pho-
topleochroism~Fig. 4! suggest that InP/CdS heterostructur
developed for solar cells can also be used as wide-ra
~1.322.4 eV!, high-sensitivity photo-analyzers of linear po
larized radiation. It should also be mentioned that an i
provement in the optical quality of the exterior surface of t
CdS layers would make it possible to increase the quan
efficiency of photoconversion near the pseudo-Brews
angle and, consequently, raise the level of azimuthal ph
sensitivity attained by us by approximately 30%.
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FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the coefficient of induced photopleochro
of the (p1–p2)-InP/n1-CdS heterostructure for oblique incidence of lin
early polarized light,u575°.
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Photoelectric properties of porous and single-crystal silicon heterocontacts

ro-
V. Yu. Rud’

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
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A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 15, 1996; accepted for publication April 24, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 309–312~February 1997!

The polarization photosensitivity of a heterocontact of porous and single-crystal silicon is
experimentally investigated. A maximum in the photosensitivity is observed at;1 mA/W at
energies in the range 1.2–2.3 eV, when linearly polarized light is obliquely incident on
the surface of the porous-silicon layer. The photopleochroism of these heterostructures depends
on the angle of incidenceu, varies roughly as;u2, and reaches the maximum value of
;32% atu.80°. Oscillations due to interference of natural and linearly polarized light in the
porous-silicon layers are observed in the photocurrent and the photopleochroism of these
structures. Heterostructures consisting of a layer of porous silicon on a silicon single crystal can
find application as photoconverters of natural and linearly polarized light. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02202-3#

Lowering the dimensionality in semiconductors is an ef-The photosensitivity is usually greater when these hete
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fective means by which to control their fundamen
parameters.1,2 In recent years, there has been growing int
est in visible radiation from porous silicon.1–5 In the present
paper we report the results of an experimental study of
polarizational aspects of the photosensitivity of the hete
contact between a silicon single crystal and the poro
silicon layer formed on it during anodic etching.

1. A typical stationary current–voltage characteristic o
heterostructure consisting of a porous-silicon layer form
on a ~100!-cut p-Si ~KDB-2! wafer is shown in Fig. 1. To
obtain such heterostructures, we used the well-kno
method of subjectingp-Si wafers to anodic etching.1,2 The
thickness of the porous-silicon layers was controlled by
etching time and the magnitude of the anode current
varied from a few micrometers to tens of micrometers. T
transparency direction in such structures corresponds
negative polarity of the external bias on the porous-silic
layer. At large forward biases (U.Uc) the currentI depends
linearly on the voltage and obeys the relation

I5~U2Uc!/R,

whereR is the residual resistance. For heterostructures w
thickness of the porous-silicon layer in the range 5210 mm,
R usually equals 2210 MV, and the cutoff voltage in this
caseUc51.521.6 V atT5300 K. In the case of reverse bia
up to 25 V the current saturates at the level 2–631028 A at
T5300 K. A sudden breakdown takes place when the
verse bias reaches 30235 V. As the thickness of the porous
silicon layers is decreased, the residual resistance is redu

2. Illumination of a heterostructure gives rise to the ph
tovoltaic effect, which is due to a separation of ligh
generating charge carriers in the electric field localized at
boundary of the porous and crystalline silicon layers. Ir
spective of where the light probe~diameter 1 mm! is placed
on the surface of the heterostructure, the porous-silicon la
is always negatively charged relative to thep-Si substrate.
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structures are illuminated from the porous-silicon side a
reaches a value in the rangeSi50.521.0 mA/W ~the current
sensitivity! or Su520250 V/W ~the voltage sensitivity! at
T5300 K.

A typical spectral dependence of the relative quant
efficiency of photoconversionh for the obtained heterostruc
tures, defined as the ratio of the short-circuit photocurren
the number of incident photons, is shown in Fig. 1. Wh
such structures are illuminated in the direction of the norm
to the surface from the side of the porous-silicon layer,
window effect, typical for such heterostructures, is observ
Here the long-wavelength photosensitivity limit obeys an e
ponential law~Fig. 1, curve2! and is localized in the region
of photon energies corresponding to edge absorption i
silicon single crystal. If the heterostructures are illuminat
from the silicon-crystal side for substrate thicknesses of
mm and photon energies greater than 1.15 eV, the phot
sponse falls nearly to zero, due to localization of the pho
excitation region at a distance exceeding the diffusion d
length of the photoelectrons. If the structures are illumina
by unpolarized light from the side of the porous-silicon lay
~Fig. 1!, then a wideband effect takes place, and for la
thicknessesd in the neighborhood of 10mm the photosensi-
tivity begins to fall abruptly in the region of photon energi
\v>2 eV. The latter apparently is due to increased abso
tion in the porous-silicon layers as a result of switching
the interband transitions. In the energy range between
widths of the band gaps of crystalline and porous silicon
series of nearly equidistant peaks shows up in the photo
sitivity spectra of all the obtained structures with porou
silicon layers with specular face planes. In the given exam
~Fig. 1! for illumination by unpolarized light the number o
peaks reaches 20. The distance between the peaks is;90
meV on average. This allows us to estimate the thicknes
the nascent layers from the known value of the refract
index for porous silicon:6 we obtaind.425 mm. This esti-
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mate of the layer thickness from the spectral distribution
the photosensitivity of the heterostructures is found to be
good agreement with the results of direct microscopic me
surements. In general, the very fact that structure has be
detected in the photosensitivity spectra of the heterostru
tures, where this structure is the result of interference of t
incident radiation in the wideband material, allows us to co
clude that the homogeneity of the obtained porous-silico
layers is high enough.

It should be noted that already in heterostructures wi
porous-silicon layer thicknesses;1 mm the short-
wavelength falloff in the spectral curves ofh(\v) is essen-
tially absent up to 3 eV.

3. When the heterostructures were illuminated with lin
early polarized light normal to the porous-silicon surface, th
quantum efficiency over the entire photosensitivity rang
turned out to be independent of the orientation of the elect
vector of the light waveE relative to the principal crystallo-
graphic axes of the silicon substrate, i.e., photoactive abso
tion in both components of the heterostructure is isotrop
Consequently, natural photopleochroism in such heterostr
tures is absent (PN50).6 As the angle of incidenceu be-
comes nonzero, the short-circuit photocurrent for the case
whichE lies in the plane of incidence~IP!, i p, over the entire
photosensitivity range begins to predominate over the pho
current for the case in whichE is perpendicular to the plane
of incidence,i s, and, correspondingly, forE'IP. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, the dependence ofi p and i s on the inci-
dence angle for the heterostructures turns out to be differ
than expected from the Fresnel relations. Indeed, the cur

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the quantum efficiency of the pho
response of a heterostructure based on porous silicon and crystalline silic
Sample 20 A,d55 mm, T5300 K, unpolarized radiation, angle of inci-
denceu50°, spectral resolution no worse than 1 meV, illumination from
the porous-silicon side. Inset: steady-state current–voltage characteristic
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obtained fori p(u) and i s(u) are nonmonotonic and have a
least three peculiarities in the form of their peaks and be
~Fig. 2, curves1 and2!. Such curves were typical of hetero
structures with a specular receiver surface. In the inve
gated range of anglesu the polarization dependence of th
photocurrent when varying the azimuthal anglew between
E and the plane of incidence is periodic, with the maximu
photocurrent corresponding toE i IP and the minimum, to
E i IP. The induced photopleochroism coefficie
Pi5( i p2 i s)/( i p1 i s) was calculated on the basis of pola
ization measurements of the photocurrent atu5const and
\v5const.

A typical angular dependence of induced photopleoch
ism for the examined heterostructures is shown in Fig
~curve3!. Its main distinguishing feature is that with growt
of the angle of incidence, the induced photopleochroismPi

grows according to a nearly quadratic law, which agrees w
the analysis presented in Ref. 8. However, in contrast to w
one might expect from Ref. 8, at certain values of the an
of incidence the experimental curvesPi(u) undergo oscilla-
tions. Such a feature has not been previously observed~see
Refs. 7–9! and may be connected with interference of li
early polarized light in the wideband layer. As can be se
from Fig. 2, the induced photopleochroism atu570° reaches
a value of 20225% for different heterostructures, whic
based on the theoretical analysis in Ref. 8 yields the va
n.1.7 for the refractive index for layers formed by anod

o-
on.

.

FIG. 2. i p ~1!, i s ~2! and the induced photopleochroism~3! plotted versus
the angle of incidence of the linearly polarized light incident on the poro
silicon surface. Sample 20 A,T5300 K.
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etching. This value differs from known values ofn for crys-
talline silicon, which serves to explain the polarization
photosensitivity for oblique incidence of linearly polarize
light of heterostructures with phenomena at the air-por
silicon surface boundary.

Figure 3 plots typical spectral curves of the photoc
rentsi p and i s for the obtained structures. It can be seen t
over the entire spectral range the photosensitivityi p. i s and,
as in the case of unpolarized radiation~Fig. 1, curve2! a
distinct system of equidistant peaks shows up in the ph
current spectra in the region of maximum photosensitiv
for both polarizations. The number of peaks in the be
structures withd55 mm reaches 13–14. It is characterist
that the depth of modulation of the photocurrent is higher
i s. It is also important to mention that the energy positions
the maxima ofi p correspond to minima ofi s andvice versa.

This latter feature has the result that in contrast to
known properties of induced photopleochroism in structu
where interference is not observed and for which the valu
Pi is nearly constant over the entire photosensitiv
range,9,10 in heterostructures of porous and crystalline silic
Pi begins to vary strongly as a function of the photon ene
~Fig. 4!. It follows from Fig. 4 that as the angle of incidenc
u is decreased, oscillations in the spectral dependenc
Pi are preserved, but the mean value of the induced p

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the photocurrentsi p andi s in p-polarization
~hp! ~1! and in s-polarization ~hs! ~2! of a heterocontact of porous an
crystalline silicon. Sample 20 A,T5300 K, u575°.
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topleochroism falls according to the lawPi;u2 ~Fig. 2,
curve3!.

The results presented here thus show that heteros
tures based on porous and crystalline silicon can find ap
cation as wideband photovoltaic converters of natural a
linearly polarized light. The observed interference of light
anodized layers of silicon indicates that they have a h
level of homogeneity and that polarizational photoelect
spectroscopy can be used for express diagnostics of
layers.

The authors are grateful to A. A. Lebedev for providin
heterostructures and for his interest in this work.
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FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the induced photopleochroism of a he
contact of porous and crystalline silicon. Sample 20 A,T5300 K, u575°
~1!, 45° ~2!; illumination from the porous-silicon side.
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Photoluminescence of anodized layers of CdSiAs 2
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CdSiAs2 belongs to the II–IV–V2 group of chalcopyrite semiconductors with a direct band gap
of 1.51 eV atT5300 K. In this paper we investigate the spectral dependence of the steady-
state photoluminescence of CdSiAs2 anodized layers. These layers were fabricated by
electrochemical anodization of unorientedp-type CdSiAs2 wafers in an solution of HF in ethanol.
It is found that a broad photoluminescence band with a maximum at the photon energy
\v51.82 eV at 300 K arises. This band lies deep in the fundamental absorption region of
CdSiAs2 crystals. The dependence of the parameters of the photoluminescence spectra of anodized
Si, GaAs, and CdSiAs2 layers is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!02302-8#

The direct-band-gap semiconductor CdSiAs2 ~band gap sities from 20 to 120 mA/cm2 for 40–120 min at room tem-
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Eg.1.51 eV at 300 K; Refs. 1–3! is the closest ternary ana
log of gallium arsenide and is of interest as a material
polarization optoelectronics, solar cells, and polarized e
tron emitters.4 In recent years the possibility has opened
of transforming the electron spectrum of semiconductors
result of anodic etching.5 In particular, efficient photolumi-
nescence of porous silicon has been obtained in the vis
spectral range. On this level, the behavior of binary and
nary analogs of elementary semiconductors resulting fr
anodic etching is of unquestionable interest. Recently it w
found that, as in the case of silicon, anodic etching of g
lium arsenide is accompanied by a flareup of strong lumin
cence of the anodized surface in the visible region of
spectrum.1) In this paper we present the results of a prelim
nary study of the effect of anodic etching on the photolum
nescence of CdSiAs2 crystals. By analogy it could be ex
pected that ternary semiconductors II–IV–V2 ~Ref. 4!,
which are electron analogs of elementary semiconduc
~Ge, Si! and III–V compounds, should ‘‘react’’ to the elec
trochemical processing of their surface similar to silico5

Admittedly, the complication of the number and type
chemical bonds and, as a consequence, complications o
atomic composition of the semiconductors in the ser
IV→III–V to II–IV–V 2 give rise to a host of peculiaritie
which would be difficult to guess in advance and whi
could be observed only in experimental studies. Such pe
larities will be discussed below.

1. Experiments on anodic etching were carried out
electrically homogeneous wafers ofp-type CdSiAs2 with av-
erage dimensions 53531 mm3 and arbitrary crystallo-
graphic orientation. Single crystals ofp-type CdSiAs2 were
grown by steady-state directed crystallization from no
stoichiometric melts.1 The free hole concentration in spe
cially pure ~dopant-free! samples was 1016 cm23, and the
Hall mobility of the holes was 200 cm2/~V•s) at 300 K. As
the anodic etchant we used 2HF1 3C2H5OH 1 0.1HNO3
~by volume!. Etching was usually performed at current de
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perature. As a result, a blackened region copying the sha
of the electrical contact of the wafer with the solvent ap
peared on the specularly polished surface of thep-type Cd-
SiAs2 wafers. The surface of this region was diffusely sca
tered and resembled in its outward appearance the layer
porous silicon appearing on a silicon surface. After comple
tion of this process, the CdSiAs2 samples were carefully
washed in deionized water and dried. The newly formed a
odic layers preserved their good adhesion to thep-type Cd-
SiAs2 substrate even after drying.

2. Steady-state photoluminescence was excited by eith
an argon or helium–cadmium laser and recorded by a
MDR-3 monochromator with a 600 lines/mm grating and a
FZU-62 photomultiplier. The photoluminescence was ana
lyzed from the side on which the exciting light fell. All mea-

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the photoluminescence intensityI of anod-
ized layers of CdSiAs2 ~1!, GaAs~2!, and Si~3! at T5300 K.
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TABLE I.
surements were performed at room temperature.
Figure 1 shows typical photoluminescence spectra of

anodized layer on thep-type CdSiAs2 substrate~curve 1!.
For the originalp-type CdSiAs2 single crystals recombina
tion radiation has been observed so far only in the spec
region \v&Eg and not one publication on this compoun
has so far reported the appearance of photoluminescen
energies above 1.5 eV.1–3,6 For the anodized layers forme
on p-type CdSiAs2 substrates the photoluminescence, as
be seen from the figure, has the form of a wide and sy
metrical enough band with absolute maximum
\vm.1.82 eV atT5300 K. The spectral shape of the ph
toluminescence is nearly the same for excitation by ar
and helium–cadmium laser radiation, and varying the pu
intensity showed that the intensity of the short-wavelen
radiation is proportional to the intensity of the exciting ligh
Figure 1 also shows the spectral curves of the photolumin
cence of anodized layers obtained under similar conditi
on GaAs ~curve 2! and Si ~curve 3!. Common to all the
anodized layers of these analogs is the appearance of w
band photoluminescence in the visible spectral range, w
the energy position of the maxima of these bands\vm

greater in each case than the width of the band gap of

Properties of anodized layers

Semiconductor Eg , eV \vm , eV d1/2 , meV \vm2Eg , eV

Si 1.1 1.72 380 0.6
GaAs 1.43 2.04 680 0.6
CdSiAs2 1.51 1.82 630 0.3
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maxima, defined as the difference\vm2Eg , for these semi-
conductors lies within the limits 0.320.5 eV, where the
value of\vm was found to be sensitive to the conditions
anodic etching. The magnitude of the short-wavelength s
\vm2Eg is therefore probably only a qualitative characte
istic of the reconstruction of the near-surface region of
semiconductor. The photoluminescence bands in the c
parison analogs appearing in the visible spectral range
characterized, as follows from Fig. 1 and Table I, by a lar
full width at half-maximum~FWHM! d1/2, which may serve
as an indication of their nonelementary nature.

In conclusion, we note that the fact of the formation
anodized wideband layers on diamond-like semiconduc
can be of interest in the creation of various types of op
electronic devices based on them.

This work was carried out within the scope of the pr
gram ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures.’’1)

1!This result will be considered in detail in a special publication.

1V. D. Prochukhan and Yu. V. Rud’, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.12, 209
~1978! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.12, 121 ~1978!#.

2I. A. Mal’tseva, V. D. Prochukhan, Yu. V. Rud’, and M. Serginov, Fi
Tekh. Poluprovodn.10, 1222 ~1976! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.10, 727
~1976!#.

3Yu. V. Rud’, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.17, 2208~1983! @Sov. Phys. Semi-
cond.17, 1413~1983!#.

4F. P. Kesamanli and Yu. V. Rud’, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.27, 1761
~1993! @Semiconductors27, 969 ~1993!#.

5L. T. Canham, Appl. Phys. Lett.57, 1046~1990!.
6J. L. Shay and J. H. Wernick,Ternary Chalcopyrite Semiconductors~Per-
gamon Press, Oxford, 1975!.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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Photoluminescence of anodized silicon carbide

the
V. F. Agekyan and Yu. A. Stepanov

St. Petersburg State University, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia

A. A. Lebedev, A. A. Lebedev, and Yu. V. Rud’

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 15, 1996; accepted for publication May 22, 1996!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 315–317~February 1997!

The luminescence of single-crystalline 6H-SiC plates after electrochemical etching has been
investigated. The photoluminescence spectrum was found to change strongly after etching; the
decay times of separate bands were determined. Just as in the case of silicon, the change in
the photoluminescence could be due to the formation of nanostructures. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!02502-7#

The optical properties of an anodized surface of SiC areelectrochemically etched. For anodic etching, we used
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of interest for several reasons. It was found several ye
ago1 that temperature-stable luminescence consisting of w
bands in the visible region of the spectrum appears as a r
of electrochemical etching of crystalline silicon. Many a
thors interpreted this luminescence as a spectroscopic m
festation of silicon nanostructures which form together w
the porous silicon.1–4 It has been suggested that the lumine
cence of wide-gap compounds which are formed dur
etching ~silicon dioxide, amorphous silicon, siloxens, etc!
could contribute to the spectrum.5,6 This problem is evidently
common to an entire series of semiconductors, and enlar
the range of objects could help solve it. The radiative pr
erties of an anodized silicon carbide surface7,8 are of interest
in themselves since SiC is employed as an electrolumin
cent material.

Silicon carbide is an indirect wide-gap semiconduc
with a gap width exceeding 3 eV.9 The edge luminescence o
SiC is due to impurity states, specifically, relaxed bound
citons. In the present we paper report the results of an
perimental study of the radiation from an anodized SiC s
face ~which we shall simply call porous silicon carbide!
under excitation by a short-wavelength laser pulse. To p
pare such a surface, single-crystalline silicon carbide~6H
polytype! plates, grown by Lely’s method,10 with electron
density (123)31018 cm23 and ~0001! orientation, were

FIG. 1. Luminescence spectra of unetched 6H-SiC recorded in a time-
resolved regime witht50 ~1! and in a quasicontinuous regime~2!; T580
K.
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mixture HF1C2H5OH1HNO3 in volume ratios 2:3:0.1.
Etching was conducted at room temperature for 40–120
with current densities 20–120 mA/cm2.

The photoluminescence of porous SiC was excited w
a pulsed nitrogen laser (hn53.68 eV) with a 2-ns pulses an
a pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz. The spectra w
recorded at 80 and 300 K by two methods — in a strob
scopic regime~time-resolved luminescence! with a time con-
stant of about 5ms and in a quasicontinuous regime. In th
latter case, a recording method ordinarily employed w
continuous excitation was used.

In the unetched region of the single-crystalline SiC pla
we observed at 80 K, a luminescence, which was recorde
the quasicontinuous regime with a maximum near 2.7
and a structure ordinarily attributed to radiative recombin
tion at deep aluminum acceptor levels.11 In the stroboscopic
regime with a delayt50, the wider recorded spectrum
shifted into the short-wavelength region~Fig. 1!.

Porous SiC is distinguished by a diversity of emissi
spectra, which is perceived visually by color ranging fro
blue to orange but usually nearly white, indicating a wi
spectral region of luminescence. The peripheral part of
etch region~the boundary of the etched and unetched

FIG. 2. Three types of luminescence spectra of porous silicon carbide~qua-
sicontinuous recording regime!; T580 K.

2020202-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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gions! luminesces most strongly. As one can see from Fig
at least three bands with maxima near 2.2, 2.6, and 2.8
can be distinguished. The position of the maxima of th
bands correlates well with the position of the known imp
rity emission bands of SiC: radiative transitio
^conduction band& — ^deep boron acceptor level~2.2 eV!&;12

donor–acceptor recombination on aluminum impurities
^nitrogen~2.6eV!&;13 radiative transition^conduction band&
— ^aluminum acceptor level~2.8eV!&.14 The association of
the intensities of these three bands can differ substant
even within the etch region of the same sample~we note that
spectrum 1 in Fig. 2 is atypical!. All this indicates that the
technology of electrochemical etching of SiC must be i
proved.

As t increases, the shape of the luminescence b
changes substantially and the maximum of the band sh
into the long-wavelength region~Fig. 3!. This behavior cor-
responds to the previous results obtained from investigat
of the decay time constantstn of impurity luminescence
bands in single-crystalline SiC:tn for luminescence assoc
ated with impurity boron atoms is much greater thantn for
luminescence associated with impurity aluminum atoms.15,16

The spectrum with a temporal delayt of about 30ms is
closest to the spectrum recorded in the continuous regim

In contrast to the situation with ordinary and porous s
con, the spectral range of radiation from unetched silic
carbide is identical to that of porous silicon carbide. It
therefore difficult now to draw any convincing conclusio
about the fundamental difference of the emission mec
nisms in silicon carbide before and after anodization. T
main differences in the spectra consist of the following.

1. The spectrum from porous SiC is more temperatu
stable. As a result of heating from 80 to 300 K, the intens
of the luminescence decreases by more than an order of m

FIG. 3. Luminescence spectra of porous SiC atT580 K with time delays
t (ms!: 1— 0, 2— 8, and3— 30 ~spectra 2 and 3 are intensified by facto
of 5 and 50, respectively!. Dashed line — luminescence spectrum obtain
from the same point of the sample in the quasicontinuous regime.
203 Semiconductors 31 (2), February 1997
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2. Etching intensifies luminescence in the red region

the spectrum and increases the short-wavelength shift of
blue limit of the luminescence.

Finally, our results do not rule out the formation of S
and SiC-based nanostructures, which contribute to the
and blue regions of the luminescence spectrum of por
silicon carbide during electrochemical etching~anodization!
of SiC. However, the formation of compounds~oxides and
siloxens!, similar to the compounds to which the shor
wavelength radiation of porous Si is attributed, cannot
ruled out. We note, however, that in the case of porous s
con carbide, the increase in the intensity of luminesce
bands characteristic of single-crystalline SiC, just as
similarity of the properties of these bands in SiC and poro
SiC, most likely indicates the formation of nanostructur
rather than any new chemical compounds.

In contrast to porous Si, the radiation from porous S
does not degrade appreciably as a result of intense, con
ous laser excitation. The temperature stability of porous s
con carbide makes this material promising from the sta
point of practical applications of the electroluminescen
effect.

This work was performed as part of the State progr
‘‘Physics of solid-state nanostructures’’ and was partia
supported by the University of Arizona~USA!.
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The OOFA of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Scientific Council of the Russian Academy of Sciences
the problem ‘‘Semiconductor physics,’’ the P. N. Lebed
Institute of Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of the Russ
Academy of Sciences, and the Department of Physics
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University.

2. LOCATION AND DATE

The third Russian conference on semiconductor phy
will be held at the P. N. Lebedev Institute of Physics
Moscow from December 1 to December 5, 1997.

The conference chairman is L. V. Keldysh~Institute of
Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow!

3. PROGRAM COMMITTEE

V. V. Timofeev ~Chairman! — Institute of Solid-State
Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ch
nogolovka

I. P. Akimchenko~Secretary! — Scientific Council on
the problem ‘‘Semiconductor physics’’

Zh. I. Alferov — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute
St. Petersburg

A. A. Gippius — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

A. A. Gorbatsevich — Moscow Institute of Electronic
Machine Building, Zelenograd

A. G. Zabrodski� — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Insti-
tute, St. Petersburg

V. P. Zakharchenya — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical I
stitute, St. Petersburg

M. S. Kagan — Institute of Radio Engineering and Ele
tronics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

L. V. Keldysh — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Yu. V. Kapaev — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

V. D. Kulakovski� — Institute of Solid-State Physics o
the Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka

M. G. Mil’vidski � — State Scientific Research and D
sign Institute of the Rare Metals Industry, Moscow

V. I. Perel’ — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, S
Petersburg

V. M. Pudalov — Institute of High Pressure Physics
the Russian Academy of Sciences, Troitsk

R. A. Suris — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, S
Petersburg

A. V. Shashkin — Institute of Metal Physics of the Ru
sian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
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A. V. Chaplik — Institute of Semiconductor Physics o
the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
Novosibirsk

4. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE

Yu. V. Kopaev — Chairman, Institute of Physics of th
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

N. N. Sibel’din — Vice Chairman, Institute of Physic
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

I. V. Kucherenko — Secretary, Institute of Physics
the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Yu. A. Aleshchenko — Institute of Physics of the Ru
sian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

V. A. Volkov — Institute of Radio Engineering and
Electronics of the Russian Academy of Sciences

G. I. Galkina — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

A. A. Gippius — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

S. P. Grishechkina — Institute of Physics of the Russ
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

A. G. Zabrodski� — A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Insti-
tute, St. Petersburg

I. I. Zasavitski� — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Z. F. Krasil’nik — Institute of Metal Physics, Nizhni�
Novgorod

V. A. Kurbatov — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

Yu. A. Mityagin — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

V. N. Murzin — Institute of Physics of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow

S. T. Pavlov — Institute of Physics of the Russian Aca
emy of Sciences, Moscow

D. R. Khokhlov — Moscow State University, Moscow

5. PROGRAM

The conference program includes current topics in se
conductor physics. The topics are grouped into three b
sections.

1. Electronic properties of semiconductors~electronic
transport, optical properties, nonlinear optical effects,
charge carriers, tunneling phenomena, fast electronic
cesses, mesoscopics!.

2. Low-dimension semiconductor structures and na
structures~superlattices and quantum wells, quantum wir
and dots, interfaces! and their properties.
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6. ABSTRACTS

The report abstracts~original and six copies! must be
submitted no later than June 3, 1997 to the Scientific Cou
of the Russian Academy of Sciences on the problem ‘‘Se
conductor physics’’ at the following address:

117333 Moscow, Leninski� Prospekt, 53, I. P. Akim-
chenko.

Improperly formatted abstracts will not be considered

7. FORMAT OF ABSTRACTS

Camera ready abstracts must follow the following fo
mat:

THE TITLE OF THE REPORT IS PRINTED
IN UPPERCASE LETTERS

AND CENTERED ON EACH LINE
~blank line!

I. I. Ivanov, P. P. Petrov* , S. S. Sidorov
~blank line!

Organization, City
*Organization, City

~blank line!

The text of the abstract should be placed on a single
page with a spacing of 1.5 lines within a 2403152 mm
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left and at the top.
Just as the title, the authors’ names and organizati

should be centered on each line. Abstracts should be pri
with a good quality black ribbon or a high-quality printe
Formulas should be composed on a computer or written
by hand using India ink, black ink, or black printer’s pas
and arranged symmetrically on a line and separated from
text by blank lines at the top and bottom.

The list of references is separated from the text by
blank line. The word ‘‘References’’ should be omitted.

1. Citations to the literature are designated in the text
numbers in brackets@1#, @2#, etc.

2. Ivanov I. I. Pis’ma Zh. E´ksp. Teor. Fiz.58, 108
~1993!.

The number of the corresponding section of the progr
~1–3! should be inserted in pencil in the upper right-ha
corner of each copy.

8. SECOND NOTICE AND INVITATION

The second notice and invitation to conference part
pants will be sent out at the end of September 1997. T
organizing committee requests authors of accepted pa
also to submit abstracts in electronic form~ASCII, TeX or
LaTeX codes!. They should be sent by e-mail to the secr
tary of the organizing committee: kucheren@sci.lpi.msk.s
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Photovoltaic effect in a p -type CuInSe 2/green leaf heterojunction

he
V. Yu. Rud’,* Yu. V. Rud’, and V. Kh. Shpunt

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted October 16, 1995; accepted for publication October 19, 1995!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 193–196~February 1997!

Photosensitivep-type CuInSe2/green leaf heterojunctions are fabricated. The photocurrent
polarization indicatrix, as well as the spectral dependences of the quantum efficiencies for
photoconversion and of the natural photopleochroism of the heterojunctions, are measured.
The polarization dependence of the photosensitivity suggests that the upper valence band in
CuInSe2 is of typeG7. A window effect is observed in the sensitivity ratio and these
heterojunctions may find applications as photoconverters for the intensity and polarization of
light. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00102-6#

The ternary compound CuInSe2 crystallizes in a chal- p-CuInSe2/L contact over the area of the green leaf. As t
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copyrite structure and, in terms of its fundamental para
eters, currently has the status of an elite material for crea
highly efficient and cheap thin film devices for the conve
sion of solar into electrical energy.1,2 It has already been
used to fabricate heterojunction photoconverters with an
ficiency of up to 17%.2–6 Almost all of the techniques pres
ently available to semiconductor materials science have b
used to obtain these structures.1 This proceeds in paralle
with an unceasing search for new heterojunction compon
based on CuInSe2 which might reduce the cost of photoco
verters, improve their ecological parameters, and enha
their efficiencies. Some of these studies include natu
materials7 and the possibility of getting away from the use
cadmium, which is employed in CuInSe2/CdS structures and
is regarded as an ecologically dangerous element. In
material, where the highest efficiency has been realized
terdiffusion of Cu into the CdS has been observed and
causes a reduction in the photoconversion quantum
ciency in the photoactive absorption region of t
CuInSe2.

8 Accordingly, we have undertaken a study of t
possible use of green leaves as a wide band componen
heterojunctions based on CuInSe2, as we have propose
earlier.9 The use of green leaves in photoconverters will o
viously solve the ecological and economic aspects of
problem.

The heterojunctions were fabricated using electrica
uniform single crystals ofp-type CuInSe2 with a hole con-
centrationp.531016 cm23 at T5300 K grown by directed
crystallization of a near stoichiometric CuInSe2 melt. In a
number of cases wafers with~100! and ~001! orientations
and average sizes of 53531 mm3 were used. The surfac
of the wafers was subjected to mechanical and, then, ch
cal polishing. The ohmic contacts were layers of gold th
mally sputtered in vacuum, to which current leads were
tached by soldering with pure indium. Leaves ofSyringa L.,
which we denote byL for brevity, were mostly used as gree
leaves. The heterojunction was created by placing anL leaf
on a CuInSe2 surface. A semitransparent layer of metal~Mo,
Ni, Au! deposited on the surface of a glass plate was use
an ohmic contact on the leaf. Besides providing an electr
contact, this plate provided a uniform mechanic
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steady-state current-voltage characteristic shows, in th
structures reproducible rectification is observed with a co
ficient of 2–3 at biases of 2–5 V, which for the range
mechanical stresses used to press the contact surfaces h
effect on the electrical parameters of the CuInSe2 /L junc-
tion. The forward direction of these structures correspond
a negative polarity for the external bias on the leaf.

When the CuInSe2 /L junctions were illuminated, a pho
tovoltage developed with a negative charge on the leaf r
tive to the CuInSe2 and the polarity did not vary as the wave
length of the light was changed or the light probe w
focussed onto the structure itself. This suggests that on
single energy barrier is involved in the separation of t
photoinduced carriers resulting from the contact between
CuInSe2 and green leaf surfaces. Thus, a green leaf can
similar to the CdS, electrolytes, etc., that are used to cre
an energy barrier on CuInSe2.

1,10,11

A typical plot of the relative quantum efficiencyh of a
CuInSe2 /L heterojunction illuminated on the green leaf si
as a function of photon energy is shown in Fig. 1. This cu
has the shape characteristic of semiconducting heteroj
tions. The long wavelength edge of the photosensitivity
these heterojunctions is exponential with a slope of;40
eV21. The discontinuity inh at \v51.02 eV and the spec
tral position of the long wavelength edge in the photosen
tivity indicate that these features are attributable to photo
tive absorption in the CuInSe2. In this case the slope of th
long wavelength photosensitivity edge for the heterojunct
is consistent with a direct interband transition for CuInS2.
The short wavelength drop in the photosensitivity of t
CuInSe2 /L heterojunction for\v*1.65 eV, as well as the
rise in photosensitivity at\v.1.8 eV, are in qualitative
agreement with the wavelength dependence of the op
transmission for a green leaf~Fig. 1!. For this reason, the
short wavelength drop inh can be related to the absorptio
of radiation in a wide band component of the heterojunct
through which the radiation enters the active region of
structure. For absorbed photon energies of 1.02–1.85 eV
quantum efficiency of the heterojunction is essentially co
stant and this is evidence of rather efficient separation
photoinduced pairs in these structures. When these he

970097-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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structures are illuminated from the side of the narrow ba
component, CuInSe2, the photoconversion efficiency falls of
significantly and has a narrowly selective variation with
maximum near the width of the band gap of CuInSe2. This is
explained by absorption of light in the surface layer of th
crystal.

When linearly polarized light acts on heterojunction
formed by contacts between oriented wafers of CuInSe2 and
green leaves, the photosensitivity behaves in a way cha
teristic of a uniaxial medium. Thus, when the CuInSe2 wafer
is oriented in the~100! plane~Fig. 2, curve1!, the polariza-
tion indicatrix of the photocurrent varies periodically; i.e
i5 i icos2w1i'sin2w, where i i and i' are the photocurrents
when the electric vectorE of the light wave is, respectively,
parallel and perpendicular to the tetragonal axisC of the
crystal, andw is the azimuthal angle betweenE andC, with
w50° whenEiC. It is important to emphasize that the po
larization ratioi i/ i'.1, which suggests that the upper va
lence band in CuInSe2 has symmetryG7, so that the direct
A-transitions with the lowest energies are predominantly
solved in theEiC polarization, as in the case of tetragonal
compressed semiconductors.12 For heterojunctions based on
wafers of CuInSe2 oriented in the~001! plane, the polariza-
tion indicatrices degenerate into a straight line~Fig. 2, curve
2!, which should occur for light propagating along the tetra
onalC axis.

The photocurrent polarization indicatrices of the heter
junction were the same as for single crystal CuInSe2. Thus,
the presence of a ‘‘broad band’’ component in the heter
junction has no effect on the state of linearly polarized lig

FIG. 1. Spectral dependences of the relative quantum efficiencyh of a p-
type CuInSe2 /L heterojunction~1! and the optical transmissionT* of a
green leaf used to fabricate the heterojunction~2! in unpolarized light.
T5300 K, illumination from the green leaf side.
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that penetrates into the active region of these structu
through the leaf layer.

Figure 3 shows a typical spectral variation in the natu
photopleochroism,P i

N5( i i2 i')/( i i1 i'), for a heterostruc-
ture based on a wafer ofp-type CuInSe2 oriented in the
~100! plane. The positive sign and the magnitude of th
coefficient are consistent with those obtained
n2p-CuInSe2 homojunctions.

13 The maximum in the posi-
tive photopleochroism occurs at the energy of t
A-transition, while its low value is caused by the weak
tragonal deformation of the crystal lattice of CuInSe2. Here it
should be emphasized that a positive sign for the nat
photopleochroism does not correspond to that predicted b
quasicubic model12 including the stretching of the CuInSe2

crystal lattice along the@001# direction. The latter may be
caused by the fact that the influence of other component
the noncubic potential such as anion displacement play
dominant role in this case, so that the selection rules
interband transitions are the same as in semiconductors
a chalcopyrite lattice that have been compressed along
@001# direction.14

FIG. 2. Polarization indicatrix of the short circuit photocurrent of ap-type
CuInSe2 /L heterojunction.T5300 K; illumination from the green leaf side
\v51.02 eV;w50° for EiC; crystallographic orientation of the CuInSe2

wafers:1—~100!, 2—~001!.

FIG. 3. Spectral variation in the natural photopleochroism of ap-type
CuInSe2 /L heterojunction.T5300 K; illumination from the green leaf side
wafer oriented in the~100! plane.
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These studies, therefore, show that a contact of
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CuInSe2 with a green leaf can be used to create wide ba
photoconverters for natural and linearly polarized lig
Based on a comparison of the these spectral curves
published curves for a CuInSe2/liquid electrolyte contact,10

we may assume that a green leaf serves as a liquid electr
in the structures studied here. It should be emphasized th
the case of CuInSe2 /L heterojunctions there is no need
make a cell for holding the liquid. As our measureme
showed, degradation of the photocurrent was not observe
the CuInSe2 /L structures over 2–3 days, when a leaf w
removed from the plant and pressed to the CuInSe2 surface
with glass. Evidently, if this sort of heterojunction we
formed on a leaf still attached to the plant, then the pho
conversion process in time would be determined only by
life processes of the plant and there would be no degrada
Our studies have also shown that the properties of the
erojunctions are insensitive to whether the upper or low
surface of the leaf is in contact with the crystal. Thus, if t
heteroboundary is taken to be the lower surface of the l
then its outer surface will be oriented toward the light sou
~sun, lamp, etc.! by the plant and there is no need to crea
special systems for orienting the photosensitive surface
ward the source of light energy. This last feature of the n
photoconverter, which originates in the contact betwee
synthetic material and one which participates in the viabi
of a biological object~a green leaf!, may play a decisive role
under certain conditions.

The authors thank Prof. H.-W. Schock and the part
pants in the INTAS Seminar~Stuttgart, October 26, 1995!
for discussions and for their interest in this work.
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